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Adventurer's Guide
The Adventurer's Guide is intended to be a general guide for those who are unfamiliar
with online gaming and/or Materia Magica. Help entries on specific subjects are also
readily viewable from within the game, or at this location: http://www.materiamagica.
com/world/help
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Welcome to Alyria!
The world of Alyria is a fascinating and dangerous place,
teeming with magic, mystery, and monsters. Orbiting the
planet are the twin moons, Marabah and Trigael. An odd
alignment of the moons and stars causes the world (and
nearby planes) to be saturated with chaotic, etheric energy.
This energy is anthropomorphized in the form of the
elemental Powers, from which all magic-users of Alyria
draw to produce magical effects.
Inhabiting the four major continents of Alyria are twelve
major species of organized, intelligent life. From this life
has sprung townes, villages, and other communities. The
Council of Seven, a group of Lords (and two Ladies) who
also individually control their own territories in the world,
collectively governs as much of Alyria as it can. The
Council is led by Lord Agrippa, who lives in a castle near
the Towne of Rune.

Providing support for the Council of Seven, as well as
“handling their own”, is the Council of the Arcane, a group
of powerful magic-users that (attempts) to provide order and
logic to the many magicians that exist in Alyria. Magic, by its
very nature, is chaotic, so the governing attempts of the Council of the Arcane are thought by many to be an uphill battle.
Beneath the overworld of Alyria lies the Great Alyrian
Underground, a vast network of tunnels and caverns, and even features a massi ve
subterranean ocean. Lord Agrippa himself has authorized expeditions to seal the
opened passages to this treacherous place, to keep the population of horrific creatures
from spilling out into the world. Home to some of the most malicious and evil creatures ever recorded, the Great Alyrian Underground is not for just any curious adventurer.
			

Existing in a sort of “pocket plane” near Alyria is the Faerie Plane. Those of the faerie races,
including the powerful Fey and Sidhe, call this place home. The nature spirits of faerie are
very powerful, since they command the forces of the elements themselves, and cannot be
bound or coerced by common magical means. They have their own agendas and thus are
very dangerous individuals to deal with. Divided into two groups, the Seelie and Unseelie
Courts, the faeries are led by a King and a Queen, respectively.
As a new player character starting out in the world of Alyria, you will begin your journey
in the Village of Lasler, a small farming village in the Valley of Lasler, located to the
northwest of the Towne of Rune. The village is a good place to learn for the budding
Adventurer. It contains areas to explore and rewarding tasks to perform, training centers to
practice spells and proficiencies, and train attributes. Lasler also contains
interesing (and sometimes aggressive) flora and fauna, from faerie rings to floating eyes.
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Connect to the Game

New Players:

To get started playing the
game, make sure you have
read and comprehended this
Adventurer’s Guide before
you go any further. It will
greatly increase your knowledge of the basics of Materia
Magica, and make the game a
lot more fun. Ignorance may
be bliss in some situations,
but in the world of Alyria, the
more you know about your
surroundings, the better off
you are.
If you’re using a client that
supports MSP and/or MXP
(such as MUSHClient or
CMUD), Materia Magica
offers in-game sound effects - hear a fireball roar, or
a shield deflect an attack. To
hear sounds, you will need to
download and uncompress
the following “sound packs”,
which contain the sounds that
the game will reference during play. More information
on sound effects, including
how to download and install
them, can be found in the
Game Clients section of this
website.

CONNECT TO:
MateriaMagica.com
PORT 23 or 4000
Play Using Browser:

If you are ready to play right
now and want to use the
Flash Client or the
Moongate Client, go here to
proceed with the Flash
Client, or go here to
proceed with the Moongate
Client.
The hostname is
materiamagica.com, and
the IP address for that is
66.219.44.166. You’ll p
robably need to enter one or
the other, not both. The port
number for Materia Magica is
4000, although we also
accept ports 23, 6666, 8000,
and 9000.
For the rest of you, you
should now have enough
information to play Materia
Magica. Happy adventuring!

For the “I’m Not a Nub”:

Do you have a client to
play the game? If you’re not
sure what a client is - it’s a
program that runs on your
computer that allows you to
connect to the game server
over the Internet. Materia
Magica is proud to provide
the Moongate Client, a Javabased, cross-platform applet
that can be run from any
browser that supports Java 1.5
or greater. The Moongate
Client is designed specifically
for Materia Magica and has
lots of great features. There’s
also a Flash client available
if you’d like that. However, if
you have a particular MUD
client you enjoy using more,
feel free! There’s a list of
recommended clients for your
particular operating system or
platform on the Game
Clients page.
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Sight-Impaired Players
Materia Magica is a welcoming and accessible environment for sight-impaired players. With the use of a screen reader,
sight-impaired players can enjoy playing the game to its fullest potential.
Connecting to the Game
Many sight-impaired players prefer to connect to Materia Magica using a specialized client called VIP.
To download your copy of VIP, visit their website at http://gmagames.com/vipmud.shtml. Click on the downloads link at
the top to download the latest version of the VIP client. VIP is available for a free 30 day trial, with a standard version free
thereafter. Several sight-impaired players have created a guide for using the VIP client. See the links section on page 122
for further information.
Adjust Your Game Settings
When beginning your journey into the world of Materia Magica as a sight-impaired player using a screen reader, there are
a few things that you will want to do in order to insure you will have an enjoyable gaming experience. Make sure various
settings within the game are set that are geared for those who use a reader to make the game more accessible for you. When
creating your new character, be sure to select the sight-impaired player settings when prompted to do so.
The commands are:
SET COMPASS OFF - This turns off the graphical compass that displays room exits.
SET SHOW-EXITS ON - This turns on the room exits display, so you will get information as to where you can move from
your current location.
SET EXTENDED-PROMPT OFF - This reduces the size of your prompt so that it does not show your current hit points,
spell points, and stamina information (you can view this information via use of the REPORT command, or by typing
SCORE, or you can turn the prompt on and off again).
SET SHOW-COLOR-ALTERNATIVES ON - Materia Magica uses symbols and text displayed in different colors in order
to notify the player of certain things within the game that might be important. When this setting is enabled, any information that is normally presented by various colors will be represented by simple text that can be read by a screen reader.
For example, the SHOW-EXITS display will normally show adjacent rooms that are “dark” (have no visible light source) or
player-killing (PK) rooms, in different colors. With the setting enabled, these colors become text tags. Another example is
the various spell affects that are active on other characters will be displayed using simple text instead of colors.
SET BRIEF ON - This causes room descriptions not to show up when moving through rooms unless you explicitly request
them, by typing LOOK. Instead of BRIEF, you may want to SET SUPERBRIEF ON - this performs the same function as
brief, with the added elimination of descriptions of NPCs and PCs being displayed when you LOOK at them.
In addition to the general BRIEF settings, there is an additional setting that can be toggled during combat by typing
COMBAT MODE BRIEF. This will allow you to not see the combat rounds of other fights taking place in your room or,
when you are in a formation, will allow you to just see combat rounds as they pertain to you, not what your form members
are doing, which will greatly reduce spam and is beneficial for those using screen readers.
Sound Triggers
You may want to set up various sound triggers to help notify you of important events as they occur. These can help dramatically while playing Materia magica since there will be times where it is not feasible to sit there and have your reader read
off every line of text as it scrolls onto the screen, even at a higher speed for your given reader as you won’t be able to react
quickly enough. For times like this, it is a good idea to setup various sounds that will trigger when various messages scroll
onto the screen to allow you to react in a much more timely matter and possibly save you from dying.
For more information about setting up sound triggers, please visit our sight-impaired player guide at
http://www.materiamagica.com/play/sight-impaired-help
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Further Assistance
Visit our website guide for Sight-Impaired players by going to our online guide for sight-impaired players. Additionally,
Materia Magica has several Player Guides who are sight-impaired and may be available for additional assistance.

Creating
Your
Character
The first screen you’ll see when
you connect to Materia Magica
will be something like this
(screen shots taken using the
Moongate Client):

Character Name

The name of your character is important - you’re going to have it for a long time, so please consider it carefully.
You should use a name that fits into the medieval-like theme of the game. Or you can make use of the automatically-generated names - once you type NEW, you will be asked if you wish to view a list of automatically-generated names for your character. Pick from one of those or make up a name of your own.

Password and Security Question

Once you’ve selected the name for your character, you’ll be asked to enter a password. Your password should be
from 5 to 25 characters long, cannot contain your character name, and must contain at least one number. For security reasons, text echoing will be turned off so you may briefly not be able to see what you are typing in. You’ll
need to enter your password twice in order to confirm it. It is a good idea to use a unique password that only you
will know. It should not be a password you have used elsewhere.
You will need to pick a security question (also known as a challenge question) and enter an answer for your
character. The answer to the security question should be something only you would know, and should be at least
three characters long. We’ll also need to know your real name and email address. We won’t be adding your name
or email address to any annoying email or spam lists, and this information will not be made available publicly,
either in-game or on the website. This information will be used for account validation and to verify your identity
in the event you forget your password and need it reset.
The next step in the character creation process is to pick the gender, race, and class of your character. Before you
can do that, however, you should know more about the attributes and vital statistics that will make up
your character.
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Attributes and Vital Statistics
Overview

Your character’s attributes represent his or her innate characteristics and capabilities: strength, sanity, knowledge, wisdom,
agility, personality, courage, luck, and vitality. Attribute values are quite important, as they systemically affect everything
about your character, and each attribute value will affect him in a different way. You can increase the primary attributes
through working with a Trainer at any level, or they can be magically increased through spells or items.
Attribute values can be as low as 3 points and as high as 25 points. How high and how low your attributes can go is affected
by the race of your character. Additionally, each class has a “prime” attribute, one that the class needs most of all in order to
learn the skills of that class.

Individual primary attributes are defined as follows:
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Strength

This is a measure of the brute force one can bring to bear in any given endeavor. It affects
how much you can carry, how much damage you do with weapons, and will allow stronger
characters to equip heavier armor and weaponry.

Knowledge

This is a measure of the intelligence of your character. The higher the knowledge of a
character, the less effort he or she will need to expend in spell casting and learning new skills.

Wisdom

This is a measure of the “common sense” of a character. It allows for self-improvement, and
in some cases, helps a character resist certain works of deceit. Having greater wisdom also
increases the amount of practice sessions you gain as you progress through levels of
experience.

Agility

This is a measure of the speed and precision of a character. It affects many things, but its
affects are most obvious in a combat role, as agile characters are more likely to accurately hit
a target, and conversely, cause an opponent to miss them.

Personality

This is a measure of a character’s charm. It is not just a measure of how likable a character
is, but helps to measure his or her ability to lead, negotiate, or otherwise interact with other
characters.

Vitality

This is a measure of a character’s general health and well-being. More robust characters are
able to take more hits in combat, travel farther distances, and tend to need less sleep than
normal. Vitality helps in the regeneration of hit points and stamina as well as increases the
amount of hit points and stamina you gain as you progress through levels of experience.

Luck

This is a measure of how lucky your character is and affects random probability. This attribute is used quite often with just about everything.

Courage

This is a measure of a character’s ability to conquer his or her fear. Some monsters (also
known as NPCs, for Non-Player Characters) generate a magical fear which instills a
completely irrational terror in nearby living creatures. Courage can help a character override
this fear and act normally for a period of time. Courage can also give characters the inner
strength to break free of some magical bonds, such as webs, and bash more successfully.

Sanity

This is a measure of a character’s ability to control magical forces. Characters with a high
sanity characteristically regenerate spell points at a higher rate, and can, in rare
circumstances, force a spell to finish regardless of the absence of material components.

Vital Statistics
Hit points, spell power (spell points), and stamina are often referred to as vital statistics. These statistics will
all be altered via normal game play and will regenerate regularly as time passes. If your character is hungry or
thirsty, vitals will regenerate at a slower rate
Hit Points

Hit Points (also known as “hp”) is a value that is reflective of how healthy your
character is. These points can be used up by receiving damage through combat,
magic, and other miscellaneous factors. When your character’s hit points drop to
zero, he or she will die.

Spell Points

Spell power (also known as “spell points” or “sp”) is used when your character
casts magical spells, uses certain magical or esoteric proficiencies, or makes use
of certain magical items. If your character’s spell power drops below the amount
required for a certain spell, he or shee will be temporarily unable to cast that spell.

Stamina

Stamina (also known as “st”) is used when your character moves - either through
combat actions, normal walking, making use of certain magical items, or other
miscellaneous actions.

Training Attributes and Vital Statistics
Through use of the TRAIN command,
you can increase the attributes (strength,
knowledge, etc.) or vital statistics
(hit points, spell points, stamina) on your
character, thus increasing his effectiveness.
You may only train at designated trainers,
which can be found in most major cities
and in some remote locations.
Training costs remain the same at all levels:
1 attribute - 80 practices
1 prime attribute* - 60 practices
10 HP - 30 practices
10 SP - 27 practices
10 ST - 20 practices
*Each class has a prime attribute which is cheaper to train while you are that class.
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Secondary Statistics
You won’t see all of these statistics when you are in the process of creating your character, but they are important
as you progress in the game but it will be helpful to have some knowledge of them. Some of these attributes will
appear under AFFECTS if your character is affected by the Detect Magic spell.

Experience Points and Level

Your character advances in power by gaining experience points. Experience points are a way of keeping track of
how much your character has learned over the course of his or her lifetime. You can gain experience points by
defeating NPCs in combat, completing quests and solving mini-quests, obtaining marks, and killing bosses.
As you gain experience points, your character’s overall experience (known as “level”) will increase as well. Level
is broken up into two values - class level and total level. Your character may gain a maximum of 60 class levels
in each class. Total level is the total amount of your class levels. Your character can get up to a maximum of 240
total levels, at which point he will become a Hero, having excelled in the four major adventuring class archetypes
(Fighter, Thief, Mage, and Cleric). Beyond that, your character may choose to become an Archon (Level 241),
which is a special class available to Heroes.

Age and Birth Date

Age is the amount of years that have passed since your character was born. While characters do not have
lifespans, there are rare items available only to certain character age groups. Time in Alyria only moves four
times faster than real world time.

Alignment

Alignment is a number that can vary from -1000 to 1000 that describes your character’s tendency for good or
evil. The lower the number, the more evil your character will be. The higher the number, the more good your
character will be. Alignment affects what NPCs may be inclined to attack you, as well as how well you can use
certain magical items.

Practices

Practices are considered the amount of training sessions your character has earned. Your character
primarily earns practices through gaining levels, but he can also gain practices through completing quests,
obtaining marks, killing bosses, performing special tasks, and other methods. Practices are spent when your
character wants to learn more about a particular spell or proficiency.

Quest Points

Quest points are gained through the completion of quests. The members of the Council of Seven - the Lords and
Ladies of Alyria - will allow you to undertake quests in order to gain quest points as well as other rewards, such
as practices, gold, experience points, and special items. Quest points can additionally be saved up and used at
any quest master to purchase special items.

Gold

Gold is used to purchase most goods and services within the world of Alyria from shops, some NPCs, and PCs
(Player Characters). You can carry a limited amount of gold on hand before it starts slowing down your
movement (this is known as “encumbrance”). You can store extra gold in banks, which can be found in most
major townes in Alyria.
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Reputation

Reputation is a value that ranges from -100 to 100 and represents your character’s notoriety to other PCs. A low
reputation score marks your character as someone from which to stay away, and a high reputation score marks
your character as “safer”. Reputation is modified in a negative manner when you defeat other PCs in combat and
will regenerate very slowly - no more than 12 points in one real-world week.

Accuracy

Accuracy is a modifier that affects how effectively your character can hit a target, whether using magic or weapons. It can be easily seen on weapons, as all weapons have a base accuracy modifier. Accuracy affects spells in
that it will modify your character’s chances of hitting a target with specific spells.

Height

Height can be seen when you or someone else LOOKs at your character. This is primarily used for roleplaying
purposes, but select items and the spell frenzy take height into account. Height is based on race and gender.

Equipped Weapon Damage

Equipped Weapon Damage will show up in your character’s EQUIPMENT information when he has a weapon
equipped. This is an estimate based on how much damage your character can potentially cause to a target that is
not wearing any armor or affected by protective spells.

Affects

Affects are active “conditions” on your character, whether magical or physical. For example, if your character was
affected by the “armor” spell that improved his armor resistance, this would be considered an affect. Affects
usually, but not always, will wear off after a certain period of time.

Armor Resistance

Your character is comprised of several body parts. While they may not all be called by the same names in all
races (and all may not be available to all races), they can be classified into the following categories: head, on
torso, about torso, arms, legs, wings, hands, finger (2 slots), neck (2 slots), waist, feet and tail.
Each body part has its own armor resistance, which is a way of measuring how much damage your character can
absorb if a hit successfully connects with that body part. The armor resistance is further broken down into four
different types, namely armor resistance vs. piercing attacks, armor resistance vs. slashing attacks, armor resistance vs. bashing attacks, and armor resistance vs. exotic attacks (miscellaneous).
Each of these armor resistance types will have a value from 0 to 100, where 0 means that there is no resistance to
attacks of that type, on through 100, which means that the maximum resistance to attacks of that type is present
(75% reduction in damage).

Saving Throws

Saving throws are the chance that a player has when certain spells and effects are used on the player. There are
five different saving throw types, namely saving vs. spells and magic in general, saving vs. petrification, saving vs.
paralyzation, saving vs. breath attacks, and saving vs. rods. Saving throws may be modified through certain spells
and enchantments on some magical items.
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Skills: Proficiencies and Spells
Skills are special feats, or actions, your character can take that
produce certain (usually) predictible results. Skills are broken
up into two major types: Spells and Proficiencies. Spells are
of a magical nature and require the use of spell power to cast.
They also usually require physical magical supplies (known as
reagents). Proficiencies are everything else, including the more
physical skills (weapon use, tracking, stealing, etc.) and special
race-based skills such as Fey and Sidhe shape-shifting. The skills
your character will have access to are dependent upon his race
and class selection. Some magical items can also grant the use of
particular skills to a character.
There are several different schools among which proficiencies and spells are divided. Schools are a way of
classifying the tangible aspects of a spell or proficiency, and while some skills may seem to overlap schools,
there is generally one main school in which they fit the best, as follows:

Proficiency Schools
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Weaponry
(WEA)

Defense
(DEF)

Combat
(COM)

Technical
(TEK)

Mystical
(MYS)

Proficiencies
that involve
a physical
weapon

Proficiencies
that are
primarily
defensive
in nature

Proficiencies
that are
primarily
combative
in nature

Proficiencies
that involve
technical
knowledge

Proficiencies
that use
supernatural
forces or
mental powers

Weapon
A weapon is an instrument of offensive or defensive combat - anything used, or designed to
be used, in defeating an enemy. Each weapon proficiency deals a different type of
damage with varied accuracy. For example, axe, sword, halberd, two-handed sword, twohanded axe and whip all deal ‘slash’ type damage. Lance, spear, dagger, archery and hook
deal ‘pierce’ type damage. Flail and mace deal ‘bash’ type damage. Magical-wand and exotic
deal alternative forms of damage, such as ‘energy’. Certain NPCs and PCs have resistance
or immunities to various types of damage. It’s a good idea to have a weapon for each of the 3 basic damage types
trained (slash, pierce and bash) and at least one other alternative form, such as exotic or magical-wand. Be sure
to identify weapons to see what kind of damage they do!
Weapon Proficiencies
Archery		Axe			Bola
Boomerang		Bow			Dagger
Dart			Exotic			Flail
Halberd		Hook			Lance
Mace			Magical Wand		Marksmanship
Maul			Nunchaku		Pike
Polearm		Scythe			Slug Thrower
Spear			Staff			Sweep
Sword			Throwing Axe		Throwing Knife
Throwing Spear
Throwing Star		
Two-handed Axe

Tip: While cavaliers gain
access to lance (pierce type
damage), they can only
wield it while mounted.
We recommend also
practicing ‘spear’ for those
areas where mounts are
not allowed.

Defense
Proficiencies related to defense are those which defend or protect - skills employed to
oppose attacks and ward off danger, used in combat situations.

Defense Proficiencies
		Acrobatics		Dodge			Evasion
		
Fifth Defense		
Fourth Defense
Magical Fade
		Parry			Second Defense
Shield Block
		Third Defense
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Combat
Combat proficiencies are skills that are used in a fight - they are similar to those in the
Weapon school, but are actions themselves which act as weapons, and not physical objects.
Combat Proficiencies
		Backstab		Bash			Battle Rage
		Blind Fighting		Charge			Combat Focus
				Cunning Strike
Enhanced Damage Feeding
				Fifth Attack		Fourth Attack		Hand To Hand
				Kick			Paralyze		Second Attack
				Third Attack		Throwing

Technical
Technical proficiencies are skills related to doing specific, nonviolent actions, such as picking a lock, or carefully wandering through an area without being noticed.
Technical Proficiencies
		Blacksmithing		Carpentry			Detect Traps
		
Disarm Traps		
Enhanced Endurance		
Fast Healing
		Foraging		Herbalism			Hide
				Keen Hearing		Lock Picking			Logging
				Lycanthropy		Martial Arts			Mining
				Peek			Perception			Riding
				Scan			Sense Of Direction		Snare
				Sneaking		Stealing			Tailoring
				Tracking		Weaving

Mystical
Mystical proficiencies are skills involving actions that are not physical-based - either they
are mental actions on the part of a character, or they call upon external forces to bring about
change in the character's being or environment.
Mystical Proficiencies
		
Acid Breath		
Enhanced Fireshield		
Fire Breath
				Frost Breath		Gas Breath			Herald Bloodthirst
				Herald Death		Lightning Breath		Lingering Anti-paralytic
				Lingering Antimagic Lore				Magical Items
				Malice			Meditation			Music
				Shape Shifting		Visualization
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Magic Schools
The schools are as follows:

Abjuration

Spells that banish something

Alteration

Spells that change the state of an item or
being

Evocation

Spells that cause a physical manifestation of a force

Fundamental

Basic spells not requiring reagents or memorization

Illusion

Spells that confuse and mislead

Chaos

Invocation

Conjuration

Necromancy

Divination

Summoning

Enchantment

Thought

Spells that deal with chaos and the nature
of chaos magic

Spells that mold astral energy into a
physical force

Spells that reveal details about items or
beings

Spells that enhance the nature of an item
or being

Spells that bring an outside force to bear on the
caster

Spells that deal with the dead or with a being's life
force

Spells that summon an item or a being to the caster

Spells that require no spoken words and few reagents

Abjuration

Spells that banish something and/or push it away, such as a cure disease spell, or a spell to send a
demon back to its natural plane of existence.

Spells in the Abjuration School
Abjure				Antimagic Sphere			Aura Cleansing			Awaken		
Condemn			
Counterspell			
Cure Disease			
Cure Exotic
Disease				Cure Poison				Dispel Area			Dispel Magic		
Etheric Pollution		
Hundred Years Of Silence		
Negation			
Pentacle
Protection From Evil		
Protection From Good			
Remove Curse			
Room Shield		
Sanctify				Sanctuary				Searing Touch			Silence			
Spell Shield			Tremor
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Alteration

Spells that change an item's nature, either physical or ethereal, such as a transmutation spell to
change lead into gold, or a change alignment spell, that changes the state of the soul.

Spells in the Alteration School
Alignment Reversal		Attention Of The Archlich		Bleakness			Calm			
Change Sex			
Control Weather			
Cover Of Darkness		
Cure Blindness
Cure Critical			Cure Light			
Cure Mutilation			Cure Serious
Death Grip			
Displacement				
Energy Orb		
Erase			
Enhanced Strength		Etheric Entropy				Expel Bone			Flame Wind		
Frenzy				Ghastwalk				Guise Of Nature		Harrow
Haste				Heal					Hemophage			High Explosive
Hydroblast			Induce Psychosis			Infravision			Lava Walk
Magic Lock			Magic Unlock				Magnetic Field			Mutilate
Otolithic Growth		Pass Door				Plodding Fugue			Poison		
Polymorph			Pustulate				Quicksand			Refresh
Rejuvenation			Remove Scarification			Requiem			Resurrect
Shadow Door			Shadow Tunnel				Shocking Grasp			Slow Time		
Somnolence			Spark					Stone Curse			Stone Skin		
Thunderclap			Traveling Song				Underwater Breathing		Unnatural
Weaken				Whirlwind				Wind Walk			 Strength

Tip: Psionics can cast cancellation for any spell
school, negating any spells from that school
cast in the room for a short duration of time.

Chaos

Spells that deal with chaos and the nature of chaos magic, which is random and fluctuates. This is
the most dangerous school to master, for as the power of the magician grows, so does the power of
the forces of chaos the caster calls upon, which means mistakes can be deadly.

Spells in the Chaos School
Air Blast			Arcane Shield				Buffet				Confusion
Deafen				Dull Wits				Evil Eye				Gate Travel		
Hinder Magic			Insanity					Jinx				Nexus
Plane Travel			Quicksilver Blast			Scarify				Slow Magic		
Withering Touch
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Conjuration

Spells that call upon astral energy to mold and shape something into immediate precipitation from
the astral plane into the physical, creating something that did not exist before, such as a fireball.

Spells in the Conjuration School
Acid Blast			Acid Mist				Aegis				Armor
Augment Aura			Blood Dance				Cacophony			Camouflage
Channel Faith			Circle Of Fire				Circle Of Thorns		Concentration
Conjure Boulder		Conjure Ironbolt			Convocation			Create Food
Create Spring			Create Water				Create Wine Spring		Cursed Fog		
Electrogenic Growth		Ember Carom				Fireball				Firebolt
Fireshield			Flintstrike				Flood				Fountain
Frost				Fungal Growth				Hands Of Wind			Ice Wind
Iceball				Icebolt					Lightning Shroud 		Lightning Bolt		
Magic Bomb			Magic Carpet				Magic Dart			Magic Map
Magic Message			Phalanx					Poison Gas			Shadow Image
Shadow Light			Soul Sacrifice				Web

Divination

Spells that call upon the fates and examine the energy fields around the caster and subject in
question to determine the most possible of many futures that lie ahead.

Spells in the Divination School
Deceleration Sphere		
Demigod Visage		
Detect Alignment		
Detect Illusion
Detect Invisibility		Detect Magic			Divine Calling			Epiphany
Farsight				Identify				Illumination			Read Aura
Righteous Fury			Sense Life			Wizard Eye

Enchantment

Spells that enhance or otherwise alter the typical nature of a creature or object, lending it power
in some form or another, such as 'enhanced strength', or 'armor'.

Spells in the Enchantment School
Bathe				Battle March			Beacon				Berserker Rage
Binding Curse			Burning Ember			Charm				Consecrate Armor
Consecrate Food		
Consecrate Weapon		
Creeping Poison		
Curse
Desecrate Armor		Elemental Shield		Enchant Mud			Excommunicate
Faerie Fire			Great Shout			Hex				Imprint Aura
Irk				Lava Cloak			Levitation			Mass Levitation
Mass Sleep			
Mental Clarity			
Multiply Magic			
One With The Forest
Overpressurize			Pensive Dirge			Recharge Item			Sleep
Soothing Nocturne		Squall				Tinnitus			Tremolo
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Evocation

Spells that call an outside force into physical appearance on the material plane of existence.
Spells in the Evocation School
Call Lightning			Chain Lightning		Diseased Cloud			Dust Cloud		
Ice Whip			Landslide			Reflective Fireball		Reveal
Shield				Waterspout			
Elemental Evocations
Air Evocation			Ash Evocation			Dust Evocation			Earth Evocation Fire
Evocation			Ice Evocation			Lightning Evocation		Magma Evocation
Minerals Evocation		
Ooze Evocation			
Radiance Evocation		
Salt Evocation
Smoke Evocation		
Steam Evocation		
Vacuum Evocation		
Water Evocation

Fundamental

Spells that are basic to the caster, such as 'scribe', and do not require reagents or memorization.
Technically they could still fall within one of the following schools, but for our purposes they are
better labeled 'fundamental' or 'no school'.

Spells in the Enchantment School
Dwarven Pride			Enduring Condition		Existential Horror		Haunted		
Magnetic Influence		
Moon Croup Disease		
Regenerate Cartilage		
Scribe			
Skill Grant			Visibility

Illusion

Spells that confuse and mislead, physical visions of some kind, which only a trained or powerful
eye can see through. Faerie glamour is an example of this. Astral power figures strongly in here, as
illusions are real upon the astral plane, not imaginary. Illusions are dangerous if given too much
power, as they can precipitate from the astral plane into the physical plane and take on a life of
their own.
Spells in the Illusion School
Blindness			Color Spray			Concealment			Entropion
Ethereal Form			Glamour			Improved Invisibility		Invisibility
Light				Momentary Darkness		Nightmares

Invocation

Spells that bring an outside force into the caster's energy field at his or her request, lending power
and strength.
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Spells in the Evocation School
Air Halo			Bless				
Elemental Invocations		
Air Invocation			Ash Invocation			Dust Invocation			Earth Invocation		
Fire Invocation			Ice Invocation			Lightning Invocation		Magma Invocation		
Minerals Invocation		
Ooze Invocation		
Radiance Invocation		
Salt Invocation			
Smoke Invocation		
Steam Invocation		
Vacuum Invocation		
Water Invocation

Necromancy

Spells that deal directly with the dead, with the use of dead energy to power another spell, or with
the life force of the subject. Animate dead, whereby a corpse is given the semblance of life, and
enervation, where the flow of life force from the ethereal plane is stopped or slowed down for a brief
period of time, are examples of this.
Spells in the Necromancy School
Animate Dead			Annihilation			Cause Critical			Cause Light
Cause Serious			Chill Touch			Dampening Field		Delay Reincarnation
Disjunction			Divine Injunction		End Incarnation		Energy Drain
Enervation			Extinction			Famine				Fatigue
Glare Of The Crocodile		Harm				Hinder				Immobilize
Impede Movement		Kill				Leech				Leech Conduit
Malediction			Malignancy			Mass Animate Dead		Necromancers Guile
Necrotic Bomb			Necrotic Explosion		Pestilence			Plague
Reanimate			Recurrent Reanimation		Shadow Armor			Siphon
Slow

Summoning

Spells that summon a physical or nonphysical item or creature from the same or another plane of
existence, such as a demon summoning or producing a spring of fresh water from nowhere.
Spells in the Summoning School
Blink				Bubble Cluster			Combat Blink			Control Winds
Faerie Ring			Find Familiar			Ice Storm			Megalith
Monument			Shadow Golem			Shadow Imp			Summon
Summon Dragon		
Summon Elemental		
Summon Mount		
Summon Shade
Summon Stake			Swarm				Teleport			Thunderstorm
Totem				Warp				Word Of Recall

Thought

Spells that originate in the mind, requiring no reagents or words, merely thought power, that comes
directly from the caster's energy field and his or her link into the astral plane. Many of these spells
may also be cast unbeknownst (until it is done) to the target.
Spells in the Thought School
Amnesia			Bar				Cancellation			Describe
Disequilibriate			Disrupt Sight			Domination			Esp
Float				Force Field			Forget				Geisteblitz
Induce Aggression		Irritation			Knock				Memory Drain
Mental Disruption		Mesmerize			Mimic				Mind Shield
Nullification Field		Ominous			Pense				Physical Reinforcement
Psychic Rebellion		Pyrokinesis			Remote Sensing			Sensory Enhancement
Spook				Telekinesis			Telekinetic Bash			Telekinetic Explosion
Telekinetic Pierce		
Telekinetic Punch		
Telekinetic Shield		
Telekinetic Slash
Telekinetic Wave		Telesmatic Force		Teleview			Transference
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Spell and Proficiency Complexity and Comprehension (SCC and PCC)
Spell and Proficiency comprehension percentages are used to determine what skills your character can use, and
how difficult they are for him to use. These comprehension ratings run from 1% to 100%, 100% being the best,
and 1% being the worst. For example, if a spell had a complexity rating of 45%, it means that only a spellcaster
who had a Spell Complexity Comprehension (SCC) rating of 45% or higher would be able to cast it. And, of
course, the more above 45% his SCC rating was, the easier the spell would become to cast, and the less spell
points it would take.
Spell Complexity Comprehension has just one rating, which applies to all magic across all schools used by the
character. Proficiency Complexity Comprehension is split up into five separate ratings, based on the school of
that proficiency.

Practicing Skills

The PRACTICE command allows you to train a skill (proficiency or spell) and increase your knowledge of it.
It is different from the TRAIN command in that you are not learning about an attribute or a vital statistic, but
about something more specific.
You may only PRACTICE at a designated trainer (sometimes called Guildmasters). These trainers can be
found in most major cities and in some remote locations.
You cannot practice all available skills at the same trainer. As in real life, each trainer has a skill set he or she
is most familiar with and offers that knowledge to Adventurers. Also, trainers may only offer limited practice
sessions in a particular skill (for instance, the trainer may only offer 10 practice sessions of the spell 'kill' each
day - first come, first served).
The number of practice sessions a spell or proficiency will take in order to raise it one percentage point is
largely based on your level. As you progress through levels and change classes, it will take more and more
practices to raise a skill one percentage point, as it is harder to learn new skills as you get more experienced
in multiple disciplines.
When you start out in the Village of Lasler at your first trainer, you will
want to note the weapon your character had equipped from the start,
and train that proficiency as much as you can (By default, you will have
this skill learned at 40% of the maximum). Most skills and spells can be
trained to 75%, but you will have to use the skill to earn “betters” in order
to master the skill. A few can be practiced up to 100%. This will give you
a good start in fighting with that weapon. If you are a magic-user, you
will want to practice one or two of your key spells, as well - defensive
or offensive (or both) is up to your preference, as well as your available
practice points. Be sure to hold the spellbook with the spell SCRIBED in it
for practicing. Bards may also want to use some practices to increase their
music proficiency learned percentage as high as possible. See page 76 for
more information and tips for practicing in each class.
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Gender, Race, and Class
The next step in the character creation process is selecting the gender and race of your character. Gender has
only one important role: Determining whether you can use the Cavalier (male only) or Valkyrie (female only)
classes. Otherwise it is mainly a role-playing consideration.
Each race has some benefits and some drawbacks - no race has a definitive advantage over the others. Where one
race might be physically strong and able to do lots of damage in melee combat, another may excel in magic, allowing them to make use of more spells and magical items. Finding the right race for you is a matter of taste and
style of play, but with one additional caveat: the race that you have chosen will affect the range of classes from
which you are able to select, so be sure to take that into consideration.

Races of Alyria

The races you may choose from are as follows. If you want to view more information about a specific
race, as well as to see a list of classes that is possible for that race, click on the link for that race.

Human		

Elf		

Half-Elf

Dwarf			

Fey			

Gnome

Halfling

Dracon		

Drow			

Sidhe		

Sahuagin

Ogre

Minotaur
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Human
Averaging between five and six feet in height, Humans are the most populous race in the world. The Humans have established settlements on every
continent, and their appearances vary widely depending on ancestry. Almost
any hair, eye, or skin color that you can imagine can be found on a group of
Humans somewhere.
Although they have no special biological talents like the other races, Humans
are far more versatile, able to be trained in almost all classes. The Humans
were the first to discover how to focus magical energies, and as a result they
can utilize items to enhance their attributes more effectively than any other
race. Additionally, the Human religions encourage a very personal connection
with the Powers, and allow quicker reincarnation to occur.

Roleplaying a Human

“

Alim was born and raised within the walls of Rune to peasant farmers.
Wanting what was best for their child, Alim’s parents lived in poverty to pay for
Alim’s education. When Alim was ten years of age, his parents sent him off to
the institutions in Sigil, where virtually any form of combat or magic could be
learned in depth. There, Alim was able to research and try out different fighting
styles and types of magics until he found one he was comfortable with. Every
day, Alim would take the ferry from Rune to Sigil, feeling the spray of the ocean
in the morning, tasting the salt of the sea at night.
The constant travel and changing faces did not bother the young man, as
change and adaptation felt like a normal part of life. All of his studies came easily to him as well, his powers grew at a steady rate, seemingly effortlessly. When
Alim reached maturity, he was a strong, confident man with several different
abilities, making him a very useful ally to many.

Physically this is the most uncomplicated character. No stunning resistances, but no vulnerabilities. They’re the
most common race in the world - but not the most common race for adventurer. Some humans just don’t want
the problems that come with living off of the land, or don’t wish to be separated from their families and towns.
Humans can be roleplayed an almost endless amount of ways, partly due to the lack of limitations on their class
choices. For humans, class choice in and of itself should be the basis, or at least a major part of how you build a
human roleplayer. Maybe your character was raised off the land, and so decided to become a ranger and continue with that familial tradition. Also possible is that your character was raised off the land and then decided to
become a wizard in a high, tall tower somewhere because they’d had enough of nature. The choice is really up to
you, and there’s not a lot in the human racial make-up to stop you.
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Humans may choose from the following classes:

Fighter:
Barbarian

Fighter:
Paladin

Fighter:
Cavalier

Fighter:
Valkyrie

Mage:
Wizard

Mage:
Monk

Mage:
Psionic

Mage:
Ranger

Cleric:
Priest

Cleric:
Druid

Cleric:
Witch

Thief:
Rogue

Thief:
Bard

Thief:
Knave

Human Racial Attributes

Max HP - 2000
Statistics:
Strength: 19
Agility: 19
Courage: 19

Knowledge: 19
Vitality: 19
Sanity: 19

Max SP - 2000

Max ST - 2000

Wisdom: 19
Luck: 19
Personality: 19

Racial Bonus:
Humans’ racial bonus is a (level/15) power bonus to religious spells.
Racial Skills:
None
Racial Resistances:
None
Racial Immunities:
None
Racial Vulnerabilities:
None

Saving v. Spell:
Saving v. Paralysis:
Saving v. Rod:		
Saving v. Petrification:
Saving v. Breaths:

0
0
10
0
0

Available classpaths, can be taken in any order and in any combination:
WARRIOR		
CLERIC		 MAGE 		THIEF
Barbarian		
Priest			
Wizard			
Bard
Cavalier		
Witch		
Monk			
Rogue
Valkyrie		 Druid			Psionic			 Knave
Paladin		 			Ranger
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Elf
Elves are slightly shorter than humans, and have a much lighter build.
They lack the strength and stamina of the larger races, but are far more
agile, both in body and mind. Elves tend to make their homes deep
within secluded forests, but always remain in touch with the world
around them. The easiest way to recognize an elf is by their pointy ears.
Because of their affinity with nature, Elves posses the ability to blend in
with their surroundings, can see in the dark, and are difficult to control
through magic. They tend to have strong morals, and can instinctively
sense evil creatures. While their intelligence allows them to pursue
almost any type of magical or religious training they desire, Elves are
limited in their choices of other vocations.
Elves are physically weaker than the humans we talked about above, but they have incredible magical strength
that can help make up for that. Elves also love nature - so it’s unlikely you’ll have one that’s squeamish about
things like getting dirty or being stuck out overnight in the woods. They can see in the dark, so no wild boars
will be catching them off guard. That being said, your elfin character could have problems with crowds, and
towns in general. It’s hard to go from the quiet of nature to the bustling streets of Rune.

Roleplaying an Elf

“
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Quests that ask them to do nefarious deeds would also be something
they’d have a problem with. As they’re generally good-natured, helping
Lord Maldra isn’t something they’re going to be really happy about. The
internal conflict could be something that a back-story could be easily built
from. Elves cannot be rogues or barbarians, due to their kind nature and
possibly due to their inability to heft an axe. If you would like your elf to
be a bit different, they could be upset at that fact, and build a story from
the idea of a not-so-nice elf.

Elf ’s may choose from the following classes:

Fighter:
Paladin

Fighter:
Cavalier

Mage:
Ranger

Cleric:
Priest

Fighter:
Valkyrie

Cleric:
Druid

Mage:
Wizard

Mage:
Monk

Thief:
Bard

Thief:
Knave

Mage:
Psionic

Elf ’s Racial Attributes

Max HP - 1750
Statistics:
Strength: 17
Agility: 21
Courage: 18

Knowledge: 21
Vitality: 17
Sanity: 23

Max SP - 2500

Max ST - 1750

Wisdom: 21
Luck: 20
Personality: 20

Racial Bonus:
Elves’ racial ability is to be able to innately determine when they are in a
wooded area, and to deal 15% more damage with spells while in the woods.
Racial Skills:
Hide, Infravision
Racial Resistances:
Charm
Racial Immunities:
None

Saving v. Spell:
Saving v. Paralysis:
Saving v. Rod:		
Saving v. Petrification:
Saving v. Breaths:

10
5
0
5
0

Racial Vulnerabilities:
None
Available classpaths, can be taken in any order and in any combination:
WARRIOR		
CLERIC		 MAGE 		THIEF
Paladin		 Priest			Wizard			 Bard
Cavalier		
Druid		
Monk			
Knave
Valkyrie		 			Psionic			
		
			
Ranger
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Half-Elf
Half-Elves are the result of a cross-breeding between a Human and an Elf,
the only interracial pairing that can successfully produce offspring. HalfElves possess the strength of a Human and the agility of an Elf, and fall
somewhere between the two in height and weight. They are readily accepted
in either Elven or Human society, but because of their unusual heritage HalfElves are unable to reproduce.
While they can see in the dark and resist magical control like their Elven ancestors, Half-Elves also inherit Human versatility and can be trained in most
classes. They seem to regenerate faster and are less likely to get sick than
either Elves or Humans, most likely because of their genetic diversity.

Roleplaying a Half-Elf

“

On his seventeenth birthday, Davkas was allowed to leave the monastary for
the first time. Mounted on a horse and adorned in full armor, Davkas cheerfully
listened to the clanking of metal on metal as he rode down the trail. He was
allowed to leave the grounds and explore the surrounding forest his whole childhood, but he never dared venture into the nearby town. Orphaned at a young
age, Davkas had no relatives to take care of him. A large, monastary took him
in, teaching him the ways of holy combat.
Now, as he was becoming a man, he was been given his first task. There is
a group of goblins living in an underground cave that had been terrorizing the
countryside. Eager to put his training to the test, Davkas volunteered to chase
away the evil little creatures. The idea of holy magic came easily to him due to
his human father and his comfort in the surrounding terrain and solitude from
his elven mother. As he continued off the trail into the forest, excitement filled
his soul. A long career as a hero was beginning and he could not help but be a
little nervous.

Half-elves are a roleplaying story waiting to happen. They’re half-human, half-elf which is evidenced in their
physical and magical ability. Like the elves, they can see in the dark and they also can heal quicker due to their
strange genetic make-up. The main thing, when considering making a half-elf roleplaying character, is the idea
that half-elves are the natural outsider. They don’t belong with humans, as they mature slower and aren’t as
physically strong as their human family.
That being said, they’re bigger and quicker to mature than their elfin family, providing them with a feeling of being “different” no matter which side of their family raises them. That may be why most adventurers in the world
of Alyria are half-elves. They have left their homes, perhaps searching for a feeling of belonging somewhere in
the outside world. Whether your character finds it is completely up to you. As with humans, you are not hindered at all by class-choice, as they have all options but Shaman open to them.
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Half-Elf ’s may choose from the following classes:

Fighter:
Barbarian

Fighter:
Paladin

Fighter:
Cavalier

Fighter:
Valkyrie

Mage:
Wizard

Mage:
Ranger

Cleric:
Priest

Cleric:
Druid

Thief:
Rogue

Thief:
Bard

Mage:
Monk

Mage:
Psionic

Thief:
Knave

Half-Elf ’s Racial Attributes

Max HP - 1900
Statistics:
Strength: 19
Agility: 20
Courage: 20

Knowledge: 19
Vitality: 19
Sanity: 20

Max SP - 2150

Max ST - 1900

Wisdom: 19
Luck: 19
Personality: 19

Racial Bonus:
Half-elves’ racial ability is to be able to innately determine when they are in
a wooded area, and to have a 30% chance per tick to cure their own poison while
in the woods.
Racial Skills:
Sense-life, fast healing
Racial Resistances:
Charm, Disease
Racial Immunities:
None

Saving v. Spell:
Saving v. Paralysis:
Saving v. Rod:		
Saving v. Petrification:
Saving v. Breaths:

5
0
0
0
0

Racial Vulnerabilities:
None
Available classpaths, can be taken in any order and in any combination:
WARRIOR		
CLERIC		 MAGE 		THIEF
Barbarian		 Priest			Wizard			 Rogue
Cavalier		
Druid		
Monk			
Bard
Valkyrie		 			Psionic			 Knave		
Paladin		 			Ranger
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Dwarf
Dwarves are short, stocky demi-humans, known for their foul tempers. They
often prefer building their cities underground, and enjoy working with the
earth. Dwarves are excellent miners, and possess more detailed knowledge
on gems and metalsmithing than any other race. They can easily be identified
by the long beards that both males and females alike wear proudly.
While Dwarves are not as smart as some of the other races, they are usually
wiser due to their long lifespans. Their great physical strength and stamina
makes them resistant to the effects of poison, disease, and magic, and centuries of working underground have given the Dwarves a keen ability to see in
the dark. While they are excellent fighters, Dwarves are not very dexterous
and often distrust the use of magical spells.

Roleplaying a Dwarf

“

As soon as a hiker found a gold nugget in the creek cutting through Rune Forest, Nortek brought his expert mining
knowledge to the forest, camping on the creek bank and spending the days pulling the gold out of the surrounding dirt.
An elderly, stocky Dwarf, Nortek spent his whole life mining and working precious metals. In his lifetime of solitude he
has had time to not only perfect his craft in the raw minerals of the earth, but perfect his stubborn defense of his fortune. Many thieves have made the mistake of trying to steal from Nortek, but are always frightened by the holy power
he wields and his stocky, stubborn muscles. While dwarves usually avoid large populations, they still form their own
settlements throughout Alyria. Nortek spends most of his time in the wilds, but is still welcomed as a favorite face in
most Dwarven towns, not only because of his gold, but because of his heritage.

Dwarves are like Elves in that they’re quite happy just being with others of their own race. They’re not particularly nice and would really rather just be left alone to do their metalsmithing and other crafts. With that in mind,
something drives some dwarves out of the underground to travel the land of Alyria as an adventurer.
There are a few things that could cause this. Firstly, Dwarves are proud creatures. They live a long time and they
know more about the world than the shorter-lived races that populate Alyria, and so as a gesture of kindness (or
as a way to show off) they’ve decided to come inform the rest of the world of their hard-earned wisdom. There is
also the possibility that they don’t have any desire to continue their family’s occupation and would really much
rather be a professional wizard or something else that’s not really characteristic.
While Dwarves can indeed be wizards and druids, and other magical classes, most dwarves aren’t really all that
knowledgeable. This could also be a reason for a dwarf to leave home. Adventuring would provide them the
chance to further their education away from their families which may think it silly or unreasonable. Whatever
you decide their reason is - you should have a good reason why your dwarf could be a wizard when dwarves as a
whole aren’t intelligent enough for the complicated magic that wizards eventually can do.
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Dwarf ’s may choose from the following classes:

Fighter:
Barbarian

Cleric:
Priest

Fighter:
Paladin

Fighter:
Cavalier

Cleric:
Druid

Thief:
Rogue

Mage:
Ranger

Mage:
Wizard

Mage:
Monk

Mage:
Psionic

Thief:
Bard

Dwarf ’s Racial Attributes

Max HP - 2250
Statistics:
Strength: 20
Agility: 18
Courage: 22

Knowledge: 18
Vitality: 21
Sanity: 20

Max SP - 1700

Max ST - 2250

Wisdom: 18
Luck: 18
Personality: 18

Racial Bonus:
Dwarves’ racial ability is to deal 10% more damage with bashing weapons.
Racial Skills:
None
Racial Resistances:
Poison, Disease
Racial Immunities:
None
Racial Vulnerabilities:
Lightning

Saving v. Spell:
Saving v. Paralysis:
Saving v. Rod:		
Saving v. Petrification:
Saving v. Breaths:

25
5
0
0
0

Available classpaths, can be taken in any order and in any combination:
WARRIOR		
CLERIC		 MAGE 		THIEF
Barbarian		 Priest			Wizard			 Rogue
Cavalier		
Druid		
Monk			
Bard
Paladin		 			Psionic			
		
			
Ranger
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Ogre
Ogres are the largest and strongest of the races, averaging over seven feet in height.
They resemble enormous humans, but tend to be almost hairless. While Ogres often
organize into tightly-knit communities, they tend not to interact much with the
other races. Their cities are usually located in mountainous or hilly areas, and their
buildings are made from stones so large that no other people would be able to move
them.
Because of their massive size and strength, Ogres make excellent fighters, and they
are always greatly feared by their enemies. Their thick skins provide them a bonus to
their armor resistance which increases as they gain in experience and makes them
resistant to extreme heat and cold. They also tend to be a bit dull-witted and thus
somewhat open to mental attacks. Their lack of intellect also prevents Ogres from using magic very well, and their massive size makes them ineffective as thieves.

Roleplaying an Ogre

“

Bonedrinker was thrown out of his village at a young age because he was especially strong and especially dim-witted.
It wasn’t until he stumbled south to the city of Tellerium that he would find his true calling. There, he trained in the ways
of barbarity, crushing many with his heavy axe. While always welcome in a battle, it was those times of peace that all
the citizens were truly weary of. Unaccustomed to a large city with thousands of inhabitants, Bonedrinker was always
uncomfortable and out of place. In the city, some of the people didn’t fear him. Some of them even respected him. Everything was smaller though. And there were so many things that Bonderinker didn’t understand.
Eventually, his instructors, no doubt sick of his size and trouble, would send the young ogre across the ocean to the
continent of Sepharia where he would learn to rely on his strength to support himself. It took several years to repair
the damage to Tellerium’s doors, streets and buildings after Bonedrinker moved on. Eventually mothers would let their
children go play in the streets, only worrying when they heard Bonedrinker was returning for a visit while on an errand
from Lord Agrippa.

Ogres are big. This is, of course, common knowledge - but it’s also important. Any Ogre walking the streets of
Rune is going to be noticed immediately for their size. People will gawk, children will point. Maybe your Ogre is
brash and loves the attention, whereas they could also be quite shy and just wish everyone would ignore them.
How your ogre reacts to this simple task gives you a good start towards building your character. Class path also
helps here, as Ogre adventurers do things that are not commonplace for everyday Ogres.
Like the Dwarves, Ogres have a lacking in the mental capacity area - but have the ability to do complicated
magic as a wizard. It is then part of building your character to explain how this is possible. Also - it’s pretty hard
for something 7ft tall to sneak up on a Halfling - but it happens. This simple act could provide many a comic
roleplay situation.
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Ogre’s may choose from the following classes:

Fighter:
Barbarian

Fighter:
Valkyrie

Thief:
Rogue

Thief:
Bard

Mage:
Ranger

Mage:
Wizard

Cleric:
Witch

Cleric:
Shaman

Thief:
Knave

Ogre’s Racial Attributes

Max HP - 2600
Statistics:
Strength: 24
Agility: 17
Courage: 18

Knowledge: 17
Vitality: 24
Sanity: 17

Max SP - 1600

Max ST - 2500

Wisdom: 17
Luck: 17
Personality: 17

Racial Bonus:
Ogres’ racial ability is to gain twice as much damage bonus from heavy
weapons.
Racial Skills:
None
Racial Resistances:
Fire, Cold
Racial Immunities:
None

Saving v. Spell:
Saving v. Paralysis:
Saving v. Rod:		
Saving v. Petrification:
Saving v. Breaths:

0
0
0
0
0

Racial Vulnerabilities:
Mental
Available classpaths, can be taken in any order and in any combination:
WARRIOR		
CLERIC		 MAGE 		THIEF
Barbarian		 Witch			Ranger			 Rogue
Valkyrie		 Shaman		Wizard			 Bard
									 Knave
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Fey
The Fey are an evil race of bloodthirsty creatures from the faerie section of the
ethereal plane, who have come to the world of Alyria in order to gain power.
They are small, twisted humanoids, with sharp fangs used to drink the blood
of mortals. While the Fey do have wings like their cousins the Sidhe, they are
small and leathery, like those of a bat.
Because they are not native to the physical plane, Fey are immune to poison
and resistant to disease and magical control. They also have the special ability
to assume the semblance of any living being, and can fade out of existence to
avoid attacks. Unfortunately, due to their ethereal nature, Fey are harmed by
sunlight, water, and the touch of iron, since these things disrupt their physical
forms on this plane. Though limited in power in the mortal realms, the Fey
are still considered formidable opponents.

Roleplaying a Fey

“

Not satisfied with his power and glory on the faerie plane, Zeengorth
took his scheming mind to the alyrian plane. There he could easily use his
shape shifting and other magical powers to accumulate a vast fortune in
stolen goods and land. Underestimating the population he was trying to
take advantage of, Zeengorth almost met his end a few times at the hands
of young adventurers protecting their communities.
As a result, Zeengorth soon found himself seeking the safety of the
shadows or the desolation of the wilderness, venturing into the vast cities at
night to feast on the inhabitants. During the day, he was too vulnerable to
the attacks of the righteous adventurers.

Ah, the fey. They’re not actually from the plane of Alyria - they’re only here at the request of their Queen to gain
power. They can be nasty little creatures who have the ability to not only drink blood but also to have the chance
of paralyzing their opponent in the process. Fey, while intelligent, are quite easily outdone on the physical plane
as they are vulnerable to being underwater, bright lights, and iron. While these signs of physical instability are
bad, there is also the more pleasant side effect of being able to shift to different forms at night, letting them sneak
by certain areas undetected.
Due to their less than kind nature, the Feys are quite limited in their class selection, being unable to be Cavaliers,
Paladins, Druids, Monks, Rangers, or Priests. They do have the nice gift of being immune to poison and able to
resist disease and magical control - a possible side effect of having an impermanent form. Fey, by nature of the
blood-drinking in which they engage, can also live to be among the oldest denizens in Alyria, second only to
Sidhe, Elves, and Drow.
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Fey’s may choose from the following classes:

Fighter:
Barbarian

Thief:
Rogue

Fighter:
Valkyrie

Mage:
Wizard

Mage:
Psionic

Mage:
Ranger

Cleric:
Witch

Cleric:
Shaman

Thief:
Knave

Fey’s Racial Attributes

Max HP - 2250
Statistics:
Strength: 18
Agility: 19
Courage: 18

Knowledge: 18
Vitality: 20
Sanity: 17

Max SP - 2250

Max ST - 2250

Wisdom: 17
Luck: 18
Personality: 17

Racial Bonus:
The racial ability of the Fey is a 3-level increase in the level of their spell per unit of
blood in the room while casting offensive spells.
Racial Skills:
Feed, Magical Fade, Shape Shifting, Faerie Fire
Racial Resistances:
Charm, Disease
Racial Immunities:
Poison

Saving v. Spell:
Saving v. Paralysis:
Saving v. Rod:		
Saving v. Petrification:
Saving v. Breaths:

5
20
0
5
0

Racial Vulnerabilities:
Drowning, Water, Iron, Light
Available classpaths, can be taken in any order and in any combination:
WARRIOR		
CLERIC		 MAGE 		THIEF
Barbarian		 Witch			Psionic			 Rogue
Valkyrie		 Shaman		Wizard			 Knave
						Ranger		
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Gnome
Gnomes have been the enemies of Dwarves for many centuries. The two
races are descended from a common ancestor, and the conflict between them
originally arose when the Gnomes wished to focus on mechanical innovation
rather than subterranean exploration. They found that their interests corresponded closely with those of the Humans, and left the Dwarven cities to live
with humankind. As there has been increased interaction between the races,
Gnomes have gradually learned to become more tolerant of their distant
cousins.
While Gnomes are much shorter than Humans, their wiry forms are more
strong and durable. They have an incredible ability to regenerate, and are
resistant to poison, disease, and magical attacks. Their intelligence and quickness make them well-suited for many different professions, although they are not as skilled in fighting as some of
the other races.

Roleplaying a Gnome

“

From an early age, Toadpocket had a unique mechanical mind. She
started making small trinkets at first, simple moving machines. As she got
older, her inventions get more and more complex. She failed to receive the
recognition she expected as an inventor. She would claim that her village
would not accept her as an inventor because she was a woman. The truth is
that her inventions had a tendency to do physical harm or operate as some
tool of malice. As a result, Toadpocket started learning magic to help with
her tinkering.
The only way to better her inventions was to infuse them with magic.
Needing various natural resources for her inventions, Toadpocket relocated
her workshop to the continent of Avros, where she could find a desolate
area to not be bothered. Being a gnome, Toadpocket took to being on her
own fairly easily. Every once in a while, she would venture into Tellerium,
the nearest town, and look very out of place as a small mage walking
through the immense city searching for house hold items or parts for her
machines.

Gnomes, like Halflings, are not the largest of creatures - but make up for it with being incredibly resilient. They
are able to resist magical attacks, as well as poison and disease. They also have a wide array of classes to choose
from. They are only unable to train in the ways of the Cavalier and the Priest.
Gnomes are not normally the most social creatures, having come from the underground to work closer to the
humans - and farther away from their genetic cousin the Dwarves, whom they weren’t really fond of. Over time,
though, Gnomes have learned to put aside those differences - at least in polite conversation.
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Gnome’s may choose from the following classes:

Fighter:
Valkyrie

Fighter:
Paladin

Cleric:
Druid

Cleric:
Shaman

Mage:
Wizard

Thief:
Rogue

Mage:
Monk

Mage:
Psionic

Mage:
Ranger

Thief:
Knave

Gnome’s Racial Attributes

Max HP - 2150
Statistics:
Strength: 18
Agility: 20
Courage: 20

Knowledge: 21
Vitality: 19
Sanity: 22

Max SP - 1750

Max ST - 2150

Wisdom: 18
Luck: 20
Personality: 18

Racial Bonus:
Gnomes’ racial ability is a 25% reduction in items’ decay and spark rates.
Racial Skills:
Sense-life
Racial Resistances:
Disease, Poison
Racial Immunities:
None
Racial Vulnerabilities:
None

Saving v. Spell:
Saving v. Paralysis:
Saving v. Rod:		
Saving v. Petrification:
Saving v. Breaths:

20
0
0
5
0

Available classpaths, can be taken in any order and in any combination:
WARRIOR		
CLERIC		 MAGE 		THIEF
Barbarian		 Druid			Psionic			 Bard
Cavalier		 Priest			Monk			 Rogue
Paladin		 Shaman		Ranger			 Knave
					Wizard
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Halfling
Halflings are the most diminutive humanoid race, averaging about four feet
in height. Like the elves, they tend to live in secluded communities, and are
very much in tune with nature. While Halflings lack physical strength and
stamina, they are quite dexterous and intelligent, relying on their wits and
skill to survive. They are also one of the hairiest races of all, sprouting tufts
all over their bodies.
Because they are so small and agile, Halflings can move much faster than
most of the larger races, often getting in two attacks before an opponent can
make one. They also have the ability to avoid detection, and can easily find
creatures that are attempting to hide. Because of their strong connection
with the natural world, Halflings are resistant to all magical attacks.

Roleplaying a Halfling

“

Normally, Halflings stick to communities comprised of mostly Halflings.
Chumly, on the other hand, liked the excitement and adventure that could only
be found in a diverse and immense city. While much smaller than most other
creatures, Chumly usually got a few free drinks out of some unsuspecting barflies
through simple tricks and bets. It was one such occasion when he overheard a
human and an ogre at a different table. Apparently they were heading to the
library to steal an old spell book. Useful because of his magical training, Chumly
knew he would have to act fast if he wanted this book that mysteriously appeared.
Paying his tab and leaving quickly, Chumly made his way to the library,
searching in the dark corner the two thugs in the bar were talking about it. After
a little bit of rummaging through old, dusty books, Chumly found what he was
looking for. The short, hairy adventurer almost bumped into the thugs as he was
exiting the library, but ducked into a closet at the last second. Unfortunately, the
librarian inadvertently alerted the thugs to his presence when she caught him
trying to steal the book, rather than properly check it out.

Unlike Dwarves and Ogres, Halflings are quite intelligent. They have a keen mind and are quite agile, which can
help make up for their lack of size. As far as roleplay is concerned, Halflings can be almost every class - but a
Halfling barbarian could be a quite comical site. Some of those axes are almost as big as the actual Halfling - so
it’s possible that they, like the Ogres, would be the focus of attention in any populated area. This could be
welcome attention or something your Halfling loathes - it just depends on how you wanted to carry it.
Even non-barbarian Halflings have ample opportunities for stories, due to their flexibility in classes - and their
actual flexibility. They’re mental and physical quickness could provide them with ammunition to fight back
against those that may tease them for their size, letting them get the upper hand despite being waist-high.
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Halfling’s may choose from the following classes:

Fighter:
Barbarian

Fighter:
Paladin

Fighter:
Cavalier

Cleric:
Priest

Cleric:
Druid

Thief:
Rogue

Mage:
Wizard

Mage:
Monk

Thief:
Bard

Thief:
Knave

Mage:
Psionic

Mage:
Ranger

Halfling’s Racial Attributes

Max HP - 1750
Statistics:
Strength: 17
Agility: 23
Courage: 20

Knowledge: 19
Vitality: 18
Sanity: 20

Max SP - 1850

Max ST - 2150

Wisdom: 20
Luck: 21
Personality: 22

Racial Bonus:
Halflings’ racial ability is to be able to sneak between rooms affected by
room spells such as circle of fire and circle of thorns undetected, as well as
a 15% chance to evade snares while sneaking.
Racial Skills:
Sense-life, Naturally Hasted
Racial Resistances:
None
Racial Immunities:
None

Saving v. Spell:
Saving v. Paralysis:
Saving v. Rod:		
Saving v. Petrification:
Saving v. Breaths:

20
0
0
0
5

Racial Vulnerabilities:
None
Available classpaths, can be taken in any order and in any combination:
WARRIOR		
CLERIC		 MAGE 		THIEF
Barbarian		 Druid			Psionic			 Bard
Cavalier		 Priest			Monk			 Rogue
Paladin					Ranger			 Knave
					Wizard
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Dracon
Dracons are a race of large humanoids who were magically evolved from
dragons. They strongly resemble their ancestors, and although they are only
about seven feet tall, they still have scaly skin, sharp teeth, long tails, and
massive wings. Because of their origins, Dracons are innately evil. They are
natural enemies of the Minotaurs, and will attempt to attack and kill them
whenever possible.
Along with their appearance, the Dracons also inherited many abilities from
their ancestors. One power that they still possess is the skill to breathe fire,
frost, lightning, gas, or acid at their foes. Dracons also have limited flying
ability, and retain their thick hides. As a result, Dracons gain a bonus to their
armor resistance which increases as they gain experience and are resistant to
fire and to bashing weapons. A flaw in their skin makes them vulnerable to extreme cold. While they are
physically strong, they tend to be rather dull-witted and can only be trained in a few different classes.

Roleplaying a Dracon

“

It was a humid afternoon, so Chumly was sitting under the shade of an oak tree. A slight breeze
blew out of the north, down from around the mountain on the horizon. The sweat cooled and dried
a bit as Chumly’s heart beat slowed. Only hours ago, he was locked in combat with a dracon hermit.
Shuddering, the tiny halfling recalled the events that just happened. There were rumors that this dracon was abducting citizens of Lowangen. Upon exploration, Chumly found evidence of survivors in the
dracon’s lair. Before he could enter any deeper, the creature returned with another victim, still alive in
its strong grip. Horrified, Chumly prepared for battle, knocking an arrow and aiming it at the monster.
“Your arhows will not huurrt mee,” the large dracon said in a low growl.
“Your time of feeding on the innocent is over!!” shouted Chumly as he let his arrow fly. The arrow
whistled through the cave, glancing off the dracon’s scaly skin.
“Sleeth is stronghar than leetle halfling’s arhows,” the dracon growled.
Panicking, Chumly started to recite a spell while pulling out his sword. Sleeth crept closer and closer, his
sharp teeth getting larger and larger as a little bit of smoke started to trickle out of the dracon’s mouth.

Dracons are certainly the most limited race in terms of class availability. They must go barbarian, rogue, and
shaman, and then can choose between psionic and wizard. This does not stop them from being a formidable and
naturally aggressive combatant, however. Like their name implies, Dracons are a form of distant offspring of the
dragons, possibly created by Wizards of old. While they lack the massive size of actual dragons, they’re still quite
sizable at around 7ft tall. They also have the scales, wings, and the ability to breathe fire at you. Their ability to
breathe forth fire, acid, and other substances at their foes could certainly provide with a few embarrassing situations that could provide a reasoning as to why the Dracon in question decided to go out adventuring.
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Dracon’s may choose from the following classes:

Fighter:
Barbarian

Mage:
Wizard

Mage:
Psionic

Cleric:
Shaman

Cleric:
Witch

Thief:
Rogue

Thief:
Knave

Dracon’s Racial Attributes

Max HP - 2250
Statistics:
Strength: 20
Agility: 19
Courage: 18

Knowledge: 18
Vitality: 20
Sanity: 17

Max SP - 1800

Max ST - 2000

Wisdom: 18
Luck: 17
Personality: 16

Racial Bonus:
Dracons’ racial ability is to make elemental breath attacks without hindrance.
Racial Skills:
Increased armor rating, naturally levitating, and fire, gas, lightning and
acid breath attacks
Racial Resistances:
Bash, Fire
Racial Immunities:
None

Saving v. Spell:
Saving v. Paralysis:
Saving v. Rod:		
Saving v. Petrification:
Saving v. Breaths:

0
5
0
0
15

Racial Vulnerabilities:
Cold
Available classpaths, can be taken in any order and in any combination:
WARRIOR		
CLERIC		 MAGE 		THIEF
Barbarian		 Shaman		Psionic			 Rogue
		
Witch			Wizard			 Knave
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Minotaur
Minotaurs are an elite, somewhat aloof group of humanoid creatures, who believe themselves to be far better than other races. They were originally created
as a magical experiment designed to make the perfect race, and their ancestry
is revealed by the fact that they have the head and tail of a bull. Minotaurs are
covered with thick, warm fur, and thrive on the arctic continent of Avros.
Standing almost seven feet tall, Minotaurs are resistant to disease, poison, and
bashing weapons. While they are by nature excellent fighters, their arrogance
sometimes causes them to underestimate their opponents. Minotaurs also
refuse to train in classes that they consider beneath them, and are somewhat
limited in their choice of profession.

Roleplaying a Minotaur

“

Born in Templeton, Gromus ate to become a strong, young minotaur. As soon as
he showed promise with simple combat, his parents had him move in with an uncle in
Tellerium. There he would train in the ways of a cavalier. His whole adolescence, Gromus had a sense of entitlement, as everything came easily to him. Opponents fell time
after time, often with very little effort. His prowess on a horse impressed others, but
his talents with a lance made many more jealous. Not only was Gromus deadly with a
lance during the tournament, but several times he was called upon by Lord Telleri to
protect the city from impending doom.
Eventually, even the boldest of heroes that survives the battlefield returns home to
start a family. Gromus is now happily married and living in Templeton with his wife
and five children. At age 47, he still teaches at the Cavalier’s Guild, and is still the fan
favorite every year during the Tournament of Lances. While he may grumble about
feeling old and slow, his ears perk up and his nostrils flare whenever the opportunity
for adventure arises.

Minotaurs, whatever else they may be, are proud creatures. They think they’re better than you and they’re not really concerned with whether or not you agree. This could mean a bloody end for anyone who calls them a cow or
bull, despite the accuracy. In truth, Minotaurs are excellent fighters, being resistant to bash and bigger than most
opponents they’d meet in Alyria. However, their ability to see greatness in others could provide them with the
ability to fail in rather spectacular fashion.
Minotaurs also have a rather limited class selection - by their own choice. A possible storyline would be a Minotaur with a love of music who was forbidden by their family to practice the ways of the Bard, or any other class
that is unavailable to the Minotaurs. One other major thing about the Minotaurs is the aggressive relationship
they have with the Dracon race. This is an area where you would need a complete back-story if your Minotaur
wanted to be best friends with a Dracon because it goes against what Minotaurs as a whole believe.
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Minotaur’s may choose from the following classes:

Fighter:
Barbarian

Fighter:
Cavalier

Thief:
Rogue

Thief:
Knave

Cleric:
Shaman

Mage:
Ranger

Mage:
Wizard

Mage:
Psionic

Minotaur’s Racial Attributes

Max HP - 2350
Statistics:
Strength: 23
Agility: 20
Courage: 18

Knowledge: 20
Vitality: 21
Sanity: 18

Max SP - 1750

Max ST - 2250

Wisdom: 17
Luck: 18
Personality: 17

Racial Bonus:
Minotaurs’ racial ability is a 10% reduction in damage taken for 24 Alyrian
seconds after bashing with their fists.
Racial Skills:
Shieldless Bash
Racial Resistances:
Bash, Poison, Disease
Racial Immunities:
None

Saving v. Spell:
Saving v. Paralysis:
Saving v. Rod:		
Saving v. Petrification:
Saving v. Breaths:

0
5
0
5
0

Racial Vulnerabilities:
Fire
Available classpaths, can be taken in any order and in any combination:
WARRIOR		
CLERIC		 MAGE 		THIEF
Barbarian		 Shaman		Psionic			 Rogue
Cavalier		 			Ranger			 Knave
		 				Wizard		
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Drow
A Drow is an outcast Elf who, against normal Elven nature, worships the
forces of darkness. Reviled by most, the Drow work in secret, learning as
much as they can about black magic. They tend to dwell in underground lairs
or in deep, dark forests, and avoid contact with other races unless it will help
them further their knowledge of evil. They are stockier than other Elves, and
tend to have darker skin as well.
Although few Elves are willing to admit it, Drow possess some of the same
abilities that they do. They can see in the dark, and are able to locate hidden
creatures with ease. Drow are difficult to control through magical means, and
in addition can avoid the effects of the necromantic forces that they know so
well. However, Drow are highly vulnerable to the forces of goodness, and are
often easily dispatched by holy weapons and spells.

Roleplaying a Drow

“

Sticking to back alleys and dark streets, Shintu made her way to a dark classroom to meet with
her coven. Usually, drow avoid areas of large population, favoring dark caves or underground
dwellings. Most witches make a pilgrimage at least once to Xaventry to study with their own kind,
so this drow would have to come up from her hole eventually. Representatives of virtually every
race make their home in Xaventry, which makes it easier for a Shintu to blend in. After decades of
strange magical occurrences, explosions, dragons and demons, not much surprises the inhabitants
of this remote town. Only around elves does Shintu truly feel out of place, and spends most of her
time alone or traveling through shadow by choice. Those that follow the dark path tend to be weary
and mistrusting of everyone.
After many years of practicing her dark magic on unsuspecting inhabitants of Xaventry, Shintu
set her sights on a much larger prize. Across the mountain to the east is the town of New Rigel,
home to one of the largest populations of elves. Shintu finally had a focus for her evils spells, perfected after studying for several years at the center of several types of magic.
It was not until catching a glimpse of a young elf spying on her coven while discussing the final
stages of the plan did Shintu finally run into a problem. Kakalera, an honest resident of Xaventry
happened to be walking by and overheard several witches talking about an upcoming attack. A
sudden gasp alerted Shintu to an observer outside, and she quickly hurried out the front door, spotting Kakalera turning the corner out of sight. There was nothing she could do to stop the attack on
New Rigel other than waste Shintu’s time while she tied up one more loose end.

Drows are actually elves that have gone over to the proverbial “dark side” and started worshipping the forces of
evil. That being said, they have many of the same physical characteristics of the Elves, such as the ability to locate
creatures in the dark. However, they also can resist necromantic forces due to their knowledge of them.
Drows, like elves, are limited in their class selection, though not in the same way. They are not as connected
with nature as the Elves, and so are unable to be druids - and their evil nature keeps them from being paladins.
As much as Drows don’t want to associate with the Elves, the Elves feel the same way and a meeting of the two
would probably result in a confrontation.
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Drow’s may choose from the following classes:

Fighter:
Barbarian

Fighter:
Cavalier

Fighter:
Valkyrie

Mage:
Wizard

Cleric:
Priest

Cleric:
Witch

Thief:
Rogue

Thief:
Knave

Mage:
Monk

Mage:
Psionic

Mage:
Ranger

Drow’s Racial Attributes

Max HP - 2000
Statistics:
Strength: 18
Agility: 20
Courage: 20

Knowledge: 20
Vitality: 18
Sanity: 23

Max SP - 2350

Max ST - 1850

Wisdom: 20
Luck: 18
Personality: 16

Racial Bonus:
The racial ability of the Drow is knowledge of the spell ‘Bleakness’, which reduces
an opponent’s sight and causes them to take increased damage from a drow when
in Dungeons, Underground areas and Keeps.
Racial Skills:
None
Racial Resistances:
Charm, Necromantic
Racial Immunities:
None

Saving v. Spell:
Saving v. Paralysis:
Saving v. Rod:		
Saving v. Petrification:
Saving v. Breaths:

5
0
0
0
0

Racial Vulnerabilities:
Holy
Available classpaths, can be taken in any order and in any combination:
WARRIOR		
CLERIC		 MAGE 		THIEF
Barbarian		 Priest			Monk			 Rogue
Cavalier		 Witch			Ranger			 Knave
Valkyrie		 			Psionic
					Wizard
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Sidhe
The Sidhe are faeries from the ethereal plane; thin, up to six feet in height,
handsome and young-looking despite their great age. Their forms are shadowy, and they can only fully materialize in the presence of another humanoid.
Even their beauty is that of another world. Their skin is soft, their hair long
and flowing, their clothes blindingly white. Their voices are sweet and seductive, and they have shimmering translucent wings, like those of a butterfly.
The Sidhe have the ability to cast a glamour over weaker beings, which lets
them influence the behavior of others, slip by dangerous places virtually
undetected, or assume the form of another creature. Because they are inherently good beings, Sidhe are difficult to control with magic, and can sense the
presence of evil creatures. Although their powers are greatest on the ethereal
plane, they are yet powerful in the mortal realms, impervious to the effects of poison and resistant to disease.
However, they are still vulnerable to the cold touch of iron.

Roleplaying a Sidhe

“

Belatru had always heard about a strange land that existed beyond her home on the faerie plane. When she
became old enough, she vowed to travel to the wondrous cities she had heard about. She discussed with King Sandoval about what to expect, learning of the customs of the various creatures that inhabited the plane. Eventually,
she made the journey, arriving in the town of New Rigel. Amazed by the large city and its residents, Belatru lost
herself, feeling like a small child. The most surprising thing about this new land is that the people welcomed her.
There were many places that served food and beverage that she could consume. She would spend her time in the
town square playing her flute, becoming a part of this world that she adored so much.
Some months after her arrival, people shopping in the market district would disappear when venturing too
close to the shadows. After a short investigation, Belatru found that a foul fey was responsible. Zeengorth was
snacking on unsuspecting shoppers. The second he saw Belatru, he lunged at her, trying to feast on her. He recoiled
in horror as soon as he got close, feeling the sting of silver from her flute.
“Fool!” Belatru said, “If only you could learn to live in peace, I would not have to banish you.”
“You, banish me?” asked Zeengorth, “That is quite amusing.”
Belatru suddenly sprang behind Zeengorth, sticking her silver dagger into his back. Shrieking in pain, Zeengorth
fell to the ground before having his body sucked back to the faerie plane.

Sidhes, above all else, are good. Good, however, can also mean sneaky. And good can also be terribly dangerous.
While Sidhes are actually beings from the Faerie Plane that have decided to take up residence in Alyria, they still
maintain some special abilities. They can cast glamour over those that are weaker than them, as well as shapeshift in order to pass by unnoticed. This doesn’t mean they’re not good; it’s just sometimes you have to be sneaky
to rescue people or to get to kill the “bad guy”.
Sidhes are quite beautiful, and if you don’t agree with that, they have ways of making you believe they are. They
have full wings, unlike the smaller ones that the Feys possess, and have long flowing hair, and stand about 6ft
tall. They, like the Feys, are immune to poison and resistant to disease, as well as vulnerable to iron. Sidhes, as
you might imagine, are a bit limited in their class choices, as their good nature keeps them from being barbarians, rogues, shamans, and psionics.
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Sidhe’s may choose from the following classes:

Fighter:
Paladin

Fighter:
Cavalier

Cleric:
Druid

Thief:
Bard

Fighter:
Valkyrie

Mage:
Wizard

Mage:
Monk

Mage:
Ranger

Cleric:
Priest

Sidhe’s Racial Attributes

Max HP - 1850
Statistics:
Strength: 19
Agility: 19
Courage: 18

Knowledge: 21
Vitality: 19
Sanity: 20

Max SP - 2150

Max ST - 1900

Wisdom: 22
Luck: 20
Personality: 22

Racial Bonus:
The racial ability of the Sidhe is to be able to dodge lower-level attackers
while glamoured, provided “combat defense evasion” is set on.
Racial Skills:
Charm, Faerie Fire, Glamour, Magical Fade, Shape Shifting
Racial Resistances:
Charm, Disease
Racial Immunities:
Poison

Saving v. Spell:
Saving v. Paralysis:
Saving v. Rod:		
Saving v. Petrification:
Saving v. Breaths:

5
20
0
5
0

Racial Vulnerabilities: Drowning, Iron, Light
Available classpaths, can be taken in any order and in any combination:
WARRIOR		
CLERIC		 MAGE 		THIEF
Cavalier		 Druid			Monk			 Bard
Paladin		 Priest			Ranger			
Valkyrie		 			Wizard
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Sahuagin
The Sahuagin are the intelligent, humanoid descendants of sharks, a reclusive race
that prefer the sparse company of their own race to the crowded bustle of the cities
of men. This trait arises both from the general distrust of the bipedal, finned-hand
creatures by most other races, due to their general regard of the chaotic deity
Zeqolas, and the sahuagin’s lack of interest in being sidelined.
Somewhat stocky, sahuagin are generally very muscular, with long tails and the
distinctive sharkfin along the ridge of their spines.

Roleplaying a Sahuagin

“

Sahuagin villages are smaller, unpretentious affairs, but such a fact frequently misleads any adventurers who stray into one. Insightful, philosophical
peoples, the sahuagin are often mistaken for a simpler, backwards race, when
in reality they have one of the most advanced legal systems in Alyria, a keen understanding of warfare, and a rich
history of theories of life. Remembering that earthbound adventures generally dislike hearing thousand-stanza
odes to fighting children to the death and consuming them for the benefit of those who survive, the sahuagin keep
their habits to themselves.

Sahuagin come in many forms, as varied and interesting as sharks themselves. Although technically fish, they stand
upright like men, walk on their feet and wield weapons in their prehensile, clawed fins, and speak the common
language gutturally though rows and rows of serrated teeth. Many similar races evolved and emerged simultaneously
from the oceans, recognized under the umbrella term Sahuagin, although some are more similar to great whites,
others hammerheads, bull sharks, whale sharks, leopard sharks, and every variation inbetween.
Sahuagin can regenerate their cartilagenous skeletons at will, healing themselves through will alone. They are skilled
at wielding staves, and have mastered the water through which they swim sufficiently to be able to evoke water, both
directly as damaging blasts, and environmentally around their surroundings.
Due to the scattered, unreliable contact with Alyrian society in general, Sahuagin have idiosyncratic interests and
professional options.
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Sahuagin’s may choose from the following classes:

Fighter:
Barbarian

Fighter:
Paladin

Fighter:
Valkyrie

Cleric:
Shaman

Cleric:
Witch

Thief:
Rogue

Mage:
Monk

Mage:
Psionic

Cleric:
Druid

Thief:
Knave

Sahuagin’s Racial Attributes

Max HP - 2000
Statistics:
Strength: 22
Agility: 19
Courage: 18

Knowledge: 20
Vitality: 21
Sanity: 20

Max SP - 2000

Max ST - 1600

Wisdom: 18
Luck: 19
Personality: 16

Racial Bonuses:
Can naturally swim across water, feed during combat, does not suffer from reduced spell-point regen when underwater and possesses the ability to be an evil
paladin
Racial Skills:
Feeding, Flood, Hydroblast, Regenerate Cartilage, Staff
Racial Resistances:
Water
Racial Immunities:
Drowning, unaffected by aqueous weapons, unaffected
by the drowning portion of hydroblast

Saving v. Spell:
Saving v. Paralysis:
Saving v. Rod:		
Saving v. Petrification:
Saving v. Breaths:

0
10
10
0
0

Racial Vulnerabilities:
Acid, Disease
Available classpaths, can be taken in any order and in any combination:
WARRIOR		
CLERIC		 MAGE 		THIEF
Barbarian		 Druid			Monk			 Knave
Paladin		 Shaman		Psionic			 Rogue
Valkyrie		 Witch				
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Classes of Alyria
After choosing your name, gender, and race, you can choose your first class.
Four main categories make up the class range for adventurers: thief, mage, cleric and fighter. Throughout your
character’s career, you will have the opportunity to choose one class from each of the four categories. At class
level 60, each character can then choose his/her next class. With each multi-class, your character will keep all of
your already gained skills and spells in addition to gaining the skills and spells of the next class; you will not have
to retrain anything from your previous classes, but you will need to level up to regain access to them via PCC and
SCC ratings. At level 240 your character will have access to all available skills and spells from each of the four
classes chosen, depending on your SCC and PCC ratings at level 240.
Choosing a character’s path is all personal preference, and depends on your own unique playing style and goals.
When building a character, try to have as little overlap between skills and spells gained in each class as possible
to ensure a well-balanced and diverse path. As with races, each class has benefits and drawbacks. There is no one
perfect race and class combination and so it comes down to personal choice.
Some sample common classpaths include...
1st: barbarian/valkyrie
2nd: ranger 		
3rd: priest 		
4th: bard		

1st: barbarian/cavalier/valkyrie
2nd: druid			
3rd: monk			
4th: any thief class		

1st: any fighter class
2nd: psionic		
3rd: shaman/priest
4th: any thief class

1st: paladin
2nd: witch
3rd: ranger/wizard
4th: bard

1st: valkyrie/barbarian
2nd: witch
3rd: monk
4th: knave/rogue

*Note: these are merely examples. You can interchange any classes as you wish, and take them in any order.

Tip: If you’re a relatively new or inexperienced player, try to ensure that whatever path you choose has the following common, staple spells: cure light, cure blind, cure poison and cure disease, and some debuff spells like blind, web,
faerie fire, curse/condemn, plague/irritation and poison. You might also consider having some utility spells such as
levitation, sanctuary, haste, etc. Note: these spells are not required to have an enjoyable game playing experience, but they
do make for a very well-rounded character that can adapt to many different situations and environments.

Primary Attributes: Each class has a main stat attribute, such as sanity or strength. When you choose a first class you will
gain +3 of that primary atttribute to your character’s overall stats. Each subsequent class that you choose will add +2 of the
primary class attribute to your character’s overall stats. For example, choosing barbarian first class will increase your
character’s maximum strength by 3, but choosing to go barbarian at 2nd class (level 61) you will only gain 2 strength.

ARCHON
Once your character has completed each of the four classes in his/her classpath
at level 240, you may attempt to complete the Dungeon of Arbaces.
Completion of this infamous trial will grant characters the highest class
obtainable in the game: Level 241, Archon.
Tip: When choosing your classpath consider how each class will increase your character’s overall statistics.
The maximum amount for each stat is 25, and at Archon (level 241) you will automatically gain +2 to each stat.
Try not to go over 23 in a given stat before reaching Archon so as to maximize your statistical classpath gains.
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The classes you may choose from are as follows:

FIGHTER

MAGE

CLERIC

THIEF

Barbarian

Wizard

Priest

Rogue

Paladin

Monk

Shaman

Bard

Cavalier

Psionic

Druid

Knave

Valkyrie

Ranger

Witch
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Fighter: Barbarian
Ability to use axes (highest damage weapon in game), bash, battle rage.
Primary Attribute: STRENGTH
Barbarians are nomadic warriors who journey across the vast lands of the world,
often making their livings as mercenaries. Devoting their lives to the improvement
of their bodies, Barbarians strive to reach a state of physical perfection. They tend to
be the most powerful class of fighters, relying upon brute strength to crush their opponents. Years of endurance training give Barbarians the ability to heal their wounds
very quickly, although they are also experts at defensive techniques.
The blade dragged its sharp edge through Bonedrinker’s armor as a well
armored knight of Rune swung his sword downward. Lord Agrippa’s knights
were not to be taken lightly. Due to Sir Michael’s instruction, the knights of
Rune have kept the peace in Rune very easily for generations. For the past twenty minutes, this particular knight
was trying to subdue a rowdy adventurer. A large ogre named Bonedrinker, known for his uncouth behavior and
limited intellect, was once again in trouble. Both warriors charged and clashed their metals outside The Moonmist Tavern.
"Foul Ogre, thou shalt pay for disrespecting these local laws!" a knight yelled.
Bonedrinker brought his axe down swiftly, its heavy edge glancing off the knight's armor.
"Thou art a strong foe, but you are getting tired, and my armor is protecting me from your assault."
a knight said.
"Stop talk." Bonedrinker grunted. "Now die!"
Bonedrinker's face contorted with rage as he lashed out at a knight of Rune. The knight gasped as the large ogre's
attack split his armor, lodging the axe blade deeply into his torso. The knight collapsed to the ground, defeated.
Bonedrinker dislodged his axe with a tug. "No one tell Bonedrinker where he not pee."
Barbarians are masters of all forms of armed and unarmed combat. Once experienced, they are able to attack much faster
than their enemies, and tend to do more damage with each blow. Because axes can cleave through opponents with the
greatest force, they are the preferred weapons of most Barbarians. Other weapons are also popular, including daggers,
swords, spears, flails and halberds. While Barbarians believe that it is somewhat cowardly to use axes and spears as throwing weapons, they are still trained to fight with them in this manner.
Various tribes of Barbarians can be found in different parts of the world. While they seldom battle against each other, two
tribes sometimes end up fighting as hired mercenaries on opposites sides of a war. Young Barbarians wishing to test their
abilities often travel to Tellerium, a city located on the continent of Avros. Because its residents distrust the use of magic,
Tellerium is the perfect place to hone combat skill.

SKILLS

Weapons
Axe		
Dagger
Halberd
Spear
Sweep		
Sword
Throwing Axe
Throwing Spear
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Defenses
Dodge		
Parry		
Shield Block

Combat
Bash			Battle Rage
Enhanced Damage Hand To Hand
Lay Out		
Second Attack
Strike Down		
Third Attack

Technical
Fast Healing
Perception
Mystical
Magical Items

Fighter: Paladin
A warrior with healing spells.
Primary Attribute: COURAGE
Paladins are holy knights, venturing into foreign lands to defend their faith. These valiant crusaders often journey with clerics, defending them in situations where physical
force becomes necessary. Paladins strive to do good deeds in the name of the Powers, and will struggle to prevent injustice wherever they find it. They are well-known
around the world for their extraordinary courage in the face of danger.
Emerging from the underground cavern, Davkas wearily searched for a place
to set up camp. The day’s events underground had left him sapped of strength.
Even the simplest of tasks seemed an extreme chore. After getting a small fire
going and a shelter erected, Davkas finally relaxed, ate a hot meal, and started to regain his strength.
With his fire still burning, Davkas took a moment to refortify his equipment. He knelt down and began to pray
silently. A white marble breastplate shimmered briefly with a fortifying aura. Davkas smiled to himself, knowing
that his armor would continue to protect him and carry him through any danger now that it had been cleansed
of the evil it came in contact with by the powers that watched over him.
While Paladins are highly versatile, able to use a wider variety of weapons than any other class, they prefer to fight with a
sword. They can strike harder and faster than almost any foe, and are just as effective in combat while mounted. In addition
to their prowess in battle, Paladins can channel the power of the Powers in order to perform minor magical feats such as
granting protection, curing ailments, and helping the faithful.
The Holy Order of the Paladin was established by the minor Powers many centuries ago. Only the purest and strongest
among the faithful are granted this divine favor, since it is a solemn responsibility that requires lifelong dedication. Paladins are charged with the defense of all that is holy, and must respect all religions as their own. When they are called by the
Powers, young Paladins travel to the city of Tellerium, in order to hone their combat skills before traveling into the world.

SPELLS
aegis
armor		
bless		
calm		
consecrate armor
consecrate food
consecrate weapon
counterspell		

create food		
create spring		
create water		
cure blindness
cure critical		
cure disease		
cure light		
cure poison

detect alignment
erase		
light
protection from evil
refresh
remove curse		
resurrect		
sanctify		

sanctuary		
scribe
searing touch		
spell shield

SKILLS
Weapons
Axe		
Dagger
Halberd
Spear
Sweep		
Sword
Throwing Axe
Throwing Spear

Defenses
Dodge		
Parry		
Shield Block

Combat
Bash			Battle Rage
Enhanced Damage Hand To Hand
Lay Out		
Second Attack
Strike Down		
Third Attack

Technical
Fast Healing
Perception
Mystical
Magical Items
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Fighter: Cavalier
Ability to use lances and ride mounts. Ability to use the charge skill.
Primary Attribute: VITALITY
Cavaliers are an elite class of top-notch fighters. Only the most skilled warriors are
accepted into the training, and must go through years of practice. The main focus of
the Cavaliers is mounted combat, and they must be masterful riders on horses and
various other animals. The program is extremely demanding and requires a great
deal of endurance, making vitality the most important concern of the Cavalier.
A heavy snort shot out of wide nostrils as Gromus tugged hard on his mount’s
reigns. The massive horse snapped its head to the side, a bit of froth flying with an
almost growling exhale. The horse itself struck fear into the hearts of the inhabitants of Tellerium. They were used to seeing men on horseback, but not horses this
big. Everyone in this equine city knew that the largest breed of horses came from the colder lands to the northeast.
Truly this was one of that breed, long white hairs covered the hooves as they clacked along the cobbles. There was
something different about this particular horse. It and its rider moved as one, armored creature. They glided through
the heavy traffic of the city, the rider gripping his heavy spear, his gaze obscured by his heavy helmet. Instead, the
steady gaze from the horse speared through the crowd as Gromus went to instruct the young minotaurs.
Gromus held the title of Golden Lancer for twelve consecutive years by winning the annual jousting tournament.
Overall, he’s held it twenty one times. One of Tellerium's champions, Gromus was never too busy to instruct the
young cavaliers in the ways of horseback riding and wielding a lance. With the tournament coming up and one of his
pupils threatening to bring his five year streak to an end, he was a bit on edge.
Lately he had been short tempered, letting his stubborn side get the better of him. All Gromus wanted to do was get
to the Cavalier’s Guild so he could give his lesson and go back to training. Unfortunately, there was a disturbance up
ahead involving a gnome.
Because they almost always fight while mounted, the lance is the weapon of choice for Cavaliers. They are also trained in
other weapons that can be used in the saddle, including spears, pikes, halberds, swords, maces, and throwing knives. In
fact, Cavaliers are far more effective while riding, and feel somewhat out of place in combat on the ground, but should
train spear as a high damage weapon for times when they are not mounted. They are still able to strike harder and more
quickly than most opponents, and can regenerate faster after being wounded.
The Cavalier's guild began as an equestrian club centuries ago, but gradually evolved to include combat training. While
the techniques that Cavaliers learn have been updated to reflect changes in combat style, they still retain the antiquated
practice of accepting only males into the program. While this decreases the overall reputation and quality of the group,
Cavaliers are still some of the best fighters around. Young Cavaliers wishing to test their abilities often travel to Tellerium,
a city located on the continent of Avros. Because its residents distrust the use of magic, Tellerium is the perfect place to
hone combat skill.

SKILLS

Weapons
Exotic
Halberd
Lance
Mace		
Pike
Polearm
Spear
Sword
Throwing Knife
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Defenses
Dodge		
Parry		
Shield Block

Combat
Bash		
Charge
Enhanced Damage
Hand To Hand
Second Attack		
Strike Blow
Third Attack

Technical
Fast Healing
Perception
Riding
Scan
Mystical
Magical Items

Fighter: Valkyrie
The only class with two defenses per round. Main weapon is spear.
Primary Attribute: COURAGE
Valkyries are an exclusive group of top-notch female Barbarians. Named after a
mythical tribe of warrior women, Valkyries are famous around the world for their
prowess in battle. They often make their livings working as mercenaries, and tend to
receive higher wages than most other fighters. Because they value courage above all
other virtues, Valkyries are proud and dedicated soldiers.
Two hired thugs were having an argument. It seemed they could not decide
amongst them who would have the honor killing their prey. It got so heated that it
looked as if they were going to settle the matter with their fists. As they started
posturing and preparing for a fight, a slim, but well-built woman stepped out onto
the street from the tavern. The two men looked up suddenly at Brynson as she started to walk past them.
"Hey, Girlie!" one of them shouted, 'You think you could help us settle a dispute?” Brynson looked up at them,
interested enough to stop for a minute.
"We got this guy we gotta get, and I think I should be the one that gets him, but HE thinks HE should get to do it,"
the other one said. Brynson paused a minute, looking at both of them. "Unless it's a child, you BOTH should get
him. You’re both to boorish to be assassins, and don't look like you’d be much use in a brawl," Brynson replied.
At this the two men became enraged again. "Maybe I'll get a warm up on you before doing the job myself," the
larger one said, clasping his large fists into a ball. Brynson slowly pulled out a long spear, getting in a ready stance.
"Let's see what you got, boys," she said.
Both of the thugs lunged at her, one trying to tackle her, the other trying to bring his fists down on her head. Brynson easily dodged the two attacks in succession, swinging her spear around effortlessly into both of the men's heads,
knocking them to the ground. "Pathetic," said Brynson, "You couldn't even touch me."
Well trained for combat situations, Valkyries prefer fighting with long spears. In addition, they are skilled in the use of
flails, polearms, swords, whips, and axes or spears that can be thrown. They can strike as hard and as fast as normal
Barbarians, and are also more skilled in evasion tactics than any other class.
The various tribes of Valkyries are composed of individuals who have rejected the patriarchal structure found in normal
society. They seek to demonstrate that women can be aggressive, powerful, and competent warriors, and they are among
the most feared enemies of most other groups. It has been proven time and time again that they fight as well as (or better
than) most men. Young Valkyries sometimes leave their tribes to combat inequality in the world, and often travel to
Tellerium, a city located on the continent of Avros. Because its residents distrust the use of magic, Tellerium is the perfect
place to demonstrate combat skill.

SKILLS

Weapons
Exotic		
Flail
Polearm
Spear
Sword
Throwing Axe
Throwing Spear
Whip

Defenses
Acrobatics
Dodge		
Parry		
Second Defense
Shield Block

Combat
Blind Fighting
Enhanced Damage
Hand To Hand
Kick
Second Attack
Third Attack

Technical
Perception
Riding

Mystical
Herald
Bloodthirst
Herald Death
Magical Items
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Mage: Wizard
The true “Master of Magic” class
Primary Attribute: KNOWLEDGE
Wizards are the most versatile type of magic-users, usually not specializing in any one
discipline. Their spellcasting style has remained unchanged since magic was first discovered,
and works by reshaping the very fabric of reality. Wizards are experts at focusing the ethereal
energy around them, which can produce many powerful effects, more than any of the other
character classes.
Fueled by the warrior’s call for revenge, Gromus had finally tracked down Toadpocket in an
attempt to finish the fight he had started back in Tellerium. Before, Gromus had easily dispatched the gnome wizard, but his peers poked fun at him for beating up a small, defenseless mage. Toadpocket could not use any of his spells because of the magic nullifying obelisks scattered throughout the streets - it
was only thanks to luck that the old wizard dodged the last, lethal lance strike.
Now, retreated to a small patch of woods just outside the city, Toadpocket felt safer. Gromus was forced to dismount and fight with
a sword. At first, it looked as if Toadpocket would win the match. Suddenly, Gromus popped a small root in his mouth. As his face
contorted in a sour expression, he started moving faster, raining down sword strikes on Toadpocket, each one filled with the energy
of a team of oxen. Realizing he was about to be beaten again, Toadpocket started to cast a spell. A field of shimmering golden
energy silently appeared, coalescing into a fire elemental...
While Wizards tend to classify themselves as white or black magicians, they are all familiar with the same types of spells. White Wizards use their powers for good, while Black Wizards further the forces of evil. A Wizard can use magic to enhance their own abilities,
strike down a foe, travel through space, or manipulate the world around them. Because the arcane arts require intense concentration
and study, Wizards are not very skilled in non-magical combat, preferring to fight with daggers or other simple weapons such as hooks,
scythes, or swords.
The Council of the Arcane is a group of the seven most powerful Wizards in the world, and one of its most important duties is the
discussion of new directions that magical research should take; the primary concern of all Wizards is the pursuit of knowledge. The
Council also settles any disputes that arise between members of the class, since no other courts truly understand the intricate politics of
the Wizards. Young Wizards often journey to the city of Sigil, located on the continent of Auryn. Because the moons imbue this part of
the world with a high concentration of magical energy, the city provides the best environment for occult learning.

SPELLS

abjure
acid blast
animate dead
armor
beacon		
blindness
blink		
change sex
charm
circle of fire
color spray
concentration
control winds
counterspell
curse		

SKILLS
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death grip
detect illusion
detect invisibility
detect magic
dispel area
dispel magic
energy drain
enervation
erase
fireball
flame wind		
frost
gate travel
hands of wind
haste

Weapons
Dagger Exotic
Hook		
Scythe
Staff		
Sword

Defenses
None

ice storm
ice wind
iceball		
identify
infravision
invisibility
kill		
lava walk
levitation
light
lightning bolt
magic bomb
magic dart
magic lock
magic message		

magic unlock		
momentary darkness
nexus		
overpressurize		
pass door		
plague		
plane travel
poison
recharge item
room shield
scribe
sense life
shield
shocking grasp
silence

Combat
Hand To Hand

Technical
Perception

sleep
slow
slow magic
spark
stone skin
summon elemental
teleport
thunderclap
thunderstorm
underwater breathing
unnatural strength
weaken
web
wizard eye

Mystical
Magical Items
Meditation

Mage: Monk
Magic class but with a lot of melee abilities.
Primary Attribute: KNOWLEDGE
Monks are a group of scholarly mages, mainly interested in learning more
about the ancient magical arts. They are trained in secluded monasteries, spending many years
with their noses deep in books. While Monks often call upon the Powers during their castings,
they tend not to be too religious, relying upon their familiarity with forgotten rites and words
of power. The spells used by most Monks deal primarily with enhancing the abilities of the
caster, curing minor ailments, or hindering the abilities of enemies. Additionally, Monks are
able to call upon the powers of plants and herbs and produce powerful concoctions.
Alim toke a deep breath as he looked around the darkening forest, broken bodies and weapons littered the ground from the clash between usurper and defender. Two lone warriors stood surrounded by the growing evening.
Alim said with authority, "Your minions are retreating in defeat, Renu. It is time for YOU to taste defeat as well!"
Renu replied, "You are a fool if you think you can beat me. Your weapon is broken and useless."
		
Alim glanced down at his empty hands, concentrating. "These bare hands will be your undoing."
Alim and Renu began fighting, Renu swinging his sword savagely and invoking the power of ancient demons. It looked as though
Renu would win the contest as Alim continued to back up, deflecting the dark priest’s sword blows with his bare hands. Suddenly,
Alim reacted to a gap in Renu's defenses, landing a stronger than normal blow. Stunned, Renu stumbled back, gripping his sword in
his hand. Alim delivered a roundhouse kick to Renu, connecting solidly and sending Renu’s unconscious body to the damp, forest floor.
While they devote much time to their studies and hold knowledge as a primary goal, Monks also believe that the body and mind must
be in harmony. As a result, they tend to be much more physically fit than other classes of magicians. They prefer disabling their opponents in battle using whips, but are also skilled with flails, maces, nunchaku, polearms, and yo-yos. Monks can deal as much damage as
an experienced warrior, and are usually difficult to hit during combat.
The first monastery was founded centuries ago by a group of White Wizards. Since then, many other mages have founded their own research institutions. While clerics are sometimes angered by these secular intrusions into the domain of the Powers, Monks continue to
learn more about things that have been long forgotten. Some young Monks choose to journey the world in search of new information,
and most often begin in Sigil, home of one of the largest magical libraries in existence.

SPELLS
abjure		
animate dead
armor
bless
blindness
blink		
calm		
cause light
cause serious

change sex
combat blink
counterspell
cure blindness
cure disease
cure light
cure poison
cure serious
curse
detect alignment
detect illusion

detect invisibility
detect magic
dispel magic
erase
faerie fire
hands of wind
identify
light
mental clarity
multiply magic
phalanx		

plague		
poison		
protection from evil
protection from good
recharge item
remote sensing
remove curse
resurrect
sanctuary
scribe
sense life

silence
slow
slow magic
spark
spell shield
tremor
wizard eye

SKILLS
Weapons
Axe		
Dagger
Halberd
Spear
Sweep		
Sword
Throwing Axe
Throwing Spear

Defenses
Dodge		
Parry		
Shield Block

Combat
Bash			Battle Rage
Enhanced Damage Hand To Hand
Lay Out		
Second Attack
Strike Down		
Third Attack

Technical
Fast Healing
Perception
Mystical
Magical Items
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Mage: Psionic
Devastating psychic attacks without spellbooks or reagents.
Primary Attribute: SANITY
Psionics are advanced scholars in the science of the mind and its use over the material world. Unlike other mages, they are able to control ethereal energy around them
merely by willing it, and therefore do not require the use of spellbooks or magical
reagents. Their focus on mental control makes sanity their paramount concern, for in
casting a spell a Psionic must be able to withstand the rigors of manipulating reality
with the mind.
The Fey, Zeengorth, was starving and in a strange town. Searching for a nice meal,
Zeengorth made his way to his favorite feeding spot, the Market Square. There people
from the surrounding forest bring their goods to sell. Any one of these blood filled
creatures was a potential meal for Zeengorth. It had been a couple weeks since he had a meal of any true substance.
In the woods, all he had to dine on was the blood of a few forest critters, or the remains of some rotting corpse. The
first couple attempts at dining in the Market Square resulted in several citizens screaming about a horrible monster.
The crowd would scatter, making it difficult to catch and consume his prey before the town guards came for him.
It was not until Zeengorth learned how to control others' view of his appearance. By focusing his mental energy, his
form would undulate and waver and suddenly he would look like a harmless twig or fountain.
Psionics have a unique selection of spells to choose from, as the magic of the mind is different from the magic of other
mages. However, their spells achieve some of the same effects. Psionics also have many unique powers, and can assume
the appearance of a common object, view the world through the eyes of another, or even cause others to forget they were
ever there. While they can usually protect themselves with magic, Psionics can also do battle with whips, or with simple
weapons like maces or daggers. Cloistered away in a monastary-like training environment for ten years, Psionics have
a mental discipline that is almost incomprehensible to most people. After completing their education, they often seek
adventure and excitement, and look for any opportunity to use their enhanced brain power. Many young Psionics journey
to Sigil, because it is located on the continent of Auryn. The city is imbued with strong magical energy by the moons, and
provides an excellent environment for occult studies.

SPELLS
bar
cancellation
describe		
disequilibriate
disrupt sight

domination
esp
float
force field
forget		
induce aggression
irritation
knock

memory drain
mental disruption
mesmerize
mimic
mind shield
nullification field
pense		
pyrokinesis

sensory enhancement
spook		
telekinesis
telekinetic bash
telekinetic explosion
telekinetic pierce
telekinetic punch
telekinetic shield

Defenses
None

Combat
Hand To Hand

Mystical
Magical Items
Meditation

SKILLS
Weapons
Dagger
Mace
Whip
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Technical
Hide
Perception

telekinetic slash
telekinetic wave
telesmatic force
teleview
transference

Mage: Ranger
The only class that can use archery.
Primary Attribute: AGILITY
Rangers are mages who draw their power from the world around them. They are very closely
attuned to the cycles and voices of nature, and can use this ability to channel the ethereal energy
that flows through all living things. By harnessing the forces of nature, Rangers are able to enhance their own abilities, strike out against opponents, or even reshape the world around them.
Their knowledge of plants and herbs allows rangers to make many useful concoctions as well
through the herbalism skill.
Chumly panted heavily, darting between trees and under brush.
"These guys just won't let up," he said to himself.
Looking around the darkening forest, Chumly realized that he was getting himself deeper and
deeper into an unfamiliar part of the woods. He was utterly and totally lost. To make matters
worse, he was being chased by several thugs. It seemed that they were after the ancient text that Chumly found in the old library.
He had managed to evade them for quite some time, even making it out of the city past the guards they were paying.
Normally, he was quite comfortable in this forest, but a strange eerie light this evening had him a bit confused. Now, pinned
against a tree by the rustling noises of his assailants, Chumly gulped hard and started to think. He concentrated and felt his way
about the area, anchoring himself...
Suddenly, there was a low rumbling sound from deep beneath the ground's surface. The ground cracked, releasing sharp, thorny
brambles that encircled the area. Chumly snickered as three of the thugs ran face first into a wall of thorns.
“Ow!! Where'd these brambles come from?!" one of them cried.
		
"Get the axes, boys, Boss wants that book," the largest one said.
The thugs would eventually chop their way through Chumly's wall of thorns, but they would not find him inside. By then, the little
ranger had more than enough time to calm himself and teleport himself away from danger.
Because they spend so much time outdoors, Rangers possess a variety of useful skills that do not depend on magic. Heightened perception allows them to scan far along the horizon or track down almost any quarry, and even carefully hidden traps look out of place to
a skilled Ranger. As part of their attunement with nature, Rangers keep themselves in excellent physical shape, and are far more agile
than other classes of magicians. When engaging in combat, Rangers prefer fighting with a sword, but are also skilled with hunting
weapons such as daggers, darts, spears, whips, yo-yos, and throwing knives or stars.

SPELLS

armor
blink
camouflage
charm
circle of thorns
color spray
concealment
control winds
counterspell
create food

create spring
create water
death grip
detect illusion
detect magic
dispel magic
electrogenic growth
enhanced strength
erase
faerie fire
find familiar

flintstrike
frost
fungal growth
guise of nature
hands of wind
ice storm
ice wind
iceball
identify
infravision
invisibility

levitation
light
magic bomb
magic dart
magic lock
magic message
magic unlock
momentary darkness
otolithic growth		
recharge item
room shield

scribe
sense life
sleep
spark
stone skin
summon mount
tinnitus
web
whirlwind
wind walk
wizard eye

SKILLS
Weapons
Archery
Dagger
Dart		
Spear
Staff		
Sword
Throwing Knife
Whip
Yo-yo

Defenses
Dodge		
Parry
Mystical
Magical Items
Combat

Blind Fighting
Hand To Hand
Kick		
Second Attack
Throwing
Technical

Detect Traps
Disarm Traps
Enhanced
Endurance
Foraging
Herbalism
Hide

Perception
Riding
Scan
Snare
Tracking
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Cleric: Priest
The ultimate healer.
Primary Attribute: WISDOM
Priests are a class of religious missionaries. They venture into unknown lands to seek new
followers for the Power they follow, although different groups tend to use different styles of
evangelization. Priests usually represent organized religions, and come from many races. They
rely upon the blessing of their deity to perform magic, and are often the most self-righteous
class of clerics.
When Nortek felt the call of magic, he felt it on his soul. He dedicated his magical studies to
his god, Maradas. Naturally, because he traveled the land striping the land of its precious metals, he made constant offerings to Maradas to ensure his favor. When feeling tired, or in need
of refreshment, he would simply call upon his god for power and feel rejuvenated.
Because he worshipped the harmony of the earth around him, it was no surprise that when the startled elf Kakalera stumbled
upon his campsite, she could finally stop running. Nortek needed to only see the look of terror in her eyes or her constant shaking
to know that she was in some sort of trouble. He began by casting a calming spell so she could catch her breath. After pouring and
handing her a cup of hot tea, Nortek asked, "What is your name, young elf?"
"Kakalera," she said as she sipped at her tea, "I’m from Xaventry." Nortek nodded, signaling her to continue.
"I stumbled upon a witches' plot attack a settlement of elves,” she said after a long sip of tea, "I fear that it may be too late!"
		
"Do you know where this attack will be?"		
				
"...New Rigel," she said slowly.
				
“We must hurry! We can get there within the hour if I conjure some traveling carpets.”
Kakalera stood up, suddenly feeling rejuvenated, the horrible curse the witch Shintu placed on her finally lifted.
Because they command the favor of the Power they follow, Priests have the ability to call down holy energies to empower themselves.
Using prayer and meditation techniques, they can remove virulent curses, exorcise demons, protect themselves and their brethren,
or perform simple tasks such as creating food and water. Priests seldom go forth to face the heathens unprepared, and receive limited
combat training with blunt, usually non-fatal weapons such as the mace. They are also skilled in the use of shields, and with weapons
that can be used defensively, such as flails, polearms, and whips. In addition to the seeking of converts, Priests journey around the
world in search of wisdom and enlightenment.
Because there are Priests of many different faiths, their beliefs vary widely, and sometimes they are completely opposite. The different churches seldom agree with each other, often competing for followers. Young clerics often make pilgrimages to Xaventry, a town
located on the continent of Sepharia, because it is the birthplace of most religions practiced today.

SPELLS

calm
cause critical
cause light
cause serious
change sex
channel faith
condemn
consecrate armor
consecrate food
counterspell
create food

abjure
animate dead
armor
augment aura
awaken
bless
bubble cluster
call lightning

create spring
create water
cure blindness
cure critical
cure disease
cure light
cure poison
detect alignment
detect illusion
detect invisibility
erase

excommunicate
fountain
gate travel
harm
heal
identify		
light
magic carpet
plague		
poison
protection from evil

protection from good
read aura
refresh
remove curse
requiem
sanctuary
scribe
sense life
summon
tremor
word of recall

SKILLS
Weapons
Flail		
Polearm
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Mace
Whip

Defenses
Shield Block

Combat
Hand To Hand

Technical
Perception

Mystical
Magical Items
Meditation

Cleric: Shaman
A hybrid healer/melee damager whose trademark skill is elemental shield.
Primary Attribute: WISDOM
Shamans are a class of spiritual missionaries. Representing less organized sects than their formalized counterparts the Priests, Shamanic religions tend to worship a pantheon rather than a
single Power. Shamans venture into unknown lands, fighting against anything that is offensive
to the Powers they serve. They prefer being armed only with a mace and a shield, although they
are also skilled in combat with flails, nunchaku, polearms, staves, whips, and yo-yos.
Sleeth’s god hungered more than usual. Before, Sleeth could get by with as little as an offering
a month and could still hold his god’s favor. Lately, for some reason, he was offering up one,
sometimes two sacrifices a week. Lucky there was no short supply of sacrificial bodies. The city
of Lowangen to the southeast was full of under-protected, overfed offerings. On one occasion,
Sleeth thought about stealing away King Cronus and sacrificing him. He thought that maybe the quality of his sacrifices were
becoming an insult, as he underwent very little effort in acquiring them.
Halfway through the third month of sacrifices, while abducting a fresh sacrifice, Sleeth came home to see a small halfling poking around his cave. Growling ferociously, the dracon threw his victim against the jagged, rocky wall, staring at the halfling’s aimed
arrow. Sleeth immediately started to cast a spell, the stench of decaying carcasses mixing with the coppery smell of dried blood only
made the spell stronger.
As the arrow clacked off his hard scales, the halfling started to panic, reciting a spell that turned into a weighty ball of ice. A
swirling rainbow aura silently shimmered into being around Sleeth, the iceball deflecting off and shattering into a rocky wall.
		
"Niceee tryyyy," Sleeth growled and he inhaled deeply.
The halfling gasped as he realized he was about to be doused in some foul dracon breath. At the last possible second, the halfling rolled out of the way of the blast of fire. Diving for the mouth of the cave, Chumly the halfling threw a couple more iceballs at
Sleeth, both of them bouncing off his elemental shield. Slowed only slightly, the dracon snapped into the air, his wings stretching out
the entire width of the cave.
As Sleeth shot out of the mountain, Chumly was already halfway down the mountain in a hasted, graceful tumble. Sleeth
need only glide in circles, watching the halfling's panicking trail into the forest. The next offering would indeed be a challenge and
should appease his god for a while.
Because they command the favor of their Powers, Shamans have the ability to call down holy (or unholy) energies to empower themselves. Using mystic rites and symbols, they can envelop enemies in pillars of flame, exorcise demons, protect themselves and their
brethren, or perform simple tasks such as creating food and water. In addition to defending their faith, Shamans journey around the
world in search of wisdom and enlightenment. Because Shamans come from many different races, their beliefs vary widely, and in fact
they are often completely opposite from one another. The denominations have a long history of warring with each other, and with various other religious groups. Young Shamans often wage jihads in Xaventry, a town located on the continent of Sepharia, as many other
religions are centered there.

SPELLS

abjure
animate dead
armor
beacon
bless
call lightning
calm
cause critical
cause light
cause serious

change sex
channel faith
consecrate food
counterspell
create food
create spring
create water
cure blindness
cure critical
cure disease
cure light

cure poison
curse
desecrate armor
detect illusion
detect invisibility
elemental shield
erase
faerie fire
find familiar
fountain		
gate travel

harm
heal
ice storm
identify
light
magic carpet
plague
poison
protection from evil/good
read aura
reanimate

refresh
remove curse
resurrect		
sanctuary
scribe
sense life
summon		
summon shade
thunderstorm
totem
tremor

SKILLS
Weapons
Flail
Mace
Nunchaku

Polearm
Whip
Yo-yo

Defenses
Shield Block

Combat
Bash
Enhanced Damage
Hand To Hand

Technical
Perception

Mystical
Magical Items
Meditation
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Cleric: Druid
A hybrid healer/mage that uses elemental and nature magic.
Primary Attribute: KNOWLEDGE
Druids are clerics who have an intimate bond with the natural world. When magic
was still young, a group of Gray Wizards emerged from among the black and white
magicians, wanting to remain neutral in the conflict between good and evil. After
discovering that their views did not fit into society, they withdrew into the secluded
forests of Alyria.
Kakalera barely had a chance to grab a dagger to defend herself from her attacker. Shintu,
the nefarious witch, had finally tracked her down. Kakalera stumbled into a meeting of
witches in an old schoolhouse one humid afternoon. Now, one of the witches had followed
Kakalera to her house, planning to silence her.
"You may not have seen or heard anything important, but we can't have ANY of our secrets leaking out," Shintu said, "Including
our meeting place."
"I don't understand this malice," said Kakalera. "I've done nothing to you."
Kakalera started to concentrate, reciting the words of an invocation. Suddenly, a shifting cloud of dust swirled and whipped in a
frenzy about Kakalera.
"Your tricks won't save you from my scythe!" shouted Shintu.
Shintu lunged at Kakalera, swinging her scythe viciously. Suddenly, Kakalera became obscured by a swirling cloud of dust, causing
Shintu's lethal swing to miss. Kakalera immediately started to recite the words to an evocation. As Shintu swung her scythe back,
the ground beneath her cracked and split. Thick, green vines sprouted from the earth, restraining the drow witch.
"You will regret this meeting, drow." Kakalera said as she ran out the door in search of help.

Calling themselves Druids, these secluded mages are dedicated to understanding the universe, and seek knowledge wherever they go. Using the life energy found on the physical plane, Druids are able to invoke or evoke elemental powers from
the ethereal plane, producing a wide variety of unique effects. Druids also have heightened perception which allows them
to scan far along the horizon, and are able to identify even the most obscure items. They prefer fighting with flails, but can
also wield daggers, hooks, maces, or nunchaku.
Little is known about the organizations of the Druids, since they are generally not a part of society. The fabled Ivory Tower
is said to be their true home, although only a few people have claimed to encounter them there. Some young Druids
choose to travel the world in order to protect the environment, and they often begin their journeys in the city of Xaventry,
since there is a high concentration of life energy there.

SPELLS
air evocation
air invocation
ash evocation
ash invocation
dust evocation

dust invocation
earth evocation
earth invocation
fire evocation
fire invocation
ice evocation
ice invocation

lightning evocation
lightning invocation
magma evocation
magma invocation
minerals evocation
minerals invocation
ooze evocation

ooze invocation
radiance evocation
radiance invocation
salt evocation
salt invocation
smoke evocation
smoke invocation

steam evocation
steam invocation
vacuum evocation
vacuum invocation
water evocation
water invocation

SKILLS
Weapons
Dagger Hook		
Flail		
Mace
Nunchaku
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Defenses
None

Combat
Hand To Hand

Technical
Perception
Scan

Mystical
Lore
Magical Items

Cleric: Witch
A self-healing cleric that also has an arsenal of debilitating status effect spells.
Primary Attribute: WISDOM
A witch is a rare type of spellcaster. Witches eschew the more dramatic forms of magic, preferring the more subtle arts of hexes, jinxes, and curses. They are quite adept at summoning and
controlling spirits - those that have not yet passed beyond the Ethereal Void, and indeed it is this
natural ability of spirit control that separates the dabblers from the truly powerful. Witches can
be both men and women, although more women seem to be witches than men.
Kakalera nervously sat in a wooden rocking chair, a strange, howling wind blowing against
the foggy windows. Clutched in her hands was a tattered piece of paper that had been nailed
to her front door that morning. Trembling, she read again the warning of impending doom. At
the time, Kakalera thought the witch's warnings were meant to scare money out of her, but few
could deny the strange happenings of the previous couple weeks. All she could do was sit around and wait by her fire.
The wind started to pick up outside. Suddenly, Shintu the nefarious witch burst through the door, a rage of foul wind and smoke.
"Your time has come, elf. Prepare yourself for the afterlife." Shintu smiled. It wasn't a pleasant smile.
As Kakalera quickly rose to her feet, Shintu began casting a spell... A silvery beam of light the color of Marabah at full cracked
from Shintu's hand toward Kakalera, bringing her down to the ground before she could draw her weapon.
Kakalera said weakly, "You will pay for your evil ways, fallen one."
Shintu smiled to herself as she pulled her hood over her head. "You are in no position to be making threats," Shintu said as she
pulled a used, but very sharp scythe from under her cloak.
Witches tend to study what could be loosely catalogued as "black magic" - some of them lean towards neutral use, and in rare cases,
good use of such magics, but that is the exception rather than the rule. Of course, a witch would never define what she does as black
magic, for in the mind of a witch magic is merely a tool to be used, and they believe if they were not intended to use it as they wished,
they would not possess the abilities they do. Witches believe in a natural balance between suffering and compassion, and therefore
they do not worry about whether or not their magic helps or harms so long as they achieve the results they desire. As far as the witch is
concerned, if they cause an individual to suffer, the individual will receive an equal amount of good to offset the bad. Whether it occurs
in this life or the next isn't the concern of the witch.
When a witch gains a certain amount of experience, she may choose to bind herself to an aerial spirit. Such a binding increases the
power of the witch significantly, and is not something to be undertaken lightly. The binding is irrevocable and lasts until the final end of
the witches' life. The binding allows the witch to tap into forces - through the aerial spirit - that enable her most powerful spells.
Witches have a natural affinity with the towne of Xaventry due to the high concentration of spirit energy to be found there.

SPELLS
beacon
blindness
calm
chill touch
confusion

SKILLS

convocation
curse
deafen
delay reincarnation
detect invisibility
disjunction
erase		
evil eye

Weapons
Dagger Flail
Magical Wand Scythe
Whip		
Yo-yo

famine		
fatigue		
harm		
hex		
immobilize
impede movement
insanity
jinx

Defenses
None

leech
leech conduit
magic message
malediction
malignancy
negation		
pentacle
plague

Combat
Hand To Hand

poison
protection from
evil/good
reanimate
remove curse
scribe
shadow armor
shadow door

Technical
Hide
Perception

shadow golem
shadow imp
shadow light
summon
summon shade
swarm

Mystical
Lore
Magical Items
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Thief: Rogue
The master of evasion and initiative.
Primary Attribute: AGILITY
Rogues are devious thieves who walk the shadows of the night, and make their livings by stealing from other people. They are experts at many mischievous skills, including picking locks and
pockets, finding traps and disarming them, identifying obscure items and easy marks, scanning
for victims, and tracking them down. Rogues are also masters of escaping from danger, learning
multiple methods of evasion. Because of their amazing agility, they are very difficult to hit during combat.
Xaventry town square and Market Street are excellent spots for a sneaky adventurer to make
a profit. Latarathus can normally be found waiting for that opportune moment to find a bit
of extra gold. Due to his skills as a rogue, Latarathus makes a habit of lifting items and gold
off unsuspecting tourists. Occasionally, while drunk, he might intimidate a resident in a dark alley. Other than that, he keeps a low
profile and out of the suspicions of the local police. Often he offers tips and training to anyone willing to buy him a drink.
One day, while walking down the busy Market Street, Latarathus noticed a merchant talking to a banker. These two were often
seen doing business on the streets. They would make a prominent display of how wealthy they were while surrounded with the
common workers carrying on their back breaking tasks. Normally, Latarathus would refrain from picking someone's pocket in
public, but these two have reputations and dirty as the gold coins weighing down their coin purses. Most commoners would look
the other way if these two came upon misfortune. Only after seeing the merchant hand the banker an exceptionally weighty leather
sack did Latarathus decide to make a move.
Latarathus silently moved behind a large stack of crates just out of view of the two men. Silently, Latarathus crept out of hiding,
advancing on the two men doing business. Suddenly, a small shine of blade appeared in Latarathus’s hand as he thrust his arm
upward toward the banker. Latarathus's backstab dropped the banker to the ground, his body twitching and gasping in pain. The
street merchant started to run toward a crowd of people shouting for the police. Several throwing knives found their way into his
back dropping him to the ground.
A large crowd started to gather around the two injured men, the merchant frightened and bloody and the banker poisoned and
shivering. A questioning murmur started to buzz throughout the crowd, while it was obvious that these men had been attacked
and robbed, the attacker was no where to be seen.
Since Rogues are able to move without being detected, they often strike their victims with a quick but deadly stab to the back. Rogues
prefer using easily-concealable but dangerous weapons, especially daggers. Hooks, nunchaku, whips, and yo-yos are also popular, along
with knives or stars that can be thrown at enemies from a distance. While they try to avoid fights that are not weighted heavily in their
favor, Rogues are still competent warriors, and are able to attack much more quickly than all but the most skilled of opponents.
The organizations that Rogues form are highly secretive, and their structures are only fully understood by their members. While they
sometimes come into conflict with each other, only one group tends to operate in each of the world's major cities. The exception to this
is New Rigel, a popular town located on Sepharia that offers young Rogues a unique opportunity to hone their thieving skills before
journeying to other places.

SKILLS

Weapons
Defenses
Dagger		
Dart
Acrobatics
Exotic		
Hook		 Dodge		
Nunchaku
Evasion
Throwing Knife
Shield Block
Throwing Star
Whip		
Yo-yo
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Combat
Backstab
Bash		
Blind Fighting
Grapple		
Hand To Hand
Kick
Second Attack
Throwing

Technical
Detect Traps
Disarm Traps
Hide
Lock Picking
Peek
Perception
Scan
Snare

Sneaking
Stealing
Tracking
Mystical
Forgery
Lore
Magical Items

Thief: Bard
Uses music to cast a host of spells.
Primary Attribute: LUCK
Bards are a group of slightly mischievous wanderers, traveling across the lands as
storytellers. While Bards are trained to play a wide variety of different instruments,
many have a personal favorite that they use most of the time. The most talented
performers are able to make a living by enchanting audiences with their tales and
ballads, although many Bards sometimes go through hard times, and need to resort
to more devious means of survival. They often depend on their luck to get them
through difficult situations.
A perky, young sidhe named Belatru and several other adventurers were traveling through
the Callias Mountain Range, a couple of them struggling to make it over the rocky terrain.
They had come a long way, but it was still several miles before they reached the entrance to Dungeon Wroth.
Knowing that they would need all the energy they could to kill the kobolds, Belatru motioned for everyone to stop and rest for a
minute. After the party had caught its breath, Belatru began to play a song on an enchanted flute. The adventurers all felt lighter
as their feet rose off the ground. Refreshed and levitating, the rough terrain was suddenly easier to traverse.

While Bards will insist that they have more integrity than the members of the Rogue class, they possess many of the same
skills. Their talents include picking locks and pockets, identifying obscure items, scanning for victims, and moving without being detected. Harsh responses from easily-offended audience members make it necessary for Bards to be masters of
escaping danger, and they are very difficult to hit during combat. If provoked into a fight, Bards often surprise their victims with a quick but deadly stab to the back. They also enjoy making battles into public spectacles, and will use swords to
engage their opponents in impressive duels. However, Bards are also skilled with daggers, nunchaku, whips, yo-yos, and
thrown weapons such as knives, stars, or darts.
The most important ability of the Bards is the power to affect the world through music. By playing a certain series of notes
and accompanied by vocal modulations, they are able to bend the fabric of reality and produce various magical effects.
While most require the formal training offered by schools of music, some Bards are gifted performers who can play naturally. The most popular destination for young Bards looking to make a name for themselves is New Rigel, a city on the
continent of Sepharia. The many tourists visiting there provide willing audiences, or if need be, unsuspecting victims.

SKILLS

Weapons
Dagger		
Dart		
Nunchaku
Sword
Throwing Knife
Throwing Star
Whip		
Yo-yo

Defenses
Acrobatics
Dodge

Combat
Backstab		
Hand To Hand
Second Attack

Technical
Hide
Lock Picking
Peek
Perception
Scan
Sneaking
Stealing

Mystical
Lore
Magical Items
Music
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Thief: Knave
Determined, cunning, and cruel thieves willing to resort to dirty tricks to
achieve success.
Primary Attribute: PERSONALITY
Knaves lack subtlety. Where a knife in the back would do the job, a knife
in the face sends a message. Preferring to fight in style than slinking
around unsung by their fellow bards, knaves are known far and wide as
traitors, deceivers, liars and victors.
Reveling in the glory of a well-executed strategy almost as much as the
victory itself, knaves are frequently braggarts, but just as frequently they
have the talents to back up whatever intimidations they intimate. Just as
bards sing the songs of adventure and romance, and rogues stay stealthy and quiet, knaves boast of their prowess
and egos.
Knaves are frequently abandoned on the streets of New Rigel by parents that no longer wish to deal with the little
bastards, but a knave’s trade is learned around the world and plied even further. Due to the relative diversity in
their skills and the accessibility of their trademark “punch victims in the face and slash open their bellies while
they’re staggering” moves, nearly all adventuring races in Alyria can pursue the knavish arts, if they can even be
called that.
Although they are generally crass, opportunistic and lacking in subtlety, the knave forgoes all of these things in
pursuit of the one thing that matters: success.

SKILLS
Weapons
Dagger		
Exotic		
Hook
Marksmanship
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Defenses
Deadeye
Dodge
Feign Death
Feign Illness
Raise Hell
Combat
Hand To Hand
Raise Dukes
Raise Stakes

Second Attack
Slit Tendon
Slit Throat
Strike A Match
Strike at the Heart
Strike Blow
Strike Down
Strike of Death
Strike of Pain
Throwing

Technical
Detect Traps
Feign Love
Feign Presence
Hide
Peek
Perception
Scan
Slit Armor
Slit Purse

Mystical
Feign
Knowledge
Lore
Magical Items

ARCHON
The Elite rank of adventurers
Primary Attribute: PERSONALITY
Once a player reaches level 60, total level 240, they are considered to have achieved
everything possible within the ordinary class system and are dubbed as Heroes. A
Hero may petition a questmaster to undertake the challenge presented by the Domain
of Arbaces, a treacherous dungeon located within the Proving Grounds on Irda Isle.
Heroes who are able to battle their way to the bottom of the Domain are eligible to
become Archons, an elite rank above that of Hero. Archons exist outside of the normal
confines of the class system, advancing not across the normal 1-60 range, but starting
at 61:241 and advancing towards 241:241 via Archon Points.
As a benefit of reaching the rank of Archon, adventurers reaching 61:241 are granted
attribute maximums 2 above previous, and vital stat maximums 1000 above previous. In addition, they are granted access
to special spells and knowledge of esoteric spells that no regular classes receive.
Archons’ supremacy does not come without a cost, however. A fearsome race of otherworldly hunters known as the Ithrix
hunt Archons for sport, teleporting to Archons at will and attempting to kill them. Elite Ithrix known as Archon Hunter
Masters are even stronger, and are powerful enough that often groups of several Archons are required to survive battles
against them. The Ithrix are frequently difficult to kill, but Archons that persevere will be rewarded with the Archon Points
that they use to advance.
Sample Baseline Human
Hero Statistics & Vitals

Sample Baseline Human
Archon Statistics & Vitals

Hit Points: 2000
Spell Power: 2000
Stamina: 2000

Hit Points: 3000
Spell Power: 3000
Stamina: 3000

Level 60:240

Strength: 19
Wisdom: 19
Vitality: 19
Courage: 19
Personality: 19

Level 61:241

Knowledge: 19
Agility: 19
Luck: 19
Sanity: 19

Strength: 21
Wisdom: 21
Vitality: 21
Courage: 21
Personality: 21

Knowledge: 21
Agility: 21
Luck: 21
Sanity: 21

SPELLS
air blast*
air halo*
acid mist
antimagic sphere
bathe*

buffet*
chain lightning
cursed fog
diseased cloud
ember carom*

ice whip
illumination*
landslide*
lava cloak*
lava walk

lightning shroud
magnetic field*
megalith*
monument*
poison gas

SKILLS
Weapons
Bola		
Boomerang
Exotic

Magical Wand
Marksmanship
Maul		

Two-Handed Axe
Two-Handed Sword

quicksand*
reflective fireball
soul sacrifice*
swarm
warp
waterspout*

Mystical
Enhanced
Fireshield*
Visualization

*Denotes Religion
specific skill/spell
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Attribute Selection
Once you’ve selected your gender, race, and class, you will be able to select your attributes. This is done randomly based on the character choices you have made. Pick the roll that you
think will benefit your character the most, then approve your character settings made to this point. Remember, you can always increase your attributes
later, through training and by obtaining special items.
Keep in mind that each class has a “prime” attribute, one that the class
needs most of all in order to learn the skills of that class. Gaining points
in your prime attribute can also increase the number of skills that you can
automatically increase as you progress through levels of experience.

Tip: Your primary stat effects your chances of
getting “betters” when you gain a level!
Note: HP, SP, ST and Practice Point gains at level up are determined solely by your COMBINED
RACIAL AND CLASS MAXIMUM amount. In other words, whatever your CURRENT stat amount is has
no bearing on your vitals or practice points gained at level up. In the example above, this character will
receive HP gains based on having 19 Vitality, and practice points based on having 22 Wisdom.
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Basic Commands

When you have created your character and entered the game, you will begin in A Quiet Classroom. Type HELP
MOVEMENT for more information on how to move from room to room, or type LOOK to take a look in the
room. When ready, move SOUTH and follow the path until you reach Johann the trainer.

Room Description

Room Title

Compass - shows
available room exits

Items,
Fountain

You cannot be
attacked when in a
[SAFE] room. You
can also enter the
chat rooms
by typing
CHAT ENTER.

Prompt - displays your
current hp, sp and st

Players are often members of CLANS,
indicated by the [#] in front of their name.
Players who are PK enabled display the
[Duelist] tag in front of their name. They
can attack other players with the [Duelist]
tag, or who are in a PK Clan.

Interacting With the Game
These are the basic commands you will need to get started in the world of Alyria. Most commands have a lot
more functionality than is shown in this brief list - clicking on the command name will display the full scope.
Common abbreviations for the commands are specified in parentheses to the right of the command itself.
To see an entire list of available commands at your character level, type ‘COMMANDS’ within the game.
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Informational

Movement

Communication

General

Combat

Items

Magic

Informational

These commands will tell you more about your character, other characters, and the world around you.
Many of these commands can be abbreviated in-game (ie: L for Look, sco for score, eq for equipment...)
help		
look (l)		
		

Materia Magica has an extensive help database and many questions may be answered by typing HELP .
Tells you about the room or area that you are currently in. You can also look at other characters, look at objects,
look inside objects, and look in a specific direction to see what’s in the adjoining room.

skills		

The SKILLS command is used to display your character’s list of available proficiencies or spells.

who		

The WHO command is used to display a list of players that are currently active and online.

where		
		
		

This command will report a list of nearby players and their specific locations, based on their proximity to you.
Only players visible to you will appear on WHERE - players who are shape shifted will NOT show up on WHERE. If you
do not have detect invisibility, invisible players will also not appear on WHERE.

score		
		

This command displays a complete list of information regarding your character, such as attributes, spell
comprehension, number of kills, experience points, etc.

affect (aff)
		

The AFFECT command will display a list of spells or conditions with which you are currently affected, as
well as applicable durations.

set		
		

SET lets you turn in-game environment settings ON or OFF. These settings can be used to customize what
you see in the game, among other things.

socials		
		

The SOCIALS command displays a list of the several-hundred “actions” or “emotions” that you can use to
show how you feel to other players. Also known as EMOTE (em).

commands

Displays a list of commands that are available at your character’s current level of experience.

levels		

Command that lists how many experience points your character needs to advance through the levels in his class.

time		
		

Displays the current Alyrian time, game time, phases of the twin moons Trigael and Marabah, as well as other
information. If you do not have a clock or watch, you will see an approximation of the current Alyrian time.

weather		

Displays the weather conditions for your current location, if you are outdoors.

gold ($)		

Lets you view the amount of gold you have on hand, and in any bank accounts.

description
(desc)		

This command allows you to change the descriptive text shown when other people see your character
in the game. When they view you using the ‘LOOK’ command, they will see the description you enter.

title		
		

Title sets the phrase that immediately follows your name when people LOOK in the same room as you. 			
You can check your title by typing SCORE.

channels
		
		

Materia Magica has several global and semi-global communication methods that you can activate or
deactivate based on your current desires. Using the CHANNELS command, you can set the channels that
you wish to see displayed in the game.

survey		
With the SURVEY command, you will examine the area for familiar landmarks to determine your
		current location.
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scan		
		

Closely examine what lies beyond all exits from a location. You must have the SCAN proficiency to use
this command effectively.

notify		
		

Notify is a feature that allows you to track the comings and goings of your friends - when they log in to
the game, when they log out, etc.

Score

Each class has 60 levels. You can
multi-class up to 4 times for a total of
240 levels, plus Archon (241)

Your name and title

Your current / max
vitals and stats
Your current SCC % determines
what level of spells you can practice
and cast. If you are a MAGE or
CLERIC class, as you level
higher your SCC will rise.
Your PCC is divided into 5 sub-areas:
Weapon, Defense, Combat, Technical
& Mystical. Your current % determines
what skills you can practice and use.
As you level up, these % will rise.

Tip: Increasing some stats can
increase your PCC and SCC ratings.
But avoid using practices on stats instead, find some gear that affects
your stats to give your SCC and PCC
an extra boost!

Indicates how many
experience points you
need to the level up
Marks are special rewards for
completing specific tasks. Try
to obtain marks to receive
bonus practices, experience
points and items!
Hint: there are 8 marks in
Lasler alone!

Two characters can handfast one
another and get married. Married
characters can share houses.

Where vs. Who
Typing the WHERE command will show you any visible players within your immediate area. Only visible, non-shifted players will
show in this list. Typing WHO will provide a list of every player currently online. Typing WHO <AREA> will show you every active
player currently within that zone type. Type “help who” for more info. Tip: Some players can use shape-shifting or HIDE to hide themselves from the WHERE command, but will remain visible on WHO <AREA>. Make sure you have detect invisibility, too!
WHERE:

WHO NOVICE:

WHO AREAS:
Arena
Atsea (at sea)
Castle
CTF (Capture The Flag)
Dungn (Dungeons)
Forest
Home
Inn
Isle
Keep
Midair
Novice
Nowhere

Office
Planar
Pkflag
Pkable
Shrine
Social
Suburb
Tower
Towne
Underg (Underground)
Underw (Underwater)
Villge (Village)
Wilds
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Affects
Typing the AFFECTS (AFF) will display
spells and skills your character is currently
affected by. These can be positive (buffs) or
negative (debuffs). Obtain beneficial affects
via items, wearing certain equipment or casting the spells on yourself.
Tip: Haste grants an extra attack and allows your
character to move quicker while traveling!
Sanctuary (sanc) is one of the most important
spell affects your character can have.
Sanctuary reduces your damage intake by 15%,
provides a constant light source, and prevents you
from automatically dying from the “kill” spell.

The level of the affect
effects the duration and
impact that affect has
on your character.

+AR Affects

Spells that positively modify AR will increase your overall armor resistance in all areas. +AR spells are vital to
obtaining high armor resistance. As you level higher, these
spells will provide increased +AR and duration.

+AR Spells w/ Amount at Archon

Aegis +5ar
Armor +3ar
Combat Blink (drains sp) +7ar
Force Field (shield) +7ar
Guise of Nature (dependent on wood resistance) +4ar
Invoke Ice (shield) +6ar
Invoke Ooze (stone skin) +6ar
Lightning Shroud (drains sp) +1ar
Shadow Armor +5-7ar
Shield (wizard & bard) +9ar
Stone Skin +7ar
Telekinetic Shield (drains sp) +3ar

Channels
AUCTION
CLAN
CLAN-ALLIANCE
SHOUT
ANNOUNCEMENT
YELL
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HINT
GAME
RELIGION
PKTALK
ARCHON TALK

Each affect modifies part of your
character by X amount for a specific
duration, indicated here in the affects
command. When no duration is shown,
the affect will last indefinetely, or until it
is dispelled or the item
casting it is removed.

-AR Affects

Spells that negatively modify AR will decrease your armor
resistance in all or specific areas. -AR spells are vital to
increasing your damage output against NPCs and PCs in
combat. As you level higher, these spells will provide increased -AR and duration when cast.

-AR Spells w/ Amount at Archon
Condemn -15ar or -15 svs
Curse -13 ar
Faerie Fire -6 ar
Malediction -5 ar
Plodding Fugue -AR legs
Slit Tendon -varies
Slit Armor -varies

Tip: When choosing a classpath, try to
obtain a variety of these + and - AR spells!

Time

Regen: As the moons move from new to full, characters will
regen more vitals. Double new moons means low regeneration,
while double full moons means high regeneration.
Hunters: Archon hunters do not rift during double full moons.
Moon phases also affect how dark it is outside. Be sure to carry
a light with you!
Night time: Players can shape shift at night between 7pm - 5am.

Skills
Access to skills and spells is dependent on your character’s SCC and PCC ratings. To gain access
to inactive or unavailable skills and spells, level your character higher or wear gear and items that
increase the attribute that is responsible for that rating.

Skill Proficiencies
Skill Pro

Skill Spells
Skill Spell

Q: How do I gain access to
unavailable skills and spells?
A: Raise your SCC & PCC!
Spell Complexity Comprehension (SCC)
has just one rating, which applies to all
magic used by the character. It depends
upon your class level and the following
factors (displayed by class):
Wizard
Priest
Witch
Druid
Ranger
Monk
Shaman
Psionic
Paladin
Bard

knowledge attribute.
wisdom attribute.
wisdom attribute.
knowledge and wisdom attributes.
knowledge attribute.
knowledge attribute.
wisdom attribute.
knowledge, wisdom, vitality,
and sanity attributes.
wisdom attribute.
personality and luck attriutes.

Proficiency Complexity Comprehension (PCC) has five, based
upon the five different schools of proficiencies. The ratings
for these depend on several factors: the general attributes
(usually agility or knowledge), the character’s level, and
his or her class history (the classes the character has been
in the past as well as the current class), as shown:
Weaponry (WEA) Proficiencies that involve a physical weapon.
This rating can be raised by increasing agility
		
and level.
Defense

(DEF) Proficiencies that are primarily defensive in
nature. This rating can be raised by
increasing agility and level.

Combat

(COM) Proficiencies that are primarily combative in
nature. This rating can be raised by
increasing agility and level.

Technical (TEK) Proficiencies that involve technical knowledge.
This rating can be raised by increasing
knowledge and level.
Mystical (MYS) Proficiencies that use supernatural forces or
mental powers. This rating can be raised by
increasing knowledge and level.
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Movement

These commands will let you move around in the world of Alyria, as well as other movement-related
actions. For general information on moving in the world of Alyria, see MOVEMENT.
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north (n)		

Moves your character north, if an exit exists in that direction.

south (s)		

Moves your character south, if an exit exists in that direction.

east (e)		

Moves your character east, if an exit exists in that direction.

west (w)		

Moves your character west, if an exit exists in that direction.

northwest (nw)

Moves your character northwest, if an exit exists in that direction.

northeast (ne)

Moves your character northeast, if an exit exists in that direction.

southwest (sw)

Moves your character southwest, if an exit exists in that direction.

southeast (se)

Moves your character southeast, if an exit exists in that direction.

up (u)		

Moves your character up, if an exit exists in that direction.

down (d)		

Moves your character down, if an exit exists in that direction.

enter		

Lets your character enter a special exit item, such as a portal.

recall		
		

RECALL lets your character return instantly to your home, or nearest recall point (usually a SAFE location).
This command should be used if you ever become lost. Typing RECALL LIST will show you the nearest recall point.

sleep		

Lets you sleep on the ground, or on an item, such as a travel cot.

wake		

If you are asleep, WAKE will cause you to awaken. You can also use WAKE to wake another sleeping player.

stand		
		

Causes you to stand up if you are sleeping, resting or sitting. You can also stand on an item, such as a
platform or carpet.

sit		

Lets you sit on the ground, or on an item, such as a chair.

rest		

Lets you rest on the ground, or on an item, such as a chair or bed.

search		
		

Searches the room for hidden items. You may have to search multiple times to find hidden items, depending on
how well they are obscured.

hide		

Hide in the shadows so that you cannot be detected, or hide an item at your current location.

dig		
		

Dig up ground at a location to look for a buried item or door. You will need a spade to dig, and if the ground is hard
enough, a pick-axe as well.

bury		

Bury an item in the ground using a spade. If the ground is hard, the job may require a pick-axe as well.

Movement and Transporation
Adventurers can move around in the world of Alyria in the following directions:
North (N)
Northwest (NW)

Northeast (NE)

West (W)

East (E)

Southwest (SW)

Up (U)

Southeast (NE)
South (S)

Down (D)

Directions can be abbreviated for convenience
(example: ‘n’ is the same as ‘north’, ‘ne’ is the same as ‘northeast’).
Movement consists of moving your character from location to location. Locations in the game are usually
referred to as “rooms”, even if they are outside. “Rooms” can be of varying shapes and sizes based on the type
of room, and may have different terrains as well.
Generally, movement costs stamina. Different types of terrain (such as a hilly room or heavily-wooded forest, versus a city street) will take more or less stamina to move through.
Some bodies of water (lakes, rivers, the ocean) as well as special rooms cannot be crossed unless you have an
active levitation spell. There are also areas (high mountains, steep cliffs) that are impassable, and can not be
negotiated with conventional means of transporation.
You may also come across Portals in your travel - these are special constructs (usually magical) that can take
you to areas that are otherwise inaccessible. Portals and other special items can be entered using the enter
command. But beware - once you enter a portal, you may not be able to get back!
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The Compass Display
The Materia Magica Compass tells you
the obvious directions in which you can
move, as well as in which directions there
are obvious doors. The following is an
example of the compass (shown when
you type LOOK, or just enter a room
normally):
You may turn the displayed compass ON or OFF using the SET COMPASS command. If you prefer to display
the exits on one line instead of as a compass (which may be easier for some auto mappers), you can toggle
SET SHOW-EXITS to ON. The symbols displayed in the compass locations may vary depending on the status
of the room that lies in that direction, or the exit between you and the room that lies in that direction.

The symbols displayed in the compass locations may vary depending on the status of the room that lies in that
direction, or the exit between you and the room that lies in that direction.

The color of the displayed compass direction will give you information as to conditions in that room.
Bright colors indicate that the room has a light source, and dark colors indicate that the room requires a light
source. If an adjacent room is dark, try THROWING a magical sphere of LIGHT into the room.

PK Rooms will also add a line in bright red to the displayed room information, such as
“WARNING: You are in a NEUTRAL PLAYER KILLING room”. Be cautious of these rooms.
Turning SET SHOW-COLOR-ALTERNATIVES on in conjunction with SET SHOW-EXITS will show you
text-based status information (not just with colors). This can be useful for players who make use of screen
readers. There are additional display settings you can also tweak - please see HELP SET for a list.
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Mounts
What knight would be a knight without his trusty steed? Having a creature to ride, or mount, will save you
precious stamina. Mounts can be found in townes and villages at Pet Shoppes, as well as wandering in the
wilderness (and some mounts, such as dolphins, may be found in the oceans). Use DISMOUNT if you no
longer wish to ride the animal.
Once mounted, you may move as normal in any available direction using the standard movement commands. You can also
make your mount move by itself by using the vocal commands
(commands prefixed by SAY), ‘walk’, ‘gallop’, or ‘run’, followed
by the direction you wish the beast to move in. Keep in mind
that the faster the mount goes, the more energy it expends. A
quick ‘stop’ or ‘whoa’ will get your mount to stop.
Mounts will attempt to follow roads and trails, if they are given
a vocal command while they are on such a road or trail and the
direction they are given will result in them moving to the nearest road or trail in the requested direction. They will try to stay
on the best road available but can be persuaded to move to a less desirable path by stopping and
reorienting them.
Attempting combat without the riding proficiency will not alter the character’s accuracy at all, and
unmounted fighters using the archery or marksmanship skills will experience a 15% damage boost against
mounted opponents.

Tip: enter an exclamation mark ! on its own to recall the last entered command.

Magic Carpets, Broomsticks, and other Transport Items
There exist in Alyria magically-enchanted items that bestow upon the bearer the power of flight. Beyond simple
levitation, these items can actually take the wielder into the air, soaring above the plains of Sepharia or the wide
greenish-blue reaches of Oceanus Ingenii. Common items are magic carpets and witchcraftial broomsticks,
but other specially-prepared items exist, such as the magical rocking horse that is offered by Lord Vashir in the
Towne of Sigil as a reward for fulfilling quests for him.
To use a magical carpet, broom, or other transportation-enchanted item, you may control the item via vocal
commands (commands prefixed by SAY), such as ‘fly ‘. To get your transportation to stop, simply say ‘stop’.

The Iron Worm

In the southwest corner of Rune, located on Soloman street, Ganuk’s Express Travels is home to the Iron Worm,
a one-way underground transportation system that can take travels to 9 different destinations for a marginal
cost. The Mayor of Rune can designate the “Mayor’s Destination” to any non-pk room around Alyria - be careful
traveling to that spot unless you know where it goes before hand!
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Formations

During your journeys through the world of Alyria, you needn’t
travel alone - you may decide to travel (or fight) in a formation.
A Formation is a group of 2 to 9 players traveling together,
following a leader. All members of the formation share
experience points equally, based on level and the other
members of the formation.
Formations can be grouped in special structures. All formation
structures are based on a 5x5 box. The leader may arrange the players to their liking within the available positions for the
chosen structure. Depending on your location in the formation, you
may receive less attention from attacking creatures, since they are
more likely to focus on formation members in the front.
Tip: Players positioned within the front row can use any
type of skills, spells or weapons. Some weapons, skills
and spells cannot be used when a player is positioned
behind others in the formation. Longer-range weapons
must be used from these positions, such as a spear for
1st & 2nd row only, or archery or magical-wand from
any formation position.
Tanks (the player being attacked) should ideally be
placed in the center of the front row (FC) to avoid most
NPC foes from switching their attacks to another player.
SHIELD is the most commonly used formation type.

Recall Points and Word of Recall
The recall command petitions the Powers for transportation should you happen to become lost. If you own a
home, it can be used to return there. If you do not own a home, it will take you to the nearest
recall point (usually the closest towne or dungeon), so long as you have less than 75 total levels.
Use of RECALL costs a lot of your stamina, and it may not work
in some magically protected locations where teleportation magics
cannot penetrate. Characters who are suffering from the effects of
a Curse may not be able to recall at all.
Priests can make use of the Word of Recall spell, which has the
same effect as recalling to the nearest recall point. The scrollversion of this spell can be obtained by non-Priests for use in an
emergency. Be forewarned, however, that the nearest recall point
may not be where you necessarily wish to go - the nearest recall
point is based on proximity, not desire.
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Be sure to check RECALL LIST before you recall, lest you wind up somewhere undesirable!

Ships
Ah, to sail the four seas of Alyria! The sea-faring Adventurer’s dream. Through
use of Materia Magica’s unique ship system, it is possible to buy, control, sail,
and even pillage on the wide blue oceans. Ships allow one to voyage between
continents and other landmasses, as well as fight the hostile pirates that sail the
non-patrolled oceanic waters. Many of these pirates are known to carry valuable
treasure in their cargo holds. An enterprising crew could well make a fortune for
themselves as well as gain valuable experience for engaging these pirates in ship
combat.
It can take a long time to save enough gold in order to be able to afford a ship. In
the meantime, you can catch a ride on a passenger ship, such as the Merdraco,
Hallowhold ferry, or Riddenmast ferry. You’ll want to take advantage of these
free passenger ships to sail from continent to continent - Alyria is a big place!

Teleportation and Gating Magic
There are several spells that can be used by those with the knowledge of matters mystical, or by those less mystically inclined, so long as the proper spell scroll is used. These spells allow for magical transportation from point
A to point B. Teleport, Blink, Vacuum Invocation, Nexus, Warp, Plane Travel and Gate Travel are all spells
which enable the caster (and sometimes his formation) to transport about in the blink of an eye. These spells
may also be enchanted in certain objects, either to good or bad effect.

Worldgates
The twin moons, Marabah and Trigael, control the mysterious portals
known to the denizens of the world as Worldgates. As the moons wax
and wane, so do the Worldgates appear and disappear in varied locations
around the world. You can view the current conjunctions of the moons by
use of the TIME command.
There are several circles of stones which were built by an ancient group of
druids. These circles were apparently designed to trap the moons’ energy
and thus create the Worldgates. They are still in existence today, ready for the wary traveler. Worldgates can take
you to locations around the world of Alyria, the Great Alyrian Underground, the Ethereal Void, as well as to
the Faerie Plane. There are worldgate locations near most major townes - just be on the look out for a circle of
stones.
Worldgates are a fast way to get around the world and often one gate will stay open for hours, allowing passage
back and forth between two locations, which can give the adventurer plenty of time to explore a new territory
without losing their life link back home. Just be aware that once the moon phases change, the worldgate positions will change as well.
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Communication & Formations

These commands enable you to communicate with other characters (both NPC and PCs) around you.
pray		

If you are stuck and need help, pray will send a message to any Guides or Immortals who may be online.

tell		

Sends a message to a specific character, privately.

reply		

Sends a message to the last character to send you a tell.

say		

Sends a message to your current room, and everyone within that room.

sayto		

Sends a message to your current room, but directs it to a specific character within the room.

whisper		

Sends a private message to a character in your current room.

yell		

Sends a message to everyone in your area / general vicinity.

shout		

Sends a message to everyone in your area / general vicinity. SHOUT has a greater range than YELL.

dream		

If you are sleeping, you can use the DREAM channel. Dream sends a message to other sleeping PCs.

clantalk / ct
		
		

As a novice you will be automatically enrolled in the Novice Clan, which is a group of novice
adventurers (some more novice than others) who can use CLANTALK to communicate and assist
each other in learning the game.

auction		
		

Auctioning is a way to sell items to other players globally, regardless of their location in the world.
Anyone may bid on any item being auctioned if they have enough money.

alliance talk

Sends a message to everyone in your alliance, if applicable.

pktalk		

Sends a message to the pktalk channel. Channel A is levels 45-120, B is 121-180, and C is 181-241.

archon talk

Sends a message to the Archon talk channel. Note: must be an archon, and outside of social to use.

formtalk

Communicates messages with your current form members.

form		

Displays the current members and their respective position in your current form.

form report

Displays the current vitals, levels and members within your current form.

form follow <name>

Asks another player for permission to join his or her form.

form leader <name>

Transfer form leadership to another player currently in the form.

form unform <name>

Removes a player from your form. ex: form unform Duende

form structure <type>
			
			

Changes the structure and positions of your current form. You may choose between default,
delta, bow, shield or snare. Shield is most commonly used throghout game play.
ex: form struc shield.

form reform <name> <position>
				
form split <amount>
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Places the indicated person into a new location within the form. The position must be
empty in order to transfer a person into that location. ex: form reform Duende fc

Distributes a specified amount of gold equally amongst formation members.
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General

These are general commands with which every Adventurer should be familiar.
alias

Using the alias command, you may create a synonym for a longer legitimate command, and then use the shortened
version instead of the full version. Check your current aliases by typing ALIAS. To set-up an alias,
type ex: alias cl cast ‘cure light’ - cl will not cast the spell cure light. You may set up to 50 aliases in-game.

chat

Materia Magica has a special chat room feature. These rooms allow people who want a break from playing the game, or
who just want to chat in a fantasy role-playing setting.

train

Through use of the TRAIN command, you can increase the attributes (strength, knowledge, etc.) or vital statistics (hit
points, spell points, stamina) on your character, thus increasing his effectiveness.

practice The PRACTICE command allows you to train a skill (proficiency or spell) and increase your knowledge of it. It is
different from the TRAIN command in that you are not learning about a general attribute or a vital statistic, but
about something more specific. See page 17 for more information about training and practicing.
shop

Through your travels in Alyria you will come across many merchants seeking to sell you goods and services, or buy goods
from you. You can buy many different types of goods and services from shopkeepers, such as weapons, magical spells,
horses, pets, etc. all using the SHOP command in the presence of a shopkeeper.

quest

The QUEST command allows you to undertake and manage quests. The members of the Council of Seven - the Lords and
Ladies of Alyria - will allow you to undertake quests in order to gain special points called ‘quest points’, as well as other
rewards, such as practices, gold, experience, and special items. Quest points can additionally be saved up and used at
any quest master to purchase specially-enchanted items. See page 101 for more information about questing.

class

Once a player reaches level 60 in his or her current class, the option to change classes is available. Classes are changed by
collecting and providing desired gemstones - black tourmalines - to a local Lord (such as Lord Agrippa). The CLASS
command, when used in the presence of a local Lord, allows you to deposit gemstones with them, view your multiclass
gemstone account, as well as change classes when you are ready.

shift

Faerie characters - those of the Fey and Sidhe races - have the ability to shift shape due to their magical natures. The SHIFT
command allows the faerie to change shapes for a limited amount of time between the hours of 7PM and 5AM. SHIFTING
removes a character from being visible using the WHERE command.
Note: You may only shift into an NPC that is within your level range.

quit

This command allows you to exit the game safely and saves your character for later return. While you do not have to use
this command to have your items saved, it is recommended as if there are items that will not persist or that you cannot
take with you (items that are greatly out of your level range, and some special items) you will be informed.
Note: You do not have to be in a special location to quit and save in Materia Magica.
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Combat Commands

These commands are used to start, navigate, and end combat situations.
combat		

The COMBAT command allows you to toggle combat settings, such as defenses, combat display modes, etc.

consider		
		

This command gives a rough estimate on what your chances are of defeating a character in combat, based on a
limited set of criteria, including hit points, level, and race.

kill / attack
		

When you wish to attack a creature or person, simply use the ATTACK or KILL command to begin melee combat.
If you are in area where combat is permitted, you will begin exchanging blows with your opponent.

flee		

Allows you to flee from your current combat situation, if possible.

flee <direction> Allows you to flee in a specific direction, if possible. Be sure to look in the room to see available exits.
		Note: Some NPCs do not allow players to flee!
bash		
Bashing a victim is a special combat move that requires one (in most cases) to be wielding a shield of some kind and
		
allows one to smash his or her opponent over the head with it. Bashing requires a great deal of stamina and strength
		
on the part of the user. Minotaurs can bash without holding a shield.
		Note: You must have the ‘bash’ proficiency to use the BASH command properly.
feed		
Feed is a vicious command that lets the faerie Fey race drink the blood of a designated victim from its neck.
		
A Sahguin can also FEED on prey, taking a bite out of their flesh rather than drinking from it.
		Note: You must have the ‘feeding’ proficiency to use the FEED command properly.
kick		
Kicking allows the attacker to cause a karate-chop type of attack to the target. However, a failed kick may throw an
		
unwary fighter off balance, causing him or her to miss the next round of combat.
		Note: You must have the ‘kick’ proficiency to use the KICK command properly.
backstab Backstab is the favored attack of thieves, murderers, and other rogues. It can be used with any small-sized
		
piercing weapon, such as a dagger or stilletto. You must have the ‘backstab’ proficiency to use the
		
BACKSTAB command properly.
breathe		
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BREATHE allows those of the Dracon race to use a special breath attack on their victim. Breath attacks include
frost, fire, gas (poison), acid, and lightning. Depending on the level of the Dracon, one or more breath attacks
will be available.

Combat
Combat in Alyria is a fact of life. Many dangerous and tricky creatures inhabit the
lands, and an Adventurer must be prepared to face them.

How Combat Works

Melee combat occurs in a series of rounds. A round is when attacks and blows are exchanged
between opposing forces. Combat is started when one side utilizes the ATTACK command or uses a
special attack on an opponent.
During combat, damage is inflicted in two overall ways. The first way is a series of hits from your
WIELDed weapon, or if no weapon is being wielded, by your fists (also known as hand-to-hand
combat.) The hits will occur automatically once combat is started, and will not stop until someone
FLEEs from combat, an opponent is incapacitated, combat is stopped through other means (for
example, a calm spell, momentary darkness spell, etc.) or when there are no opponents left on one
(or either) side.
The second way is from using a "special attack". These can be through CASTing magical spells,
items that are THROWn at the target, or special rebounding defenses such as fireshield or reflectmagic shields. Using special attacks during combat will usually result in the number of hits you can
issue per round being diminished, depending on how busy you are preparing the special attack.
The amount of damage done to the opposing participant is dependent on the type of attack, the level
of the attacker, their skill in using the weapon type, spell, or other special attack, and other attributes
such as agility and strength.

One combat
round, with
4 attempted
attacks
(3 successful and
one failed) and
1 defense
(acrobatics).
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Timing Spell Casting & Special Attacks
Each combat round occurs at 3 second intervals.
This means that 3 seconds pass inbetween each melee round.
During those 3 seconds, a player may wish to cast a spell or
utilize a special attack. Timing these special attacks is a
important to avoid losing any attacks of defenses in the
following round.

Successful
Use of
Combat
Rounds
LOOK in the room to
view your opponent’s
% health remaining.

Each spell takes a specific amount of time to cast. Most spells
take between 1 - 3 seconds to cast, while more advanced spells
typically take 4 - 5 seconds. When casting a spell, enter the
command immediately following the previous round so that the
spell will be cast and executed BEFORE the next combat round.
Casting spells late inbetween rounds will result in overcasting,
which will reduce your defense(s) and block your melee attacks
from occuring.
Look at the HELP file for each spell to see if it takes longer than
normal to cast (longer than 3 seconds.)

Amulet of Spell Delivery

To help reduce the amount of time each spell takes to cast,
consider obtaining an Amulet of Spell Delivery (available at any
Reward Unit shop for 50 reward units) which will reduce each
spell’s cast time by 25%, making it easier and possible to land
longer spells (4 seconds) within combat rounds.
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During the 3
second gap
between combat
rounds, players can
begin and finish
casting spells that
are up to 3 seconds
long. Right: the
caster successfully
begins and finishes
casting the spell
‘harm’ without
losing any attacks or
defenses in the
following round.
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Armor Resistance
Each body part has its own armor resistance, which is a way of measuring how much damage you can absorb
if a hit successfully connects with that body part.

Armor resistance is further brown down into four different types, namely:
armor resistance vs. piercing attacks		
armor resistance vs. bashing attacks		

armor resistance vs. slashing attacks
armor resistance vs. exotic attacks (miscellaneous)

Each of these armor resistance types will have a value from 0 to 100,
where 0 means that there is no resistance to attacks of that type, on
through 100, which means that the maximum resistance to attacks of
that type is present.
Armor resistance can be increased through items designed to protect
the specific body part (a helm for the head, for example), and it can also
be increased through the use of magic spells or enchanted items.
Each body part has its own damage multiplier - meaning that if a hit lands there, the damage from the hit is
either increased or reduced based on the body part. For instance, a blow to the head would do more damage to a
humanoid than a blow to the leg.

The modifiers for the damage done to the specific bodyparts are as follows:
		HEAD 120%					
		
		

TORSO 100% (no modification)			
ARMS 65%						

TAIL
50%			
WINGS 50%
LEGS
75%

Defenses
Unlike armor resistance, which reduces the damage caused by hits, combat defenses can cause a hit during an
attack to be avoided entirely. A defense must be active in order to be used during a combat round.
Active defenses can be changed using the COMBAT DEFENSE command, ie: COMBAT DEFENSE AUTO

Available defenses can include the following:
		Acrobatics			Parry			Dodge
		Shield Block		Evasion		Magical Fade (Fey & Sidhe only)
		Automatic (makes varied and appropriate use of all available defenses)
There are additional ways to block attacks - special equipment, magical spells such as telekinetic shield,
combat blink and so forth.
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PK COMBAT
Within Alyria some adventurers have chosen to fight amongst each other in mortal combat. Special areas and
zones have been marked off as acceptable places to do battle with other adventurers, but this sort of combat is
governed by certain rules. If you enter a player killing area, it is assumed that you have accepted the risks and
understand the rules involved. Playerkilling zones may be found scattered all over the world.
There are three different types of rooms where player-killing (PK) is acceptable. These rooms are denoted by red
text that warns you when you enter or LOOK into a room of this type. The types of PK rooms are:

CHAOTIC PLAYERKILLING ZONES (CPK)
Your corpse and some of your possessions will remain in the place in which you were
slain, and can be looted by anyone. While journeying through these areas, you can be
robbed by other players. CPK is restricted to players level 45 and higher.
NEUTRAL PLAYERKILLING ZONES (NPK)
You will keep your possessions, merely turning into a ghost. Your slayer will not gain
any experience from the fight. NPK is restricted to players level 25 and higher.
LAWFUL PLAYERKILLING ZONES (LPK)
You will keep all your possessions and will reincarnate instantly, but must regain hit
points and other attributes before you can fight again. This type of room is most commonly found in Arena combat areas.

Combat Preparation
Before entering combat with an unknown foe, it is always wise to CONSIDER the opponent first. This will tell
you what you (potentially) may face in terms of difficulty. You will also want to LOOK at the opponent, which
will provide you with valuable information, such as if he’s in a formation of other NPCs (or PCs). The description you see when looking at someone may also tell you that he is someone you may not want to mess with.
If your opponent is in a formation when you enter combat, and his formation members are in the room with
him, it is very likely that they will join combat the round after the first attack is initiated. Beware that the single
creature who looks so defenseless may be formed with some very powerful friends!
If you are a spellcaster, take the time before combat to MEMORIZE
your spells as needed. You can also apply any defensive spells to
yourself (such as Armor or Bless), and possibly a few offensive spells
to your opponent (such as Weaken, Faerie Fire, or Curse). Depending
on the spells used, you can gain a nice bonus to your combat rounds,
as well as weakening your opponent’s blows.
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Initiating Combat
You can start combat rounds by ATTACKing your opponent. Combat can also be initiated by casting an
offensive spell such as Spark or Shocking Grasp.
If you are a Fey, you may FEED upon your opponent. Thieves can sneak up on a target and BACKSTAB them.
You may choose to BASH or KICK, if you have the knowledge to do so.
THROW is an additional option for Monks, Rogues, and Rangers.
If you are of the Dracon race, you may make use of the BREATHE
command. Dracons may breathe fire, acid, frost, gas, or lightning. Lightning and acid will hit only one victim at a time. Fire, frost and gas are area
attacks and may hit other creatures in the same location and melee. Dracons gain the ability to use these individual breath attacks one at a time as
they raise in experience levels.

Escaping from Combat
To leave combat, you may FLEE. If you would like to attempt to automatically flee once your hit points fall
below a certain number, you may wish to make use of the WIMPY command. Use WIMPY with caution, as
it can cause a player to flee into undesireable places, such as an adjacent CPK room or death trap.
Combat may also be stopped through use of the calm spell, momentary darkness spell, throwing a smoke
bomb, or other magical intervention.
It’s often helpful to flee in a specific direction in order to control exactly which room you move into.
Type FLEE <DIRECTION> to ensure that you leave the room through a particular exit.

Death
Most likely you will die at some point during your adventures. When your hit points
drop to zero and death inevitably occurs, the most important thing is to remember not
to panic. In the world of Alyria, death for Adventurers follows different rules than you
might otherwise expect, due to the intervention of the Powers.
If you are under level six, the Powers usually take pity on you and restore you
immediately to life, with all your equipment and inventory on you, without
penalty. You’ll have to rest a bit to rejuvenate your hit points, stamina, and spell power
any time you are restored to life.
You’ll often be restored to the nearest RECALL point to where you were slain. If you are under level six and
die in Lasler, for example, you will be restored in the Shrine of St. Wisehart. If you die in or near the Towne of
Rune, you will be restored in the white-marble covered walls of the Runic Temple.
At level six and greater, when you die you will become a shade - a ghostly specter forced to roam the world
until a Power takes pity on you and reincarnates you. Luckily, the Powers are pretty predictable about when
they will get around to restoring you (after they feel you’ve learned your lesson), and by
utilizing the SCORE command, you will be able to see how much time you have remaining as a shade.
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Successful Combat - Start to Finish

Combat Tips: To automatically loot and sac corpses, SET AUTOLOOT ON and
SET AUTOSAC ON. You might also want to automatically split looted gold coins
with your formation; if so, SET AUTOSPLIT ON.
		
		

Don’t want to see all of your formations melee attacks?
Try COMBAT MODE BRIEF.
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Item Commands

These commands are used to interact with items in the game.
inventory (inv)
		

The INVENTORY command lists the items you are currently carrying. It does not show the items that you are
wearing on your body - for that you need to use the EQUIPMENT command.

equipment (eq)
		

This command lists the items in your inventory that you are currently wearing, and their locations on your body.
You will also see a list of body locations and the Armor Resistance (AR) values for each.

wear / equip / hold
remove / unequip

EQUIP lets you wear an item or wield as a weapon.
UNEQUIP lets you remove an item (in most cases) that you have previously EQUIPped.

examine		
		

EXAMINE is a synonym for LOOK. It lets you inspect an item’s visible attributes. If you have the LORE proficiency,
it will reveal even more information about the item.

get / take		

GET allows you to pick an object up from the ground or from inside a container, such as a chest or a bag.

put		
PUT transfers an item from your inventory to a container.
		Note: To place multiples of the same item at once, type put all.item in bag
		
If you are carrying duplicates of an item, you can place any of them into a bag by typing: put #.reagent bag
			
ex: put 2.reagent bag -- places the 2nd reagent in your inventory into the bag.
drop		

DROP drops an object that you are carrying, including gold coins, on the ground.

open		
close		

OPEN allows you to open a door or container.
CLOSE allows you to close an open door or container.

eat		
EAT allows you to ingest an item of food, a potion, or a pill. You may need to EAT multiple times (eating a few
		
loaves of bread, for example) in order to fill yourself up.
drink		
DRINK allows you to drink from a container of liquid or ingest a magical potion.
		Note: Drinking TWICE from a fountain will quench both your thirst and hunger, and replenish it fully.
use		
USE lets you make use of an item such as a magical wand, orb, or scroll.
		Note: you must be holding most items to use them!
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sacrifice (sac)
		

SACRIFICE lets you destroy an item in honor of the Power(s) that your character serves. Using this command
usually results in a gold reward. SET AUTOSAC ON if you wish to automatically sacrifice corpses as you kill NPCs.

steal		
		
		

STEAL attempts to pilfer money or items from an unsuspecting target. This command requires the ‘stealing’
proficiency in order to use properly. Players with the STEAL command can attempt to STEAL from another
player only in CPK rooms.

give		

GIVE allows you to hand an item or gold to an NPC or PC.

lock		
unlock		

LOCK allows you to lock a door or container (if you have its key).
UNLOCK allows you to unlock a locked door or container (if you have its key).

fill		
empty		

FILL allows you to fill an empty container or lamp with a liquid, such as water or oil.
EMPTY allows you to empty a container filled with a liquid, so that you may refill the container with something else.

light		
		
		

LIGHT ignites a light source (such as a torch or lantern). Light sources, unless magical, can only remain lit for a
certain period of time before burning out. If the light source can be refilled - such as in the case of most lanterns you can replenish the light source with lamp oil (available at most General Stores) by using the FILL command.

extinguish
		

EXTINGUISH puts out a burning light source (such as a torch). Lit items usually have limited amounts of time they
can be used, so it is a good idea to extinguish lights when you do not need them.

push		
pull		
turn		

Allows you to PUSH an item, such as a button. Not all items can be PUSHed.
PULL allows you to PULL an item, such as a lever. Not all items can be PULLed.
TURN allows you to TURN an item, such as a dial or knob. Not all items can be TURNed.

Items, Shops & Vendors
In your adventures in the world of Alyria, you will obtain items of varying desirability and value. Items can be won through combat, purchased at
auction, bought in a shop, given by an NPC as a reward for a quest, or simply
stumbled over during your explorations.
There are many different basic types of items. These may range from treasures,
artifacts, and jewelry, to mundane items such as lockpicks or water container.
Additionally, there may be different subtypes - for example, you might have a
brown leather water flask, or a metal canteen. Both would be water containers,
but they are clearly different subtypes of water containers.

Interacting with Items

The most common method of obtaining an item is by GETting it. GET allows you
to pick an object up from the ground or from inside a container, such as a chest or
a bag. Be careful when picking up an unknown item, however; if the item is cursed
with evil magic, you might not be able to let go of it. You can also GET items from
a container (for example: GET TORCH BAG (the “from” is implied)). A container
is a special type of item that can hold other items.

Once you have an item, you can choose to PUT it somewhere if you wish.
		
Items can only be PUT in containers.
		
To place an item into a second bag of the same name, enter: PUT ITEM 2.BAG
DUPLICATES and MULTIPLES of an item
In situations where there are duplicate items (items with the same names) in the same container or in the same
room, you may reference a specific item by putting a number and a period before its name (for example:
GET 5.TORCH BAG or PUT 3.AMULET BAG).

Magical Items

Due to the powerful nature of magic in the world of Alyria, Adventurers will
often come across enchanted items - these can be as simple as a shield that
enhances the Adventurer’s Vitality or as complex as a rare artifact, such as the
Skull of Riga, which among other things, bestows mental-spell resistance,
increased vital attributes, and invisibility detection upon its bearer.
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Equipment
You may choose to WEAR (or equip, or hold - they’re all synonyms for the same thing) the item. This is how
you would wear a cloak (which helps protect you), or wield a sword (which you can use to fight a creature). You
can view items that you have equipped with the EQUIPMENT (eq) command. Equipped items may be removed
with the REMOVE command.
Equipped items are worn on body parts. Your character is comprised of several body parts. While the parts may
not all be called by the same names in all races, they can be classified with the following titles: head, torso, arms,
legs, wings, and tail.
Not all races will have the same bodyparts, the same number of each bodypart, or
even the same name for each bodypart. A large animated plant might have a trunk
(instead of a torso) and psudopods (instead of arms). Dracons have tails and Feys
and Sidhe have wings, whereas humans do not.
Through use of the EQUIPMENT (eq) command, you can see a list of what you
are wearing on each body location, and a list of the body parts present on your
character, with the armor resistance listed for each body part.

USING ITEMS

If the item is of a certain type and you can hold it in your hands, you
may choose to USE it. Items such as scrolls, wands, orbs, or potions
may be USEd, among others.

GIVING ITEMS

If you wish to give an item to another character, be they NPC or PC,
you may GIVE it to them.
(Example: GIVE CLOAK ORC).

DROPPING ITEMS

When you decide you no longer want an item, you may DROP it.
This puts the item in the room before you, where it may be picked
up by other characters. Be careful not to drop items in the ocean or
aboard a ship, as most items do not float and will sink into the water.
Similarly, do not drop your items in lava unless you really don’t want
them anymore.
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Equipment Slots
When your character is created, you will have a set of basic equipment that will get you started. But you should
also take the time to investigate shops for helpful gear that can boost attributes or stats as well as finding weapons
that hit harder and armor that protects better. Some helpful equipment can also be earned by performing special
tasks. This is an example of what you might see by typing ‘equipment’:

Each character has a standard set of equipment slots on which to build armor resistance, and can equip an
item on the following locations:

1 light						1 on feet
2 rings 						1 on hands
2 standard neck items 				
1 on arms
1 on body 						1 shield
1 on head 						1 about body
1 on legs 						
1 waist (includes belts)
2 on wrists 						
1 on face (masks)
2 held in hands (1 each right and left)
Additionally, feys, dracons and sidhes can equip 2 wing items (1 each right and left), and minotaurs, dracons
and sahuagins can each equip 1 tail item.

Special slots:

Each character can wear special-slot rewardunit items in addition to their normal equipment slots:
		

- up to 2 special-slot neck items (ie: an amulet of spell-delivery)

		
- a spectral aura about the body (+9 ar, +100 hp, +75 sp, +100 st)
		
- or a magical belt-pouch worn on the hip (holds 50 reduced-weight items)
			 Note: most rewardunit items are not transferable between characters.
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Identifying Items
You will see basic information about an item simply by LOOKing at it. If you wish to see additional information
about an item, you will either need the Lore proficiency, the Identify spell, or a spell scroll containing the
Identify spell.
Among the other information Lore or Identify will reveal, there are a large number of ‘item attributes’ that
determine the core nature of the item in question, deciding in what ways it can be obtained and used.
When you Lore or Identify an item, you will see something similar to the following:

A player may equip an item that is at most 5 levels above their current total level. For example, a level 60 player
can equip up to a level 65 item. Additionally, players can carry items in their inventory or bid for items on
auction that are up to 45 levels higher than their current level.

Hidden and Buried Items
Sometimes items will be hidden from sight. To
find hidden items and doors, you will need to use
the SEARCH command. To uncover items that
are buried, you need to use the DIG command. To
DIG, you need a spade and a pickaxe from a store
in your inventory. You can also BURY items you
find, so you can use them later. Keep in mind though that other players may find the items you bury
(as you may find theirs).

PERCEPTION
Practicing the perception skill will help you uncover hidden or buried items quicker.
Perception can be practiced to 100%, mastery.
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Item Attributes
In the example “broom handle” shown below, the attribute of the item is: “identified”. Items can have multiple
attributes. Some of the more prominent item attributes are described below. You can find out more information
as to the meaning of each attribute, and view a complete list of attributes, in help ITEM ATTRIBUTES.
BIND-ON-TAKE - This item will bind to whomever takes it the first time and may not be worn by another
character after that point. Be sure to have loot off on when killing bosses that drop loot with this flag. Ask your
form leader if you’re unsure!
BLESSED - Decreases the wear which items suffer through normal usage and reduces the chance of damage
through acid, fire and ice based attacks and traps. Use the spell BLESS to bless an item. EX: cast bless bracelet
ENFORCE-LEVEL - Should the player holding this item not meet the level requirement (the player must be at
least the level of the item or greater), it will disappear quickly
INSULATED - This item is immune to destruction from fire, ice, acid, and lightning-based spells, weapons, and
traps. At higher levels in the game, items being INSULATED becomes very important because without this flag,
the item may frag and disappear.
NODECAY - This item will not tarnish due to use. Barring damage in battle or through trapped rooms, will
remain intact indefinitely.
NO-DISPEL - This will cause an item to not “spark” (lose) any special attributes (such as +2 Wisdom) or
magical spells found on the item.
NOUNCURSE - This item cannot be removed from your inventory in any way; death in a player-killing room
of any kind will also fail to remove the item. It must be combined with a NOREMOVE or NODROP attribute to
determine the nature of the curse.

Weapon Attributes

Some weapons have special attributes that give them an added bonus during combat. These
bonuses can be additional damage or even magical spells, such as poison. The spear shown below
has the special weapon attribute of “flaming”, which has a chance to blind an opponent during
combat, cause additional damage or even destroy non-insulated items.
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Buying and Selling Items
Through your travels you will come across many merchants seeking to sell you
goods and services, or buy goods from you. These are called SHOPS.
You can buy many different types of goods and services from shopkeepers, such as
weapons, magical spells, horses, pets, etc.
Shops usually only have a limited amount of inventory on hand. Once that inventory
is depleted, you must wait until the shopkeeper replenishes his or her supply. Depending on the item, this can
take days, weeks, or months. Usually the more exotic the item, the less the shopkeeper will have in stock, and the
longer it takes him or her to acquire more.
Shopkeepers will be denoted by the yellow [Shop] tag before their name in a room. When you find a shopkeeper,
you may type SHOP LIST to see his inventory. SHOP IDENTIFY will show you more information about that
particular item, and you can buy an item by using SHOP BUY . If you wish to sell an item, you can try SHOP
SELL.
To purchase multiples of an item at one time, enter the command: SHOP BUY <QUANTITY> <ITEM #>
For example, to purchase 20 sulfur reagents at a magic shop:
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Player Shops and the Bazaar
PCs (and PC Clans) can also lease and stock their own shops. These shops are
located in an area known as the Alyrian Bazaar, which is nestled between the
townes of Lowangen and New Rigel along the north road on the continent of
Sepharia. Follow the road north from New Rigel’s north gate to locate it.
You may find interesting and rare goods in these shops, but expect to pay a hefty
price!
Search the bazaar by entering: VENDOR SEARCH <ITEM>.
For example, you can search to see if any players are currently selling any gear from the White Marble set:

To purchase, for example, the white marble breastplate sold for 12,000 gp in Jeneya’s vendor, travel to the bazaar.
Once inside, enter the command: VENDOR WHERE <PLAYER/CLAN NAME/#> To locate Jeneya’s shop,
enter: VENDOR WHERE JENEYA then follow the directions listed to locate that shop.

STARTING A PLAYER SHOP

To begin your own vendor shop, locate an item shop stall and enter: VENDOR LEASE. Beware, opening a
vendor will cost 200,000 gp up front, and must be taken care of each week. If a vendor if left alone for too long,
all of its contents will be released to the ground and the shop will close.
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Magic-Related Commands
These commands are used by classes with magical abilities. Most spellcasting classes will make use
of scrolls and spellbooks in order to gather the magical knowledge needed. Some have the abilities
through other methods, such as Druids who can invoke and evoke energies.
memorize
MEMORIZE is used by wizards, rangers, and other spellcasters to commit a spell to memory so that it can be
		
casted later. Spells remain in memory for a limited time, after which they must be re-memorized.
		
Spells must be in spellbooks, and the spellbook with the spell in it must be held by the spellcaster,
		
in order to be MEMORIZEd.
		Tip: A player can memorize up to 100+ (level*2) + ((SCC/100.0) * ((knowledge *4) + (sanity *4))), up to 25 spells max.
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cast

CAST (abbreviated by the letter c) allows you to cast a spell on a target, such as a creature or item. If the spell that
you are casting contains multiple words, you must include apostrophes before and after the spell name.
ex: c ‘cure light’ <target> Note: some spells cannot be cast during combat or if combat is happening within the same room.

invoke

INVOKE works very much like CAST, and is used by Druids to invoke elemental powers to protect them during battle
and empower other miscellaneous magical effects. INVOKE requires individual Druid-only element-based spells in
order to use. Note: Most invocations can be cast during combat.

evoke

EVOKE works very much like CAST, and is used by Druids to summon elemental powers outside of themselves, whether
to inflict harm on a target or for another purpose. EVOKE requires individual Druid-only element-based spells in order to
use. Note: All evocations can be cast during combat.

play

PLAY allows the Bard to produce magical effects through music. You must have the MUSIC proficiency, and be holding a
musical instrument, in order to use the PLAY command. See page X for more detailed information about MUSIC.

Magic
The magical world of Alyria is a complex one; the same underlying forces
that create the effects known as magic can be tapped in varied ways, producing many different disciplines of the occult and
spellcasting. For instance, Wizards will call upon the ethereal forces
using combinations of reagents (ingredients designed to fuel a spell),
speech (words and inflection), and/or somatic movements (hand and
arm movements, as well as body stances). Druids, on the other hand, can
call upon elemental forces present in the physical plane and
channel them through their bodies by using will power alone,
although they cannot produce as complicated and specific an effect as the Wizard.

Spell Schools

There are several different schools among which the proficiencies and spells are divided. Schools are a way of
classifying the tangible aspects of a spell or proficiency, and while some spells may seem to overlap schools, there
is generally one main school in which they fit the best.
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Scrolls and Spellbooks

Most magical spells start out scribed with magical ink on specially
prepared paper. These are known as SPELL SCROLLS. Scrolls can be USEd
directly to swiftly cast a spell once with the MAGICAL ITEMS proficiency,
and do not require reagents in those cases. Spell scrolls can also usually be
SCRIBED into SPELLBOOKS, in which case the spell can be cast again
and again. Once directly cast, or scribed into a spellbook, the scroll will
disappear.
Spellbooks are collections of magical spells. These books themselves have power, but in order to successfully cast
a scribed spell without causing the spell to disappear from the spellbook (the same way it does when a spell scroll
is used), magical reagents, verbal intonations, and somatic gestures are often called for.
Before casting a spell scribed in a spellbook, it is usually necessary to MEMORIZE the spell. Once the spell is
memorized, it need not be memorized again until the spell is forgotten. A memorized spell will remain in the
caster’s memory for a certain period of time, based on the level of the caster and the difficulty of the spell.
There is a help file for each spell in the game; type HELP <spell name> to read more detailed information about
each spell, and identify the name of the scroll that spell comes from. Scrolls can be found on NPCs, Bosses, in
the bazaar, as scatter items, or sold in shops. In the example below, the help file for CURE LIGHT indicates that
the cure light spell can be found on “an off-white scroll”.
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Building a Spellbook
Before a spell can be cast, the spellcaster must be holding a spellbook that has the spell SCRIBED into it. Alternatively, the
spellcaster can MEMORIZE a spell from a SCRIBED spellbook. A character can only memorize up to 25 spells at a time.

Complexity Points

Each spell in Materia Magica has a set Spell Complexity level. This number not only indicates how high the character’s
SCC must be in order to use it, but it also dictates how many complexity points the spell will take up when scribed in a
spellbook.
SCRIBING
		
		
		

To SCRIBE a spell into a spellbook, EQUIP the spellbook in one hand, place the spell’s scroll in your
inventory, then enter the command: CAST SCRIBE <SPELLBOOK> <SCROLL/SPELL>.
For example, to scribe the spell ‘Cure Light’ found on an off-white scroll into an arcane spellbook,
enter: C SCRIBE ARCANE OFF

Tip: Each spellbook will hold a certain amount of complexity points (below, the Arcane spellbook will
hold 250 complexity points). Try to calculate the best arrangement for your spells when planning your
spellbooks by filling each of your books as close to its limit as possible. This will significantly reduce
the amount of books that your character will have to use.

Reagents
One common similarity among most of the magic-using classes is the
requirement of REAGENTS. Reagents are the ingredients that make
up most powerful magics; they are specially-prepared
substances capable of producing reactions when combined with other
reagents and the binding forces of the ethereal plane.
Reagents are required for many spells, as they provide additional
power and definition in a spell’s outcome. Magic users can attempt
to cast some spells without reagents, and in cases where the will and
power of the caster is strong enough, may succeed.
Tip: Lord Vashir sells reagent-specific silk bags, available using QUEST POINTS. Each fire, water, air and
earth silk bag can hold up to 250 reagents, and is NOUNCURSE, meaning you will never lose the bag. Gem
and Ethereal bags are also available, but only hold up to 195 reagents each. These bags do not reduce the
weight of individual reagents; try to choose lighter reagents when possible.
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Spellcasting Classes

Most, but not all, of the Adventuring Classes in Alyria can utilize some form of magic in their day-to-day lives
and during combat situations. Those classes are as follows:
Wizard 		
		
		
		

Wizards are powerful and versatile magic-users. They utilize scrolls, spellbooks,
and reagents in their magic. To activate their spells, Wizards use the CAST
command.

		
		
		
		

Witches prefer the more subtle arts of hexes, jinxes, and curses; however they
also specialize in conjuring and controlling spirits. They utilize scrolls,
spellbooks, and reagents in their magic. To activate their spells, Witches use the
CAST command.

		
		
		
		

Druidic magic is closely attuned with the natural world, and invoke or evoke
primal elemental forces to produce effects. While Druids have no need for
spellbooks and scrolls in order to cast their spells, they do utilize reagents in
their magic. Druids use INVOKE and EVOKE commands.

Witch

Druid

Priest 			
		
		
		

Priests worship a specific Powers and can channel the holy energy to produce
miraculous effects in the world. They utilize scrolls, spellbooks, and reagents in
their magic. To activate their spells, Priests use the CAST command.

		
		
		
		

Shamans are very similar to Priests in that they can call upon a lot of the same
Powers and can produce similar effects. They utilize scrolls, spellbooks, and
reagents in their magic. To activate their spells, Shamans use the
CAST command.

Shaman
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Psionic

		
		
		
		
		

Psionics are practiced in the powers of the mind and as such can produce most
of their effects silently (before the target realizes they are casting). Psionic
magic does not require the use of scrolls, spellbooks, or reagents, since the
power comes directly from the mind of the Psionic and not external forces. To
activate their spells, Psionics use the CAST command.

Ranger 			
				
				
Rangers are closely attuned to the cycles and voices of nature, and can make
				
use of many Wizard spells as well as herbalism. They utilize scrolls, spellbooks,
				
reagents, and herbs in their magic. To activate their spells, Rangers use the
				CAST command. To produce magical herbal mixtures, Rangers use magical
				
herbs, a mortar and pestle, and the MIX command.

Paladin 			
				
				
				
				

Paladins are holy knights and while their primary focus is spiritual salvation,
they have some of the same powers as Priests and Shamans, as well as a few
skills known only to Paladins. They utilize scrolls, spellbooks, and reagents in
their magic. To activate their spells, Paladins use the CAST command.

Bard 			
				
				
Bards use of a special form of musical magic, in which they produce
				
effects through magical instruments (and in some cases, rhyming vocals).
				
Bards require a musical instrument for their magic, and use the PLAY command
				
to produce effects. Playing music does not require any reagents, but uses
				
instead both spell points and stamina in order to produce the songs.

Monk
				
Monks have magical training in both wizardly magic and herbalism magic, but
				
limit their expertise to fewer effects in order to hone their fighting skills as well.
				
They utilize scrolls, spellbooks, magical herbs, and reagents in their magic.
				
To activate their spells, Monks use the CAST command. To produce magical
				
herbal mixtures, Monks make use magical herbs, a mortar and pestle, and
				the MIX command.
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Druidic Magic
Druids can INVOKE or EVOKE elemental powers to protect them during battle, harm opponents, and create
other magical effects. Different elements do different things when invoked or evoked. Invocations and Evocations draw upon the spell power of the druid.
			
Invocations
				Air Invocation			Ash Invocation		Dust Invocation
Earth Invocation		
Fire Invocation		
Ice Invocation
Lightning Invocation		
Magma Invocation		
Minerals Invocation
Ooze Invocation		
Radiance Invocation		
Salt Invocation
Smoke Invocation		
Steam Invocation		
Vacuum Invocation
Water Invocation
Evocations
Air Evocation			Ash Evocation			Dust Evocation
Earth Evocation		
Fire Evocation			
Ice Evocation
				Lightning Evocation		Magma Evocation		Minerals Evocation
				Ooze Evocation		Radiance Evocation		Salt Evocation
				Smoke Evocation		Steam Evocation		Vacuum Evocation
In order to successfully evoke the elements, druids must have the appropriate reagent on hand, or
combination of reagents. The quasi and para-elements, such as ice and radiance, require more than one reagent
in order to evoke successfully, as they are actually combinations of the four main elements of earth, air, fire, and
water.

Magical Herbalism

Herbalism is a powerful proficiency of Rangers and Monks that enables
them to create magical powders. Different herbs of varying strengths are
combined to form mixtures using the MIX command and a mortar and
pestle. Mixing herbs together will create powders that are either throwable or edible, depending on the effect the herbalist wishes to achieve.
The herbs by themselves have some power, but it is the concentration and
visualization of the herbalist during the mixing process that gives them
the ability to create magical effects.
Most herbs can be bought in any herbalist shop. There are shops in Xaventry, Rune, New Rigel, Sigil and Lowangen, and several other locations. The rarest herb known is called sedum rosea. It is said that when mixed in when
creating an herbal mixture, the sedum rosea prevents the mixture from decaying.
To MIX herbs into a workable combination, you must have a mortar and pestle in your hand and the herbs
you wish to combine in your inventory. Herbs can be found at many shoppes throughout the various townes of
Alyria. Only one herb of a type can be used. So, if one is using celidonia, only one can be used, but up to six other herbs can be mixed with it. With mortar and pestle in hand, one wishes to create a glimmering white herbal
mixture (“cure light”). Buy a provinca sprig and a celidonia sprig, then type MIX CELIDONIA PROVINCA. If
all goes well, a glimmering white herbal mixture will be in the inventory waiting to be eaten. If the mixture is
too powerful to contain in the mortar and pestle, there can be dire consequences.
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Bardic Song Magic

Making magic through the use of musical instruments and
specially-formulated mantras is the domain of the Bard. Similar to
casting a spell, bards are able to shape the forces of magic through
the vibrations of their songs and cause an effect in listeners, using the
PLAY command.
The power of the song can also be modified depending on the musical instrument on which it is played. Allowing the bard to go beyond
the ranges of his voice, the musical instrument serves to enhance the
strength of the vibrations that are used to create
magical effects.
Instruments range from the very simple: such as a practice lyre, to the very complex: such as the legendary handcarved viola, a very high-level and high-powered creation. Vendors selling instruments, as well as
opponents one can combat for their instruments, can be found in most major townes.
Bards can play up to 21 different musical notes - A B C D E F G (whole notes), A# B# C# D# E# F# G# (sharp
notes) and Ab Bb Cb Eb Fb Gb (flat notes). While the musical notation is similar in transcription to more traditional music, Bards are able to produce special sounds that go beyond the effects of ordinary music. By using a
musical instrument such as a lyre or harp, bards can cause magical harmonies. Trained from birth, the music of a
true bard is an amazing thing to hear.
At least three, and up to seven notes can be strung together to create a magical effect - too many notes and
the combination becomes unstable, and has been known to result in lethal backfires of the harmonies. The whole
notes - A B C D E F G - have heavier weight than sharps and flats. Depending on the order in which they are
played, the notes may have lighter or heavier weights.
The ability to conjure more complex magic depends on the musician’s skill level and the complexity of the instrument with which he shares his music with the world.

Commonly Used Songs

There are many songs that bards can play. Here are a few of the most commonly played songs to
get you started:
blindness - play F A D E
calm - play G C B G G Db
tremolo - play Gb A G E E
cure light - play A G E# D#
fireball - play G A G E
invisibility - play A C E
levitation - play E E E

light - play A C# E#
refresh - play E F A
sense life - play G G# Bb
shield - play A A A
slow - play G C B G Cb A

Tip: To make playing songs easier, try creating an ALIAS for each song within the game.
For example - alias CL play G C B G G Db would make the command CL cast “cure light”.
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Questing, Marks, and Bosses
Besides gaining experience and levels, there are other ways to measure and achieve success in the
world of Alyria. Two common methods are known as Questing and Marks.

Questing

Within Alyria law and order is overseen by a noble council of seven Lords
and Ladies, the most powerful men and women in the realm, with great
armies at their command. These members of the Council of Seven, as it is
called, are known to grant rewards to Adventurers that seek them out in
their local townes. They grant these rewards in exchange for the Adventurers performing a series of tasks for them known as QUESTS. These
quests can be as simple as the minor errand of picking up a delicacy from
a nearby bakery and returning it to the Lord or Lady who issued the quest
(known as the Questmaster), or something more complex. Utilizing the
QUEST command in the presence of these Questmasters will let you
request a quest.
Rewards granted for these quests can range from practice points, gold, experience points, Marks, and useful items, such as a weapon or a scroll. Additionally, for each quest completed the Adventurer will receive a
number of what are referred to as “quest points”, which are recorded by the Council of Seven and, when the
Adventurer has enough, can be redeemed at any Questmaster in exchange for special items, often magical and
enchanted.
In addition to the quests goverened by the QUEST command and granted by Questmasters, the interested Adventurer can usually find other people and creatures who will sometimes grant rewards in exchange for errands.
These “mini-quests” as they are called (although that is a misnomer, for sometimes they can be more complex
than the most complex Quest granted by a Questmaster) can be found in virtually all townes, villages, and even
in remote locales. The methods of triggering these “mini-quests” are varied; sometimes they can be triggered
by talking to the NPC, perhaps about something you saw when you LOOKed at
them, or heard from another NPC. Other times they can be triggered simply by
walking into the same room as the NPC, who may be looking for someone to help
him.
For more information on quests, see the QUESTS help reference.

1st Class (Levels 1-60)
Each adventurer can complete up to 5 quests every
6 hours, up to 5 at a single or multiple questmasters.
2nd, 3rd, 4th Class and Archon (Levels 61 - 241)
Each adventurer can complete up to 7 quests every
6 hours, with 2 quests per questmaster.
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Unlimited Maldra Keep Questing:
Every few days, Lord Maldra
announces unlimited questing in
Maldra Keep for 48 Alyrian hours
(12 Earth hours.)
For Announcements, visit :
http://www.materiamagica.com/
news/gossip

Completing a Quest
Upon requesting a quest from a Questmaster via the QUEST REQUEST command, you can check the status and
details of your quest by using the QUEST STATUS command. When you complete a phase on your quest, that
phase will have a * displayed next to it. When all phases are completed, return to the Questmaster who issues the
quest and enter the command QUEST COMPLETE.

Step 1: Quest Request
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Step 2: Complete each phase
Phases can be completed in any order than you choose. Tip: Be sure to read the quest description for clues
towards completing each phase.
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Step 3: Quest Complete
Always double-check that you have completed all phases, and have all of the required items in your
inventory before turning in the quest. Tip: Some quests ask for items that are useable, such as a
reagent. Be sure to verify that you still have the item(s) needed before entering QUEST COMPLETE.

Return to the Questmaster who issued the quest, and enter the command QUEST COMPLETE. If you did
not complete one or more of the phases, the quest master will issue a partial reward and notify you that the
quest was not fully complete.
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Questmasters

Lord Cornelius Agrippa of Rune
Location: Towne of Rune, on Sepharia
He is much beloved by his people for his kind deeds and actions in preserving the freedoms and rights of the individual. Though he rules Rune and
the surrounding areas with a benevolence that makes him popular with all,
he has a strong core that allows him to deal swiftly with any who threaten
his domain. He is known for his good rapport with the majority of other
towns and areas across Alyria, and has been known to have difficulties with
a few of the areas that host allies of the darker Powers.
Other traits and specifics:
- Fun loving. Hosts parties of various types as well as entertaining guests from town. Supervises a number
of fairs and festivals throughout the year.
- Supporter of the arts. Encourages and supports local artists as well as other cultural endeavors. In fact,
Rune's Museum and Library are fine examples to cities across Alyria.
- All know of the fate of Lord Agrippa's last love Lady Saresyn, but time has began to heal those wounds
and he may be prepared to explore a new relationship. However, it will surely be discreet and tastefully
managed, as he wants no gossip.

Lord Maldra of Maldra’s Keep		
Location: Maldra Keep, on Beltane (Level 90+)
His demeanor is quite professional, as he typically does not look down
upon his subjects as long as they obey him and heed his dictates. Others,
however, have questioned his morals, as he has been in league with various
nefarious individuals in the past. In fact rumor has it that he is involved in a
plot against Lord Agrippa as well as others in the realm. Though brusque in
manner, he does appear to seek the respect and admiration of all.
Other traits and specifics:
- His family is a constant thorn in his side as a number of, ahem, odd
progeny have been born to him. His wife is known to be an
embarrassment and he often becomes upset over her lack of pride in
her appearance.
- He is a strict but relatively fair leader for his people, additionally he
takes pride in himself and his keep.
- Known to be a supporter of certain dark forces though he does fight
					
against them when it serves his needs.
- He is not above using unscrupulous methods to attain his desires.
- Friend to Baron Rothchild of Pirates Cove, though even this friendship is tentative if money is involved.
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Lord Telleri of Tellerium		
Location: Towne of Tellerium, on Avros
Though a tad past his prime, Lord Telleri still cuts a dashing figure. A tall
minotaur dressed in his uniform of state, he still keeps a sharp sword at
his side. Once one of the region’s finest warriors, he still can give younger
fighters a challenge in sparring matches. In fact, he prides himself, and
his town, on the training facilities and skills of the warriors found here.
Also, since Tellerium is such a large town, he often finds himself in need
of assistance dealing with troublemakers, updating maps, and all variety
of tasks he just has no time for personally.
Other traits and specifics:
- Married to Lady Telleri whom he loves and respects not only for her ability to manage any social
occasion, but also for her deft perceptions of matters of state.
- On friendly terms with most other rulers of the realm though he does seek to further ties between
Tellerium and Templeton. Toward this end, he has encouraged a number of exchange programs
and visits between the two.
- Enjoys hosting festivals for his warriors to show off their skills as well as local handcrafted goods.

Lady Templeton of Templeton
Location: Towne of Templeton, on Avros
A graceful lady with an eye for fashion, Lady Templeton depends on
her bodyguard, Sir Malcolm, to protect her and her domain since the
tragic loss of her husband. She may seem somewhat flighty upon first
glance as she often becomes distracted from her duties to the citizens of Templeton by rather personal whims. However she does care
about the citizens and will often be found seeking new ways to better
the life of the average citizen.
Other traits and specifics:
- Supporter of any project that will make Templeton more
beautiful. Good examples are the parks and aviaries she funds.
- Does not offer first class quests due to the more dangerous nature
of the towne of Templeton.
- Has cordial relationships with most realms, and especially with
Tellerium, but is always seeking better trade deals and exchanges of all types.
- Has been known to seek companionship since the death of her husband. Not surprising that a woman
with her vitality should desire fulfillment in many ways, she occasionally will ask adventurers to aid her
in her liaisons.
- Rumors regarding her relationship with Sir Malcolm are unsubstantiated, but of course, one never knows.
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Lady Undya of Xaventry		
Location: Towne of Xaventry, on Sepharia
Her citizens hold this lovely lady in great esteem for her unbiased
treatment of all religious beliefs. In Xaventry, many religious find a safe
haven and coexist peacefully thanks to her. Her desire for justice and
the public good will have made her a popular ruler and much respected
by those who visit as well as other rulers across Alyria. Of course, being
a fair and gracious ruler, she does enjoy entertaining guests from other
realms and showing them the wonders of Xaventry.
Other traits and specifics:
- Hosts various state functions and festivities in the castle as well as religious festivals and holy days.
- Encourages tourism and good relations with Rune and New Rigel, the closest major towns.
- Seeks justice and has promoted a program of laws and law enforcement that rank among the best in Alyria.
- As a lovely lady, she has been known to request that adventurers seek things for her enjoyment,
or her adornment.

Lord Vashir of New Rigel
Location: Towne of New Rigel, on Sepharia
Well bred from a long line of rulers, Lord Vashir rules New Rigel with
a fairness that is applauded by all. This town of industry and trade has
flourished under his rule thanks to the effective trading agreements
he has arranged with other towns across Alyria. His reach extends
across the continent, and even to distant lands, when it comes to
affecting the economies of Alyria. As a result of these roles, he often
entertains and has also worked to turn New Rigel into a showplace
with a wide variety of cultural activities to enjoy as well. New Rigel is
a key training place for thieves from across the globe, so many will be
seen here seeking practice in their chosen path. Lord Vashir himself is
an accomplished bard and values the skills he gained from his years of
study. Though he deplores some of the uses bards and rogues make of
their skills, he provide them a safe haven within New Rigel provided
they cause no trouble.
Other traits and specifics:
- Proud promoter of New Rigel’s various industries and merchant opportunities.
- Hosts various galas and festivals that are part of an overall plan to enhance tourism.
- Hosts various delegations from other rulers who are seeking trade agreements or alliances with New Rigel.
- Is actively developing a stronger defense for New Rigel to battle those who would take advantage of its citizens.
- Supports the training of bards, knaves and rogues within New Rigel’s various training academies.
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Lord Vendredi of Sigil		
Location: Towne of Sigil, on Auryn
Though many take him to be a laid back and happy-go-lucky man, Lord
Vendredi is a strong leader with a realistic view of the world of Alyria in
addition to having a strong vision for Sigil. Working with other leaders,
he has helped battle the dark forces that have sought to overtake Alyria.
Coming from a line of rulers, his sense of honor and duty have served
him well since he was thrust upon the throne when his older brother
was killed in a hunting accident. This sense of duty has resulted in a
constant stream of emissaries and other travelers coming to the castle
to appeal to him for aid or favors of various types.
Other traits and specifics:
- Has been very interested in toy making since his childhood
and planned to pursue it as a career. He still makes toys to this
day though he was unable to pursue it due to family duty;
in fact he often offers his handiwork to adventurers who have served the realm well.
- Actively encourages the training and support of new adventurers by offering them opportunities to
explore, train, and experience all Sigil has to offer them.
- An ongoing program of various economic and other treaties or alliances receive much attention
from him.
- Has a special penchant for the ocean and all things related to water. He enjoys fishing or just sitting at
the courtyard fountain listening to the sweet lullabye of the water.
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Marks
A Mark is a type of magical branding that creates a mystical symbol upon your aura, visible only to specially
trained magic users. While certain NPCs within the world of Alyria may bestow Marks upon your person for
performing tasks, Marks are most often given by the Powers themselves, who watch and guide all of the denizens
of the land.

You may receive Marks for:
- Visiting special locations
- Defeating certain NPCs
- Performing certain actions
- Solving certain puzzles

Marks will always have descriptive names, such as the Mark of Truth, or the Mark of Wisdom. You may view a
list of the Marks your character has received by using the SCORE MARKS command. There are dozens of different Marks that can be obtained. For a complete list of all available marks, enter the command:
MARK LIST. This list can be filtered by level range. For a list of marks available within your current area, enter
the command MARK WHERE and MARK WHERE ALL.
Many Marks found throughout Alyria have conditions attached to them that must be met in order for the Mark
to be awarded to your person. Some conditions can include:
- Being above or below a certain level
- Defeating certain NPCs without aide from others
- Defeating certain NPCs while the NPC is not affected by certain affects
- When a Mark is bestowed upon you, it will usually come with a reward of some kind, usually in the
form of additional practice sessions, gold, and/or experience. Sometimes having a specific Mark will
allow you safe passage into a certain area, or will let you receive a special item. There may be
multiple ways to receive the same Mark, but you can only obtain each specific Mark once.
Below are various hints and secrets on how to acquire certain marks:
Mark of Youth
			

Find the three colored leaves and complete the quest the druid in Lasler gives you.

		 Mark of

Complete a certain number of quests in order to obtain this mark.

			
Mark of
			

A wrongfully-imprisoned knight of Agrippa’s will reward you with this mark, when you free
him from his orc captors!

Mark of Truth
			

Cross the bridge where a samurai warrior lives in Rune Forest, without resorting to combat.

Adventurer
Judgment

Mark of Wisdom Listen to the advice from the druid in Lasler and you will have a chance to acquire this mark.
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Bosses
Throughout your travels, you will encounter specialized NPC Bosses, indicated by a red [BOSS] tag in front of
their name. These Bosses are more difficult than standard mobs, and offer special rewards for killing them.

The Hunchback is one of many bosses you will encounter throughout your travels.
Check out Rune Graveyard to see if you can find him!
With each new Boss that a character kills, that character will be rewarded with the number of practices equal to
the number of boss kills that character has, bonus experience points (can be in the millions at high levels), and
special boss loot (see below). At 33, 66, 99 and 120 boss kills, your character will achieve very rewarding marks.
NOTE: a character will only receive a Boss Kill credit for their first kill, but will continue to receive boss loot.
For example, at boss kill number 25, your character will receive 25 practice points. At boss kill number 26, he or
she will receive 26 practice points, and so on. There are multiple bosses at all levels and at all levels of difficulty.

Personal Log

To track how many and which bosses your have killed, purchase a Personal Log from any Questermaster,
sold for 1,100 quest points. Hold the log, and USE LOG to see general statistics and accomplishments,
USE LOG BOSSES to see your current boss list, and USE LOG AVAILABLE to see if there are any Bosses
in your immediate area.
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The Village and Valley of Lasler
Once you have created your character, you will be in the first classroom in the Village of Lasler. A black cat will
greet you upon entry into the game as a new player - it is a good idea to let him show you how to achieve basic
interaction with the game through his tour. After the tour, you can follow the direction trail for additional lessons and the chance to train your skills and learn to communicate with others. Most of the information presented there is covered in this guide. However, don't forget to read each room's descriptions, as they can offer
many helpful hints. When you make it to the the training room, you can either train your attributes, train your
statistics (Hit Points, Spell Points and Stamina), or practice your skills (spells and/or proficiencies).
When you leave the classroom, you will find yourself in the Valley of Lasler, a wilderness area. If you follow the
High Road north, you will come to the Village of Lasler. Walking through the village, you will find all kinds of
stores that sell weapons, armors, food, etc. The shopkeepers will welcome you and tell you how you can view
what is being sold, how you can buy and sell and how to get information about each item being sold. As you
travel, you will also notice pools of water. If you feel hungry or thirsty, remember to drink a few times from the
pools.
Once you achieve fifteen levels of experience in Lasler, that you will be transported to another city depending on the class you have chosen. Each time you gain a level of experience, you will be given additional hit
points, spell points, stamina points and practice points used to further train your attributes, train your vital
statistics, or practice your skills.
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Getting Started
It’s usually a good idea to practice at least one or two weapons, defenses (if applicable), and an
offensive skill and spell, if available. Be sure to HOLD your spellbook to practice a spell.
We strongly advise AGAINST TRAINING STATS OR VITALS. Instead, focus on practicing proficiencies
and spells, exploring, completing miniquests and obtaining marks.

The School House
Upon starting a new character, you wll begin in the Lasler School House.
			

Top Level 						

Bottom Level

U

U
D

Exit Here
You Start Here

To Lasler
Valley

To Lasler
Valley

U
D

U

r

Basic
Training

See page 124 for a map of Lasler Village.
Type WHERE to see who else is currently in Lasler with you, and type CLAN WHERE to see the other members of the Novice clan. Type SCORE to view your current stats, and EQ to view your equipment. Type INV to
view your INVENTORY, and LOOK BACKPACK to see what’s inside your backpack. If you wish, you may say
a greeting to your fellow clan members by speaking on CLAN TALK, for example: clan talk Hello!
Next, you might consider making a couple of SETTINGS changes.
		
We suggest the following:
			
SET AUTOLOOT ON		
SET AUTO-NOURISH OFF
				SET AUTOSAC ON			COMBAT AIM TORSO
				SET AUTOSPLIT ON		
				
COMBAT MODE BRIEF or COMBAT MODE NORMAL (your choice)
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Basic Training
Move 2 rooms south, and one east to bring yourself to the first BASIC TRAINING with Johann. Type
PRACTICE to see what skills are available for you to practice with Johann. To see a list of all of your current
skills and spells, type SKILL PRO or SKILL SPELLS. Any skills displayed in YELLOW are currently available
for practicing. If a skill is gray, you must raise your level and SCC or PCC ratings to gain access to it.
You may spend 1 practice at a time, or up to 50 all at once per skill. Be sure to practice any skills that you plan
on using DURING COMBAT to MAXIMUM, typically 75% or 100%, depending on the skill.
EX: PRACTICE AXE 50 will spend 50 practice points to practice the WEAPON PROFICIENCY of AXE.

You are now ready to begin your adventure! Follow the path through the School House, and
walk out into Lasley Valley. Follow the road north towards the Village of Lasler, stopping to
see what some of the locals might have to say and completing their tasks. Good luck!
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Lasler Miniquests
In Lasler, there are a lot more things to do than just hunt creatures. Other than learning the basics of the game
and exploring new areas, you can try some of the miniquests that will give you extra rewards.
There are several miniquests in Lasler: the Youth trial, the Wisdom trial, and the Orienteering trial. When
completed, each gives you practices and a Mark that may be useful to you in later adventures.
Youth Trial
After you reach level six, you may try the trial of youth. The difficulty of this
miniquest is proportional to the rewards. Before you start, make sure you
have a few healing potions (found at the potion store, which is located to the
west on the main road of the village) and light sources (which can be found at
the general store).
The first goal in this trial is to obtain three leaves from the dryads
outside the forest and the dragon. To obtain the three leaves, you will need to
defeat certain creatures; or be sneaky and outwit certain others. To get more
information on the miniquest, try talking to the dryad in the forest using the
SAYTO command.
Once you have all three leaves, the dryads in the forest will guide you to the place where you can attempt the
last phase of the trial. Here you will defeat the main creature, which will allow you to earn the rewards. Be sure
to read all information in this area as it may affect the choices you are making,
especially which
creature you wish to face.
Wisdom Trial
To undertake the Trial of Wisdom, locate the druid in the forest. With the help
of the creatures of the forest, he’ll be happy to tell you the story of the quest along
with hints about it. Try visiting with Brother Rufus for some extra help.
In the quest area to the north, you will notice five magical obelisks. Your task is
to have them placed in the right order so a north exit will reveal itself to you. The
magical obelisks are activated or deactivated each time you walk in the room and
shine each time one is activated in the desired order. The obelisk in the center has runes that glow to show you
how many of the obelisks are
correctly activated.
Your task it to get all four of the runes in the center obelisk to glow simultaneously,
within the allowed time. Once all four runes in the center obelisk are glowing, you
can go north and gather your rewards.
Orienteering Trial
The Orienteering Trial is designed to help you familiarize yourself with navigating
the wilderness of the Valley of Lasler. The Preacher of Gath that walks the High Road in the valley will greet
you and instruct you in what you must do in order to complete the trial and gain your reward. Use the scan and
survey commands to help you find your way.
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Master Irvin
Visit Master Irvin for two quests to complete in Lasler. Irvin is located, from recall at the Shrine of St. Wisehart, move west, north, 4 west, open north, 2 north, open east, east into Irvin’s office. Irvin asks you to run
two errands for him. SAY ERRAND 1 to receive the first errand from Irvin. Complete both errands for a reward!

Sustenance and Sleep

There are some basic needs to meet to survive in Alyria - food, water, and sleep.

Hunger and Thirst

Every so often, you’ll notice your character’s stomach is rumbling, or that his or her
throat is parched. This means you need to EAT or DRINK something. If you are
hungry or thirsty, you will not regenerate hit points or stamina.
If you do not have any food, there are shops throughout the world where it may be
purchased. If your drink container happens to be empty, FILL it at the nearest fountain or fresh water source. If you’ve managed to get the liquid in your container poisoned in some way, or if the
container is full of some other undesirable liquid, EMPTY it and FILL it at the nearest fountain or fresh water
source (such as a river or stream).
Characters of the FEY race may not drink water for risk of cleansing their characters of the evil ethereal force
that comprises their being. In order to quench this thirst, the fey must FEED on another living being or on fresh
blood spilled during combat. Additionally, magical blood fountains exist in various rare locations around the
world, usually in fairly evil locations.

Resting and Sleeping

If you are tired from running around or fighting, or hurt and bleeding, or low on
spell points - turn to nature’s cure-all, rest and sleep. When you REST or SLEEP,
you will regenerate hit points, spell power, and stamina. It
is recommended to rest and sleep in a safe location, as sleeping creatures are quite
obviously more vulnerable to attack. You cannot fight while resting, sitting, or
sleeping, so if you try to do something and the game tells you that you feel too
relaxed, remember to STAND up or WAKE.
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When you rest, you are essentially sitting down and meditating, but you can see
the area and creatures around you. When you sleep, you won’t be able see anything going on in your room, but you will regenerate must faster than by simply
resting. You will also be able to hear the DREAMs of other players, as well as be
able to dream a bit on your own.

Getting Help
If at any time you feel lost, or do not understand how to perform an action, do not get discouraged or panic.
There are several ways you can get answers to your questions and help. First you can try the HELP command
from within the game, or simply browse the help entries and reference materials available on the website, which
will give you additional information on ways of the game.
You can also type RECALL and be returned to the Lasler recall room with Brother Rufus at any time if you lose
your way and become lost. Going outside of Lasler is not a good idea; you will be relocated out of Lasler by the
Powers at level 15, so it is advised you stay in Lasler until that occurs.
At that point you will be ready to continue your adventures, perhaps within Rune Forest, which lies due north of
the village of Lasler.

Novice Clan

Upon starting a new character, each adventurer joins the Novice Clan which consists of fellow 1st class
adventurers and knowledgeable player Guides. You can communicate with your clannies using the CLAN TALK
(abbreviated as CT) command within the game. Type CLAN WHERE and CLAN LIST 7 to see who else is online within the novice clan at that time.

Player Guides

Certain players who have the strong desire to help new players adjust to the unique world of Alyria are designated as GUIDES. This designation is visible by using the GUIDE command, which will show you currentlyenabled guides in the game. GUIDES have the ability to monitor prays, and join and leave the Novice Clan. You
can easily reach one or more Guides through use of the PRAY command.
A Guide can also assist in player-to-player squabbles, and is trusted to mediate minor disputes. Guides are also
useful to help manage player-to-player trades of in-game items. If you wish to trade an item with another player,
it is always wisest (and recommended) to engage a guide to act as an escrow between you and the character with
which you are trading. This way, the guide acts as an independent third party and will hold onto the tradeable
item(s) until both parties are satisfied with the deal.

Tip: Drinking TWICE from a fountain will
relieve all symptoms of hunger and thirst!
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Leaving Lasler
So you made it to level 15! Congratulations! If you were still inside Lasler when you reached level 15, you
would have been transported to the exit of Lasler, on the Lasler Trail. Since Lasler is a novice village designed for adventurers under level 15, you cannot re-enter. However, there is an entire new world for you to
explore.
Depending on which class you chose, you will receive a magical gemstone in your inventory at level 15.
This gemstone, when USEd, will transport you to the towne most appropriate for your particular class. If
you type HELP you will learn to which towne you will be sent.
But, that doesn't mean you have to head there right away. The gemstone has ten charges, which means you
can depend on it to get you out of rough scrapes or to help you get back to your local towne should you lose
your way. You may use the gemstone until level 55, or until its magic is spent, whichever comes first. So, you
may choose to explore Rune Forest, which is appropriate for your level, and perhaps venture deeper into
it and discover Rune Graveyard. You may also choose to follow the road south and find the fair Towne of
Rune, but that is all up to you.

When you do get to the appropriate towne, the following tips will help
you acclimate yourself to the area.

What’s Next?
- Use the WHERE command.
This will show where you are and who the visible players are
in that area with you.
- Explore the area - walk around, visit the stores in your new
town, and see how things work as well as what is being sold.
- Type SHOP LIST and SHOP ID # to view items sold in the area’s shops.
- CONSIDER some of the NPCs around the town.
- Try fighting those that are about as strong or weaker than you.
- Locate the town’s Questmaster and request your first quest, usually located within the towne’s
castle or town hall (indicated on each map in the appendix of this guide.)
- Begin to gather and set your sights on some new equipment, weapons and bags.
- Type MARK WHERE ALL to see what marks are available in that area and work towards solving
them. If you’re stuck, visit the website links on page 120 for some tips and tricks.
- Consider beginning preparations for defeating the fearsome dragon at the top of the
Tower of Aroxa, located just northeast of Tellerium (entrance is available until level 59).
- Begin preparations for a battle to the death with the ancient wizard Odious. It’s often said that
his hideout is randomly located in the wilds between Sigil and the Palace of Diocletian
(Odious is available until level 59).
- Visit http://www.materiamagica.com/community/links or page 120 of this guide to check
out some websites made by various players, clans and alliances about the game.
- View the MAPS section of the Appendix (page 122) to help find your way while traveling.
View a complete selection of maps at http://www.orderofchaos.org/mm
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Verity Isle and Multiclassing
Upon reaching level 60, you will need to MULTICLASS, which means you will be changing classes from your
current one to another from one of the four class archetypes. In order to do that, you will need to collect a number of special gemstones - black tourmalines, which the Council of Seven uses as an energy source to provide
magical power for some of their projects - and return them to any of the Quest Masters. Black tourmalines can
be found in two locations - The Proving Grounds on Irda Isle, and inside the Tower of Riga on Verity Isle. Many
people start going to Verity Isle after they have practiced all their skills and decide to gain levels and experience
in the Tower of Riga while gathering tourmalines. Verity Isle is restricted to those below 70 levels of experience.
You don't need to collect all 250 and deposit them at once. You are allowed to hand them to the Quest Masters
in small amounts each time. It doesn't matter which Quest Master you choose each time you
deposit tourmalines, as the Quest Masters share your deposit information amongst themselves.
The Tower of Riga on Verity Isle has eight floors, the layout of which changes occasionally due to the magic that
permeates the area, left behind by the powerful Archmage, Riga, who has long since vacated the
premises (after being stabbed in the back by his apprentice, Cassandra). The Tower is now loosely monitored by
the Council of Seven as a training ground for novice adventurers. It has only one shop, one bank, and one fountain at the entrance, which have been set up by representatives of the Council.
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Preparation for the Tower of Riga
Explosions, fire and acid traps are frequently found in the
Tower of Riga - take care while making preparations!
Many rooms in the Tower of Riga do not have a light source - so
you will need to provide your own. If you possess the Light spell,
you will be able to create a magical ball of light as long as you have
the spell points to do so. If you do not have this spell, you'll need
to either stock up on spell scrolls that are inscribed with that spell,
or buy a lot of light sources, such as torches or lanterns. If you get a lantern, be sure to bring multiple vials of
lamp oil in order to refill it. Alternatively, you can get blue orbs from the towne of Rune and use them to cast
sanctuary on yourself, providing both a light source and a 15% reduction in damage dealt by your enemies
against you.
You will need a supply of food and water, if you are not a class that can produce them with magic (such as
with the create food or the create water spells). A nice item to have for your adventures in Verity is a
Decanter of Endless Water (or Blood, if you are a Fey or a Drow), which you may purchase from the questmasters Lord Agrippa or Lord Telleri when you have an appropriate number of quest points.
If you can't afford those items, it is wise to buy rations and water skins - you can always refill the waterskins at
the fountain in the Tower of Riga. If you can't afford to buy rations, you may eat legs/arms/wings/etc. of the
NPCs you defeat. They are the same as rations, but they are not as reliable a food source.
Tip: Surprisingly, a vial of oil, when emptied of oil, can hold up to 50 oz. of water or blood, providing a great,
cheap alternative to expensive decanters. Simply empty the vial, then FILL VIAL WATER or FILL VIAL
BLOOD when standing next to a fountain. Both a blood and water fountain are available at in the Runic
Temple. Be sure to keep your vials in a bag to protect them against explosions and traps!
Insulated bags or strong boxes (from general stores) are useful to store the tourmalines you find. How many
you buy depends on how many tourmalines you can carry or how many you want to get each time you visit
Verity Isle. Make sure that as much of your equipment is INSULATED to ensure that combat and traps do
not destroy them, and you are left with a pile of tourmalines you can't carry in your inventory.
After you have bought all the items you need, you will want to re-evaluate your equipment and inventory the Tower of Riga has a lot of traps that may destroy them (hence, the insulated bags and/or boxes to put
everything in).
Killing NPCs and checking the Bazaar is a great way to look for higher level equipment and bags
that will be helpful on your journey. Some ideas of items to considering obtaining
include, but is not limited to:
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- a bag embroidered with silver runes		
- a gnomish miner’s bag				
- a fused breastplate					
- a Rahdiyr cityguard wingtip			

- a wizard’s cloak
- a guard’s helm
- a pair of seven-league boots
- a white shield of holy

Journeying to Verity Isle
In order to travel to Verity Isle and explore the Tower of Riga, you need
to find a recently-retired adventurer in your nearest large Towne, and
give him 25,000 gold to transport you. Be sure to bring at least 10,000
gold to the Isle with you, as you will need it to return!
These retired adventurers may commonly be found loitering in several
cities across Alyria.
There are recently-retired adventurers located in additional spots as well.
In Tellerium, you will find him northeast of the Town Square fountain.
In New Rigel, you will need to ride the gondola in the canal and exit west.
In Sigil, you will find him two rooms south of recall.
In Xaventry, you will find him at the entrance of the Vandyne Temple.
Once you are transported, head to the southeast and you will see the tower. If you are unsure of
which direction to head in, try SURVEYing the area for the tower. Be careful as you journey across
this wasteland as there are many aggressive creatures that will attack you without provocation. Be
prepared to fight, or flee!
Inside the tower on the ground floor, you will see a druid shopkeeper standing near a fountain. The
druid sells food, water and light in case you run out. The room is also a bank you may use. When the time
comes to leave Verity Isle, you need to give 10,000 gold to the druid, and he will send you
to Sigil.
In the Tower of Riga, you also may obtain a mark that will give you extra practice points and experience. It
is called the Mark of Patience. You will need to travel to the uppermost floor and find Cassandra.
To get to her, you will also need to defeat the Ariel ancient who guards the entrance to the upper
chamber, where Cassandra resides. If you have TRACKING, try tracking a DJINN to make your way to the
8th floor. Still feeling stuck? Try BASHing doors down, LOCKPICKING, PASS DOOR and locating keys.
When you have decided you have enough tourmalines (or simply cannot carry anymore) and have
returned to your favorite large Towne, visit a Quest Master with the tourmalines in your inventory and use
the CLASS command to deposit them.
When you have enough tourmalines, you may use the CLASS command to change to a new class at any
local Questmaster.
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Additional Resources and Next Steps
For more information regarding skills, spells,
equipment, and extensive game-play options,
please visit our website at www.materiamagica.com.
Thank you for playing Materia Magica!
Additional Resources:
http://www.materiamagica.com/guide
http://www.materiamagica.com/world
http://www.materiamagica.com/community/forum
http://www.materiamagica.com/community/links
Helpful Player-run Websites:
http://annwn.info/ - Comprehensive equipment, quest, item, NPC, room, area, map, marks
			
and player database with forums and player logs. Registration is free.
http://www.aodojo.com/ - PK statistics, player stats, maps, spell & skill info, and more!
http://www.clannorthstar.com/ - Area maps, skill and song information, equipment guides,
					
class guides and more!
http://igtmm.com/ - An Idiot’s guide to Materia Magica; An introductory site with tips,
			
tricks, and a Lasler guide.
http://mmatlas.dune.net/ and for sight-impaired players: http://mmatlas.dune.net/vi/
An interactive world map with ferry locations and times, and a Crystal Guild quest finder.
http://orderofchaos.org/ - Comprehensive mark, class, area, leveling, miniquest and run guides,
			
including a complete Novice section with Lasler walkthrough.
http://orderofchaos.org/mm/ 					
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An extension of the Order of Chaos website that hosts a
MagicMap, which uses GMCP protocol to draw live maps,
which are constantly being updated.
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Thank you for playing
Materia Magica!
Please visit us at
www.materiamagica.com
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